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Recent years have seen rapid increases in foreign direct investrnent worldwide. Previously 

flowing rnostly to industrialized countries. foreign investment has been spreading to 

developing countries. and since 1989. also to countries in Central and Eastern Europe 

which were previously closed to foreign investors. This has intensified cornpetition among 

nations for attracting foreign capital. In the mid- 1990s. Poland emerged as the largest 

recipient of non-resource foreign investment in the region. This study investigates 

investment c h t e  of Poland as seen by foreign investors. Theû levels of satisfaction or 

dissatisfaction with their investment. and factors influencing their choice of Poland as an 

investment location. The results indicate that Poland is perceived more positively in 

several areas than rnight have been expected. but also that there is considerable room for 

improvement. particularly is such areas as production infiastructure and the legai 

environment for business. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As the globalization of the marketplace continues, cornpanies that conduct business oriiy 

w i t h  their national boundaries wiii tind it difficult to survive. One way to cope with this 

problem is for cornpanies to expand theû operations beyond home country fiontiers into 

other countries through foreign direct investment (FDI). FDi plays an important role as a 

tool in worldwide cornpetition. The World Investment Report (1996) names FDI a 

"prirnary force" shaping globalization. 

Nong with the globalization of the marketplace. the world's economy has expanded in 

recent years. One of the factors influencing this trend is FDI. Currently. FDI is growing 

even faster than international trade, which has been the major mechankm co~ect ing  

national economies (World Investment Repon 1997). Even countnes previously closed to 

foreign investors, for instance China, have recognized the economic benefits of foreign 

investment and have opened their borden to foreign capital. Cornpetition to attract FDI 

involves not only developed countries. but also developing countries and countries in 

iransition' . 

' The World Development Repon (1998/99) classities countries into four generai categories depending on 
1997 GNP per capita values; (1)  high-income econornies with annual per capita incomes above 99,656 or 
more in 1996. (2) upper-middle-income economies with per capita incornes between $3,126-$9,656, (3)  
lower-middIe-incornes economies with per capita incomes between 5786-$3,126, and (3) low income 
economies with per capita incomes below $786. The !ow and middle income econornies are aiso referred 
to as developing econornies. The term "developed countries" refers to high income economies and the 
term "countries in transition" refers to post communist countries of Central and Eastern Europe. 



Several factors rnay contribute to which countries are targeted as foreign investrnent 

destinations. Besides 'tangible' deterrninants which can be easiiy calculated and compared 

(e.g. size and growtli of the country's market. level of protectionism etc.) there are other 

factors which are also considered by potential investors but are not easy to rneasure. 

Among those factors the FDI literature List the image and stereotypes of the host country 

in the eyes of foreign investors, as weil as managers' personai perceptions and preferences 

regarding the host country. as playing an important role in the investment decision rnakmg 

process (Stobaugh 1969, Papadopoulos 1993. Wee. Lim. and Tan 1993. Root 1994). 

The rnajority of publications concerning FDI discusses the investments in developed 

countries (i.e. USA. Western Europe). while very little is said about the investment 

deterrninants in less developed countries or countries in transition. In addition, research 

into managers' perceptions, country stereotypes and their innuence on investrnent 

decisions is not adequate. This study adds to the existing uiformation by examinhg a 

country in transition that is new to foreign investment, from the standpoint of foreign 

investors' perceptions about that country and its investrnent c h i e .  The selected country 

is Poland, a quite new participant in the rivalry to attract foreign investment, a country 

offering foreign investors many potential advantages but ais0 with many potential threats. 

Poland. which started the transition process only a decade ago, is among the leading 

countries of the region, dong with Hungary and the Czech Republic, in implementing 

reforms. The country is classilied into the upper-middle-incorne group by the World 

Developrnent Report 1998/99. 



The ciramatic changes that have occurred in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE') have 

raised the interest of the world business community in pursuhg emerging trade and market 

opportunities in that region. Among the new democracies in CEE, Poland. dong with 

Hungary, the Czech Republic. and Slovenia, have becom some of the rnost attractive 

sites for foreign investors beginnùig in 1989. Withm CEE. these four countries have been 

attracting most of the FDt during the past decade (Sinn and Weichenrieder 1997). 

This research attempts to determine factors mfluencing the position of Poland in the eyes 

of foreign investors. The work builds on previous studies conducted in the School of 

Business at Carleton University that focused on a country's attractiveness as a location of 

choice for direct investment. Papadopoulos. Jog and Heslop ( 1992) and D' Souza ( 1993) 

investigated the position and image of Canada as a place to invest. In the first part of the 

study D'Souza gathered information from senior expatriate and Canadian executives of 22 

companies. The second part of the study conducted in L992 collected the information from 

senior foreign executives of 30 companies. Building on these two studies Kalligatsi ( 1996) 

investigated the position and image of Greece in the eyes of investors. In this case the data 

was coUected ffom senior foreign executives and Greek executives in Greece. In both 

studies the research instruments used were interviews and seif-adrninistrated 

questionnaires. 

1 

In this paper "CEE" is used to refer to the counuies that were rnernbers of the former "Soviet bloc". 
specifically the former Soviet Union itself. and its successor states. the Baltic states of Latvia, Estonia. and 
Lithuania, Romania. Bulearia, Hungary, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Poland. 



Poland became a popular topic in the business literature after 1989 due to the fast changes 

occurring in CEE. uicreased investments. and numerous success stories. However. there is 

no research which explores the advantages and disadvantages of investment in Poland. 

Also limited research is available concerning detefminants of investment in Poland, the 

perceptions and stereotypes that foreign managers hold about Poland. and what could be 

done that would increase the flow of FDI into Poland. This study explores these areas by 

examùiing the experience and perceptions of hvestors currently operating in Poland. 

Investors* views are used to assess the investment climate in Poland. and. possibly. to 

suggest ways to irnprove the image of the country. Also. in the second part of the study. 

views and opinions of senior staff rnembers of Canadian govemment agencies as weil as 

Canadian businesses are assessed. 

The next section reviews the available literature on foreign direct investment recent trends. 

and the benefits it b ~ g s  to the companies investhg and recipient countries. Then. theories 

of FDI are presented. to outline what û known about the determinants the investment 

decision. why investment is chosen instead of other forms of entering foreign markets and 

how the country is selected. Next, managerial perceptions with particular input on Product 

Country Image issues and their infiuence on investrnent decisions are discussed. In 

addition. a short explanation of changes that happened recentiy in CEE countries. with 

particular attention to changes and foreign investment flows in Poland. is provided. The 

rnethodology of this study is discussed in the next section. It is foilowed by the analysis 

section divided into three parts; (1) analysis of responses obtauied from the questionnaire. 



(2)  analysis of the in-depth interviews, (3) cornparison of the three studies. Findly. in the 

last section. Limitations of this study are addressed. and summary and benefits of this 

researc h are provided. 



The World Bank de fines foreign direct investment as: 

"an investment involving a long-term relationship and reflecting a lasting 
interest and control of a resident entity in one economy (foreign direct 
investor or parent enterprise) in an enterprise resident in an economy other 
than that of the foreign direct investor (FDI enterprise or afnüate enterprise 
or foreign affiliate). Foreign direct investment implies that the investor 
exens a signincant degree of influence on the management of the enterprise 
resident in the other economy. Such investrnent involves both the initial 
transaction between the two entities and all subsequent transactions between 
them and arnong foreign affilates, both incorporated and unincorporated. 
Foreign direct investment rnay be undertaken by individuals as well as 
business entities" (World Development Report 1998199 p. 2 19). 

FDI occurs "when an investor. based in one country (the home country). acquùes an asset 

in another country (the hosi country), with the intent to manage that assef" (WTO 1996). 

The management of the asset is what distinguishes direct investment from portfolio 

investments, such as stocks and other financial instruments. In 1983. the Organization for 

Econornic Co-operation and Developrnent (OECD) suggested that FDI takes place w hen 

there is a holding of 10 percent (or more) of the shares or voting stock. A holding below 

the 10 percent level refen to the portfolio investment. However. a legdy required level 

that distinguishes the FDI fkom the portfolio investment varies by country: a 20 percent 

benchmark exists for the UK and France. 10 percent for the US and Japan. and 25 percent 

for Germany (WTO 1996). 



1. General Trends in FM 

FDI is increasing and while once was reserved mainly for industrialired countries. it is now 

expanding to deveioping countries. Also. countries formerly closed to foreign investors, 

for instance China or countries in transition, are starting CO receive inbound FDI. 

World Investment Report (1996) suggests that more and more companies and countries 

are looking for FDI opportunities as evidenced by the fact that FiII flows doubled 

between 1980 and 1994 relative to world gross domestic product (GDP). Also, in 1996 

FDI set a new record. Intlows increased by 10 percent to S 349 billion3. while outflows 

rose by 2 percent to $ 347 billion (World Investment Report 1997). Increases in FDI 

uinows exceeded the growth in both the nominal value of world GDP and international 

[rade. which in 1996 expanded by 6.6 percent and 1.5 percent, respectively. The increase 

in R) I  is believed to be the nsult of multinational enterprises' (MNEs) expansion of their 

operations abroad in response to economic growth and the continued liberaikation of 

much of the world. 

Adding to this trend is the interesting fact that the recipients of FDI. especiaiiy chose with 

large foreign investment innows, also have proponiondy large outflows. So the FDI 

recipients, in essence, are also striving to target other countries for FDI (Table 1). The 

rnajority of FDI Mows and outflows corne kom the same group of developed countries: 

United States (the largest home and host country), UK, Gemiany, France, and Japan 

Al1 figures are in US dollars unless specified otherwise. 



(World Investment Report 1997). The explmation for this is that factors which make a 

country attractive to FDI are ünked to the conditions of cornpetitive advantage which also 

encourage firms based in the home country to expand by investing abroad. 

Table 1. FDI InRows and Outflows, 19834995 
(in billions of US dollars) 

Y ear 

Devebping Central and Eastern 
Developed countrks countries Europe All countries 
Inflows Outflows Inflows Outflows Inflows Outfiows Inflows Outflows 

1 233.1 359.2 148.9 61.1 18.4 3.3 300.5 423.7 
Source: ÜNCTAD. FDDTNC database in World Investment Report 1998. pp. 36 1-37 1 
* y c u i y  average 

During the period fkom 19864997, the world's FDI intlows steadily increased from 

5159.3 billions to $400.5 billion (Table 1). In the same period of time a similar steady 

increase of world's FDI outfîows was taking place, and whenas in 1986 the value was 

5180.5 billion, by 1997 it reached $423.7 billion. Developed countnes still account for 

more than one haif of the world's investment inilows and outflows, with the investment 

outflows values king considerably higher chan values of investment inflows. As for 

developing countries in the same period of time, the investment intlows uicreased in value 

from $29.1 biilion to S 148.9 billion, and investment outflows increased from Sl 1.3 billion 

CO $6 1.1 billion. However, in the case of developing countnes the value for investment 



inflows is much higher than investment outflows. Fiialiy, the CEE countries ernerged as a 

recipient of S 18.4 bdiion of inbound FDI in 1997, which is an improvernent from almost 

nul1 values in the Iate 1980s. 

Despite the fact that values of FDI inflows and outflows in developed countries are on the 

increase, the importance of these countries seems to be decreasing (Table 2). Developing 

countries still account for more than a haif of world's investment inflows and outflows, 

however, the proportion of FDI flows decreased from what it was in the late 1980s. As for 

invest ment i d o  ws coming to developed countries the percentage of total world's inflows 

dropped from 8 1.3 percent in 1986 to 58.2 percent in 1997. The investment outflows 

decreased from 93.7 percent of total world investrnent outflows in 1986 to 84.8 percent in 

1997. The decrease in investrnent flows accounted for by developed countries was offset 

by increases in world investrnent flows accounted for by developing countries. For 

developing countries investment inflows Uicreased fkom 18.3 percent in 1986 to 37.2 

percent in 1997, and investment outflows increased 6rom 6.2 percent to 14.4 percent. 

Also, in the same period of t h  the investment inflows coming to CEE countries 

increased fiom 0.4 percent to 4.6 percent of total world FDI inflows. The FDI outfiows 

coming from CEE countries although on the rise are still quite small. 



Table 2. FDI M o w s  and Outflows, 19834995 
( percentage) 

1 1 Developed Developing Central and Eastern 1 
countries countrks Europe AU countries 

inflows Outfiows Infiows Outflows Inflows Oufflows Inflows Outflows 

1997" 1 58.2 84.8 37.2 13.4 4.6 0.80 100 100 
Source: UNCTAD in World Investment Repon 1998 

In conclusion. FDI is not only increasing. but aiso spreading globdly. Once reserved for 

industrialized nations. FDI is now expanding to developing countries and the CEE. and. as 

the FDI inflows for a country increase. so do its outflows. 

1.1. Recent changes in the environment for FDI 

In recent decades, particularly since the mid-1980s. new changes took place in the 

environment for international transactions (World Investment Report 1996). First. there 

are considerable improvements in technology. particularly, progress occurred in 

uiformation and communication technologies and now f m  are able to manage 

geographicdy disperse operations and process and communicate massive amounts of 

information at reduced costs. Also, irnprovements of transportaiion d o w  for faster 

movement of people, goods and services at reduced cost. 



Second, there is Liberalization of policies that includes not only trade and uivestment but 

transfer of people, technology and capital. Generai Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

(GATT) provides perhaps the most sigiilncant liberalization of trade restrictions. The 

Uruguay Round augments quotas. lowers t ariffs. uses differentiated rneasures to 

encourage trade among countries fÎom all regions of the world. and provides a mechanism 

to solve international disputes. 

There are also other multilateral agreements that relate to specifk sectors or issues of 

trade and investment. For example: General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) 

regulates foreign investrnent Ui the service sector: Agreement on Trade-related Investment 

Measures (TEUMs) deals with performance requirements in trade of goods. local content 

requirements, trade baiancing requirements and expon restrictions; inteilectual property 

rights protection is addressed in Trade-related Aspects of Intellectual Propeny Rights 

(TRIPS Agreement). 

In addition to multilateral agreements, there are also regionai and bilateral agreements that 

regulate foreign investment. At the regional level. the main issues addressed are 

Liberalization of FDI entry and establishment restrictions and elimination of discriminatory 

operationai conditions. Among the major trading blocs are the European Union (EU), 

North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFFA) and the Association of South East 

Asian nations (ASEAN). In addition to having standardized policies arnong the member 

countries, some regional groups developed cornrnon regimes for investment with respect 

to thrd  countries. For example. the EU established provisions for the fiee movement of 



capital. right of establishment and common cornpetition niles in association agreement 

with CEE. Malhotra, Agrawal and Baalbaki (1998) argue that trading blocs have a 

positive rniluence on the world trade, they stimulate intra-regional trade as weli as inter- 

regional trade. however, fimis must take into account the degree of heterogeneity within 

the bloc. 

At a bilaterd level the FDI related concepts. principles and standards have been developed 

through bilateral investrnent treaties (BITs). The number of BITs has been expanding in 

recent years and by Iune 1996. 1 160 treaties have k e n  concluded that involve 158 

countries (World Investment Report 1996). Origindiy BITs were signed only between 

developed and developing countries. however. more and more agreements are concluded 

between developed countries and economies in transition, between developing countries 

and between developing counuies and economies in transition. 

A fuial change in the envuonment for FDI is the fact that international production 

increased substantiaiiy over the recent decades. Signincant numbers of f- estabiished 

operations in multiple number of countries and the number of affiliates per multinational 

enterprise (MNE) increased fiom around four at the beginnùig of 1990s to almost seven 

by 1996. Ah. according to Worid Investment Report (1996), there are 40,000 MNEs 

worldwide. 





introduction, transfer. or spiiiover of technology, the introduction of sophisticated 

management sW, increased productivity. increased host country employment. increased 

competition in the host country market. increased capital investment by suppliers and 

distributors. and increased foreign exchange earnings t hrough MNE exports (Buc kley 

1992, Brewer 1993, Burt 1997, Farstad 1997). 

Depending on the theory used as a base and the researcher(s) who posits a particular view, 

the potential costs of MNE investment rnay include one or more of the following: control 

or domination of the host country's sectors, which, in tum, may Uiterfere with social and 

economic reforms; depletion of foreign exchange reserves through repatriation of profits; 

the introduction of environmentally destructive or hazardous technologies; and the 

introduction of restrictive business praciices, defined by UNCTAD ( 1996) as " anti- 

cornpetitive practices by enterprises, thas aim at monopolizing markets, creating or 

abusing a dominant position of market power, or both". According to Bun (1997) the 

above elements negatively impacts the value of FDI to the host country. 

1.4. Potential benefits of FDI to the investing firm 

Since the principal objective of private enterprises is to advance their long-term 

profitabihty, the global competition forces companies to invest abroad in order to achieve 

this goal. Companies investing abroad may be seeking resources. markets. efficiency, 

andor strategic assets or capability (Dunning 1993). 



For the resource-seeking Company, investment abroad may bring access to a resource at a 

lower reai cost than could be obtained in the home country. Most, or all, of the output of 

the affiliates of the resource seekers is exported. The main destinations of these exports 

are predominantly developed industrialized countries. 

Market seekers invest in a particular region or country to supply goods or services to 

markets in these or neighbouruig countries. In most cases. this step wiu be a foiiow up to 

previous exportation. 

Efficiency seekers investing abroad h o p  to gain from cornrnon control of geographically 

dispersed activities. The benefits are gained through econornies of scale and scope and 

through risk diversification. The intention of the efficiency seeking MNE is to take 

advantage of different factor endowments, cultures, institutionalized arrangements. 

rconomic systerns and policies. proximity to markets, and market structures (i.e.. country 

specific environment. systerns. policy configuration) by concentrating production in a 

limited number of locations to supply multiple markets. 

Finaiiy, the strategic asset seekers engage in FDI usualiy by acquiring assets of foreign 

corporations to promote their long-term strategic objectives (i.e. to sustain or advance 

the ir in ternational competitiveness) (Dunning 1993). 



1.5. Recent changes in factors influencing FDI 

In this section changes that have occurred in an FDI environment over the past three 

decades wdi be discussed. Significant changes include worldwide Liberalization of rules 

relating to foreign investment and SM in factor unportance when considering the 

individual investing fm. 

The most changes in the environment for R)I  over the past 30 years relate to the 

reduction of technological and policy-related barriers to the movernent of goods. services. 

capital. and professional and skilied workers and fhns (World Investment Report 1997). 

Adding to this, technological developments are now dowing for the faster and cheaper 

transfer of goods. services. intangibie assets. people and skilis. Also, liberalization of rules 

and regulations relating to trade. investment and technology flows creates new possibilities 

for cornpanies. 

Dunning (1998a) analyzed the MNEs' activities over the decades beginning in the 1970s. 

and concluded that there has k e n  a change in perception over the years as to what assets 

bring value from international aciivity. Fint. there is the growing importance of intangible 

assets, particularly inteiiectud capital. which companies have to harness and exploit fiom a 

variety of locations. Also, there is change in the role of location-bound assets. which 

complement T m '  core competencies when a decision regarding the location of 

investment is made. The changing international environment increases the importance of 

the location of FDI and strongly affects the global competitiveness of the parent Company; 



"the structure and content of the location portfolio of f m  becomes more critical to their 

global cornpetitive positions" (Dunning 1998a p.47). 

1.6. Promoting countries for FDI 

Due to ail of the new FDI opponunities for host countries, a greater number of countries 

are now interested in attracting foreign investors. The challenge. then. is for a country to 

target the means of not only enticing investments fiom would-be investors. but also 

attracting FDI that wiii be the most beneficial to theu country. Once pinpointhg the means 

to promote FDI. a host country can use FDI to bolster the factors that serve as an 

enticement to outside cornpanies. 

According to Kumar ( 1994), structural characteristics of the country and govenunent 

policy factors are expected to duence a country's attractiveness as a potential location 

for export oriented production. Structural characteristics that attract investment include 

low average wages. high quality of industriai infrastructure and associated services. 

industrial sophistication and capabiiity, and closeness to the sources of raw material or 

naturai resources (Loree and Guisinger 1995). 

Government policies ais0 have an impact on FDi. Brewer ( 1993) conducted a study of the 

impact of govemment poiicies on FDI. S o m  of his fmdings identitied a wide range of 

govemment policies that affect FDI decisions via their effect on market imperfections. 

However, as Loree and Guisinger (1995) suggest it is not easy to increase inbound FDI 



sirnply by raising incentive levels. Increase in incentive levels in one country may trigger 

responses nom other countries that are competitors for FDI, ending in a situation where 

ail countries increase incentive levels. but no country increases its relative share of foreign 

investment. Thus. instead of incentive levels being a dnving factor in attracting FDI, 

researchers suggest that goveniments need to focus upon improving the locational 

advantages of theû nations. Govemments have several tools avadable besides policies that 

can influence the rnacroeconomics position of their country with respect to their 

competitors. 

International poticies ais0 have an effect on FDI inflows and outflows. Nearly ail countries 

rnake efforts to attract foreign investment. At the same tirne. rnost, especiaüy less 

developed countries, aiso impose iimits on access and otherwise restrict the activities of 

foreign-controlled companies within theû borders. More intense use of investment 

measures and other forms of protections are the results of the General Agreement on 

Tariffs and Trade (GATT). now WTO, reducing the importance of tariffs. The Uruguay 

Round was the fist international WTO round to attempt negotiations on policies towards 

FDI. however no single comprehensive set of multilaterai rules currently exists (Burt 

1997). 

2 Theories of Foreign Direct Invesfment. 

The inflow or outflow of foreign investment depends on various factors in tmth the home 

and host country. Differences in attitudes towards foreign investment across countries, 



and differences among different industries and sectors in which foreign investors are 

engaged, make it impossible to give a set answer as to what determines FDI. Despite di of 

the titerature on FDI there is no one weli-developed and generally applicable theory of 

FDI encompassing aii these factors. Even one of the most popular and comprehensive 

t heories. the eclectic paradigm theory of international production (Dunning 1980; 1993). 

does not provide the required generalization and ail other researchers provide explanations 

regarding one or more components of FDI theory but not d of them (Agarwal. Gubnitz, 

and Numenkamp 199 1). This section will describe several theories on FDI determinants. 

First, there are micro-theories of FDI which include the international product life cycle 

theory. international division of labour theory, and internalization of arbitrage and leverage 

opponunities theory. The micro theories explain the determinants of FDI €rom the fm ' s  

point of view . Next. the eclectic paradigm combines both micro and macro-objectives of 

FDI. Findy. the rnacroeconomic determinants of FDt are discussed, and they provide 

explanations from the country's perspective. 

2.1.  micro-theories 

International product life cycle theory (Vernon 1966) suggests that concem for cost 

competitiveness drives production abroad with a build up of cornpetition as the product 

matures and becornes standardized. Maturity of the product forces the fïrm to produce 

near the h a 1  market. Fust, foreign production is moved to other industrialized countries 

to service host and third country markets, then eventuaiiy. the production is shifted to 



developing countries that rnay offer cornpetitive locationai advantages. These export- 

oriented investments take place in the maniring stages of the product cycle. 

The theory of international division of labour (Kojima 1978) is based on the p ~ c i p l e  of 

comparative cost. According to this theory. FDI is used by industrialized countries (e-g.. 

Japan) to create a rnanufacturing capacity in a host county in sectors where it is loshg 

comparative advantage at home. These investrnents are export-oriented and are supposed 

to feed home country demand. 

According to Kogut (1985), firms globalize production in order to intemalize arbitrage 

and Ieverage opportunities. The production shifi permiis f m  to respond to exchange rate 

movements, enables them to respond to financial restrictions imposed by govemment. and 

provides access to information on world markets. The global position of the fum 

rninimizes its exposure to political risk and increases its bargaining power. 

The micro theories suggest variations in the objectives for investrnent abroad. in the long 

run the main objective is stiil maximization of the profits. but in the short run other factors 

like risk diversincation, market access. and stage of the product life cycle at home, may 

influence the decision. 



2.2. Eclectic Paradigm 

The Eclectic Paradigm theory offered by Dunning (1980; 1993) attempts to explain the 

cross-border activities of the MNEs. It provides a "conceptual fiamework for explaining 

not only the level. form and growth of MNE activity. but the way in which such activity is 

organized" (Dunning 1993, p. 85). Dunnuig explains that there are three factors required 

for the firm to invest abroad and these factors can be surnmed up as the 'why'. 'how' and 

'where' of an MNE activities. 

First. the fm must possess some form of sustainable ownership-specific advantage (0- 

advantages) that ailows it to compete with other f m  in other markets regardless of the 

disadvantage of king foreign. These advantages should be able to cornpensate the foreign 

f m  for disadvantages and costs arising kom operating h m  abroad in a foreign 

environment where domestic f i  may have cheaper access to required mformation, 

labour and capital markets, or benefit fiom preferential treatrnent of govenunent. They 

address the "why" of MNE activity. 

Second, the f m  must view FDI as preferable over trade and Licensing. These are caiied 

internalization incentive advantages ( I  -advantagages). This cm occur w hen intemaiized 

transactions that are possible through FDI becorne reiatively more efficient than the 

transaction costs associated with trade and Licensing. This draws on the market failure 

hypothesis and its main proposition is that externai markets for transfer of intangible assets 

fiom seilers to buyers are inefficient in t e m  of transaction costs. Therefore. owners of 



these assets prefer to transfer them intemationaiiy only to their affiliates. 1-advantages 

address the "how" of investrnent. 

Third, certain foreign countries must present some fonn of location advantages IL- 

advanrages) that make them more attractive sites for FDI than the possibility of domestic 

investrnent. These apply to the question of the "where" of production. 

A fm wtll pursue investment in foreign countries in order to exploit OIL-specinc 

advantages. The fm controls some of these advantages. e.g.. propeny rights. 

management system technology, inventory. etc. Other factors are independent of the 

f m ' s  control. e.g.. economic environment, investment policies adopted by the host 

country govermnents. etc. However. ali of them strongly influence the fm's strategy 

( Katrakilidis, Tabakis and Varsakelis 1997). 

Macro-rconornic theories take into consideration potentiai host country factors that 

influence the investment decision undenaken by investing fum Although researchers 

argue that timis will invest more in those countries which provide greater location-specific 

advantages (Erramilli. A g ~ a l ,  Kim 1997). there is no consensus as to which factors are 

relevant in every decision. 



Among the indicators used in macro-theories of FDI are: the economic condition of the 

country in t e m  of the size of the market. GNP, GDP. or growth rate (Hasnat 1997. 

UNCTAD 1995), socio-political factors. business operating conditions. and export 

orientation (Jun and Singh 1996). political risk ratings (Nigh 1985) and exchange rate of 

the host country currency (UNcTAD 1995). According to UNCTAD (19951, size and 

growth of the host-nation market are powerfûl motivations explaining investment inflows. 

It also suggests that GNP and GDP growth rates are positively correlated to investrnent 

flows. and that the market size rnay be more important than govemment incentives in 

attracting FDI. 

However, other sources. notably Agarwal. Gubnitz. and Nunnenkamp ( 199 1) argue that 

market size rnay be entirely irrelevant. since many FDI projects have cost reduction as a 

strategic objective. Also. the market size theory alone does not explain why FDI is 

preferred to exporting or licensing as a strategic alternative. 

In addition. Bun ( 1997) disputes that the leading determinant of FDI might be the host 

country's demand and general attitude towards FDI. which in turn infiuences the degree of 

restrictions imposed on foreign investors. Also, on the other hand. the firm's strategic 

objectives rnay influence the importance of macro-econornic factors that are relevant in the 

investment decision making process. 

In surnrnary. the cornpetition aaong countnes. especiaily developing countries, to attract 

FDI has intensified in recent yean. Also, govemments are trying to increase benefits and 



decrease costs to their countries. However, the solution is not as simple as the 

introduction of poiicies that wüi attract foreign investors. This may happen at the expense 

of the host country's economy. and other countries cm introduce similar policies which 

wLU again automticaiiy equalize the level of countries' attractiveness. Furthemore. when 

looking at FDI theories. none of them explain fully which determinants are the most 

intluential in selection of location for FDI. The concept of selecting the location for FDI 

seerns to be influenced by many factors. Even taking into consideration al1 of the factors 

discussed thus far, there is no answer which determinants are the most iduentid in a 

Fm's expansion abroad. Therefore, other influences. discussed in the following sections, 

also have to be taken into consideration. 

3. International Market Selection 

International Market Selection (IMS) de& rnainly with the decisions regarding which 

geographical market to enter and when to enter (Andersen and Strandskov 1998). The 

subject has been given attention in the international business literature in the number of 

procedures developed for targeting and selecting the appropriate market or market mix 

(Papadopoulos and Denis 1988). The def~t ion  provided by Sheridan (1988. p.15) 

identifies M S  as: 

"the decision making activities which are employed in the selection of one or 
more suitable foreign markets. /rom ut least m o  potential ones. The salient 
elements of the decision are the criteria on which the decision is based. the 
sources from which the information is gathered. and the methods of anaiysis 
rrsed. " 



The LMS is a strategic decisioa due to its complexity, long term effects on the fin and 

the size of the resources involved. Once the country is selected and the h enters the new 

market, this decision may influence the future makeup of the omt Usudy, the process of 

entering a new market requires signifiant expenditures which may only be recovered with 

the passage of time when the fm operates in the new country (Sheridan 1988). 

Papadopoulos and Denis (1988) stress that the amount of &ormation and data 

redundancy that need to be analyzed. when selecting the foreign market to entry. d e s  

the process very cornplex. Researchers propose that. in order to reduce decision m a h g  

complexity and uncertainty managers require extensive and reliable market information. 

The quality of IMS decisions is Muenced by the quality of information available. e.g.. 

data accuracy, availability and cost of secondary data (Andersen and Strandskov 1998). 

According to D'Souza (1993) determinants influencing the selection of the country may 

be divided into three categories: the home country related. host country related and 

product or firm related variables. 

Home countrv related variables. These are factors that make the investmnt abroad more 

attractive than operating at home due to the home country current situation, and involve 

political unrest. labour problerns. high taxes, and saturation of home markets. Bilateral 

agreements benveen countries also play an important role in decisions to invest abroad. 



Host countn, related factors. These are the factors iinked to the host country that rnake 

the investment in it more attractive than the possibility of investment at home or in another 

country. Arnong variables cited in the literature are the market size and growth rate. 

availability and cost of labour. positive investment climate, cost of capital. political 

stability. trade protectionism, economies of scale, availability of natural resources, and 

geographical and cultural proximity to the home country. 

Firm or product related factors. Firm related variables include the fm's prior experience 

in operating in the host country and the orientation of the fm towards foreign markets. 

Product related variables influence the investment decision when intemaiized transactions, 

possible through FDI, become relatively more efficient than the transaction costs 

associated with trade and Licensing. Important product related factors are transponation 

costs and the nature of product (essential vs. non-essential). 

3.1. International Market Selection decision making process 

The literature suggests that there are three main categories of approaches in the 

international market selection process; the intuitive approach. the qualitative approach, 

and the quantitative approach. Each category is based on the amount and the quality of 

information gathered to support the decision making process (Papadopoulos and Denis 

1988). 



Slrnilarly, Sheridan (1988) divides the IMS decision rnaking process into three categories; 

intuitive approach, unstructured information gathering approac h and systematic methods. 

The intuitive approach is used when the decision to expand abroad is made in an intuitive 

and non-rational manner. The criteria that mfiuence IMS are not clear, and there is a lack 

of intentional information seeking on the part of decision rnaken. Often this approach is 

utilized by a fm that is inexperienced in international operations and has only recently 

started exponing. The f m  may be successful in the beginning, but with increased world 

cornpetition, more suuctured processes are needed. 

The unstmctured information gathering approach uses some information. However. it 

does not foliow any systematic process of information gathering. The iMS decision is 

supported by mformation provided by secondary data gathered by other organllations 

(international. govenunent. and private body). S ystematic methods utilire a highly 

structured and rationai approach to IMS decision making process where decision makers 

seek information in a highly formalized fashion. It seems that the size of a Company may 

determine the approach used in making an IMS decision. The smaller the fm the less 

structured information is used and non-rational factors influence the final decision 

(Sheridan 1988. Biikey 1978). 

Despite di the literature descnbing the foreign investrnent determinants, there is no one 

single list of the criteria that managers should use in niaking the investment decision. and 

the list of factors perceived as important can range from 20 to 1 0  (Kalligatsi 1996). 



In addition. it seems that managers do not follow any mode1 or guide in the decision 

rnahg process. Managers' stereotypes of the potential countries and personal preferences 

play an important role in the investment decision (Stobaugh 1969. Papadopoulos and 

Denis 1988, Sheridan 1988, Kalligatsi 1996). Also, the majority of studies are concemed 

with a specifc country or region in the expansion process and there is no consensus as to 

which criteria to use. how to masure and weigh them. and how are they interrelated 

(Papadopoulos and Denis 1988, Russow and Okoroafo 1996). 

In an early theory, Stobaugh in 1969 provided managers with a set of simple tools to 

guide them in the investment decision process since. according to the author, "most 

cornpanies do not rnake use of a large-scale. rational screening process to identlfy foreign 

uivestment opportunities" (Stobaugh 1969. p.129). The author divides these tools hto 

two categories. The fust. country related tools include four variables; market size. 

investment clirnate, technological advancernent or know-how and the geographical 

distance from major producing countries. Anaiysis of these variables allows managers to 

determine the "imitating lag" which is the difference "between commencement of 

commercial production in the world and the commencement of commercial production in 

a specified country" (Stobaugh 1969, p. 130). 

The second category consists of product related tools which include freight costs. 

economies of scale and dernand for the product. Analysis of these two categories should 

allow for the ranking of countries and products. Then combining the results in a rnatrix 

should allow managers to screen the world for investrnent opportunities. Though 



considered practical at the time. over the years the investment decision making process has 

becorne much more cornplex. 

ho ther  method is provided by Russow and Okoroafo (1996). These researchers divide 

screening critena into three groups: product-specinc market size and growth. factors of 

production and cost avadabüity. and level of economic development. Into the first group 

measures such as dornestic production, impons. expons, percentage of shift-share of 

domestic production, shift-share of imports and shift-share of exports are allocated. 

The second group includes gross h e d  capital formation (percentage of GDP). or net fixed 

capital formation. money suppiy. total international reserves, population. unemployrnent 

wages. surface area and density. Fiaiiy. the third group combines GDP or NMP, GDP per 

capita or NMP per capita, and five variables expressed as a percentage of GDP 

(agriculture. manufacturing industries. construction. wholesale and r e td  trade and 

transportation and communication). 

Yet another method for selecting a target rnarket is offered by Papadopoulos and Jansen 

(1993). The researchers used a "temperature" approach to help in the expansion abroad of 

Canadian fïrms. Potential target countries were grouped into four clusten: Super Hot (in 

the case of Canada, the US is the single, most desirable expansion locdtion), Hot. 

Moderate. and Cold. Seven environmental dimensions for grouping countries into clusters 

were used. namely: po iitical stability. market o pportunity, econornic development and 

performance, cultural unity. legal barriers. physiographic baniers, and geocultural 



distance. Countries that measured high on the fnst four and low on the remahhg three 

dimensions were grouped into the hot cluster. and vice-versa for cold countries. 

3.2. Managerial perceptions 

As mentioned. perceptions and stereotypes that managers hold about a country and its 

products do influence the hvestment decision rnaking process. The Literature on the 

behavioural theory of the Timi provides wide support for the importance of managerial 

perceptions on the decision making process (Agrawal and Ramaswami 1992). As early as 

1963. Cyen and March. and then Stobaugh (1969). suggested that the international 

investment decision is often based on non-rational factors. Since then, studies have shown 

that managerial perceptions and stereotyping of countries have a direct impact on the 

location of FDI (Papadopoulos and Denis 1988. Papadopoulos and Heslop 1993). Even 

managers' feelings of uncenainty or perceived difficulty in finding relevant information 

about foreign markets influence the process of selecting potential target markets 

(Papadopoulos and Jansen 1993). Also. since ofien the available data is not sufficiently 

rich and fitting, managers' interpretations of market behaviour within an industry hvolves 

fùling in gaps. In t hese cases, the decisions are made based on experience (Andersen and 

Strandskov 1998). When describing the characteristics of decision makers. Kumar and 

Subramaniam (1997) suggest that knowledge of the available strategies. ability to 

successfuily execute the strategy and motivation to quickly resolve a problem wiil 

influence the choice of the strategy adopted. 



As for the investment decision process, measurable factors are used in the first stages of 

the procedure (D'Souza 1993). However. in the fmal round, when the selection is iimited 

a small number of similar countries, it is past experience that wili guide the managers. 

Also, positive attitude towards a country beld by managers prior to the investment wiii 

drastically influence the investment decision. Buckley, Mirza and Sparkes (1987) suggest 

that though Japan was identified as an excellent market when using market size and 

growth critena, investors' perceptions have had a major impact on mode of entry 

decisions. 

To surnmarize. managerial perceptions do influence mageriai decision making. and the 

way decisions are made may not be consistent due to differences in managers' past 

experiences, level of knowledge, individual biases. etc. 

3.3. Sources of information in the investment decision proces 

Many sources of information are avaihble to managers responsible for investment 

decisions. Dunning (1993) divides the information sources into two categories: pnmary 

sources and secondary sources. The primary sources are the companies thernselves (or 

t heir m a t e s )  and the govenunents of the host and home country. The secondary sources 

include most internat ional and reg ional economic agencies, industrial and commercial 

trade associations, and academic scholars. 
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Shaver, Mitchell and Yeung (1997) suggest that one way for a potential investor to gather 

uiformation about the potential market is to use the prirnary source knowledge of foreign 

f m  that already operate in the host market. This possibility akes  because foreign f m  

operating in a host country generate information spüiovers that have potential value for 

later foreign investrnent. Two types of knowledge are country specifîc-knowledge, which 

includes the know-how of business and operating conditions in the foreign nation, and 

that the foreign investrnent should take the 

should obtain a foothold and then use it to 

industry-specific kno wledge. Authors suggest 

form of a sequential process. and the f m  first 

learn about the new location. so it will have flexibility to undertake additional investment. 

When evaluating the Canadian investment climate. D'Souza ( 1993) found that the main 

source of information for both acquisitions and new business investments were visits by 

the parent company's executives. In the case of acquisitions. Canadian consultants 

provided additional information. However. govermental provincial and federal agencies 

were not as fiequently used. For greenfleld investrnents. the additional information was 

acquired from the Canadian federal and provincial govemment. ernbassy personnel and 

Canadian consultants. 

In rnaking investment decisions, foreign investors operating in Greece used prior 

company's experience in the country, market studies. feasibility studies. and Greek 

consultants ( W g a t s i  1996). in addition. exchange of information among different 

companies in the same or dBerent sectors. contacts with customers, and publicly avdable 

information were used. 



4. Mode of Entry Strategies 

Mode of Entry (MOE) is a follow up step (Root 1994) after selection of an international 

market to enter in the global expansion of a finn This concept deais with managerial 

decisions as to the nature of the operations in a new market. According to Ekeledo and 

Sivakumar ( 1998) the MOE procedure can be roughly divided into two steps: ( 1 ) the fm 

has to decide on the location of the production facilities, and then on the desired level of 

involvement in. or control of. the foreign operations. Root (1994) provides a summ;iry of 

entry modes (Table 3) classified depending on the level of involvement. 

Table 3. Summary of Mode of Entry Strategios 

Export entry modes 

Indirect 
Direct agent/distributor 
Direct branchl subsidiary 
Other 

Contractual entry modes 

Licensing 
Franchising 
Technical agreements 
Sewice contracts 
Management contracts 
Construction/turnkey contracts 
Contract manufacture 
Countemade agreements 
Other 

Investment entry modes 

Sole venture: new establishment 
Sole venture: acquisition 
Joint venture: new establishment/ 
acquisition 
Other 

Source: Root ( 1994, p. 26) 

In the expon entry mode the actual production t ak~s  place in a home country and is 

exported to the target country. Intermediaries in the home country are used in indirect 

exponing activities, while those located in the target country or the company's own 

representatives are used in direct exponing. Contractual enuy modes involve long-tem 

nonequity association between the Company in the home country and the entity in the 



target country. Contractual entry modes involve transfer of technology and s W ,  which 

distinguishes this from any type of expon mode. Also. the lack of investment equity by the 

foreign Company is what differentiates contractual from investment entry modes. 

Anderson and Gatignon (1986) suggest that "control is the focus of the entry mode 

Literature because it is the single most unponant determinant of both risk and return" 

(Anderson and Gatignon 1986. p. 3). There is a trade-off between level of control and 

increase of risk and return. High-control entry modes carry the possibility of higher retums 

but also higher risks. Conversely. low-control modes demand lower commitrnents but 

bring lower retums. Aho. according to researchers. managers ofien decide upon the mode 

of entry without costhenefit anaiysis, due to the compkxity of the advantages and 

disadvantages that each option carries. In addition to the trade-off between risks and 

returns, a fm has to consider the availabiiity of resources in terms of financiai and 

manageriai capabilities (Agrawal and Ramaswami 1992). 

Although the MOE Literature is quite abundant, there is no consensus as to how to class@ 

determinants influencing the MOE decision. For example, Dunnhg ( 1980) and Agrawal 

and Ramaswarni (1992) organize these factors into three categories: ownership 

advantages of a firm, location advantages of a market. and intemalkation advantages of 

integrating transactions. Kim and Hwang ( 1992) divide the relevant variables into dlfferent 

three categones. that include (1) environmental variables. (2) transaction specifk 

variables, and, (3) global strategic variables (in the case of MNEs). 



Nakata and Sivakumar (1997) studied the emerging market conditions and their impact on 

frst mover advantages. There are many advantages that could possibiy be capitalized on 

by pioneers in the emerging market. For example. economies in emerging markets are 

growing at a higher rate than in industrialized countries. and first movers are expected to 

increase sales even if they maintain theû original shares due to overaii growth of the 

market. Also. emerging markets are characterized by a dual economy. so, the initiai 

product adaptation and marketing costs are expected to be low since products initially 

designed for developed markets can be introduced to affluent urban populations. Another 

characteristic is a growhg middle class which leads to increase of sales (and economies of 

scale) for first movers. Funher. low technological capabiiities of emerging markets 

enhance pioneers' technological advantages and privatization opens previously closed 

markets or industries. 

However, discussed in the study are many disadvantages for fust movers, Uicluding: 

polit ical instability: high inflation that increases operating costs and lowers demand: 

extemal debt that increases the threat of inflation and cunency devaiuation; poor 

mfiastnicture that increases operating costs; lack of distribution channels that increases 

distribution costs; Limited or nonsxistent trade-mark and inteiiectual propeny protection 

laws that rnake pioneers minerable to puacy and ioss of d e s ;  and foreign investment 

restrictions that limit invesunent oppominities. 



Since many emerging market conditions appear to enhance Fust rnover advantages. while 

othen mitigate them, a universal conclusion is not possible. The decision whether to enter 

the ernerging market should be made taking under consideration many country and timi 

specific factors. 

So. there is no one solution as to which strategy to choose when entering a foreign 

country. Companies often decide to leap into more advanced modes without going 

through the modes requiring less involvement. However. what innuences this is not the 

sarne in each case. There are many variables that have to be considered in an MOE 

decision. and no one simple mode1 that will combine d l  of them. 

5. Product-Country Image 

As the globalization of the market place cont hues. the relationship between Product- 

Country Image (PCI) and purchashg behaviour becornes more important (Nebenzahi, 

Jaffe and Lampert 1997, Papadopoulos and Heslop 1993). In the PCI concept the product 

means traditional goods and services. However, it is ais0 relevant to countnes that market 

themelves as attractive location for tourisrn and investment (Papadopoulos 1993). 

Research into PCI dates as early as mid 1960s. Nagashima (1970, p.68) defined PCI as: 

'The "made-in" image û the picture, the reputation, the stereotype that 
businessmen and consumen attach to products of a specitic country. This image is 
created by such variables as representative products, national characteristics, 
economic and political background. history and traditions." 



The concept of PCI, sometimes also referred to as the narrower concept of Country-of- 

Origin (COO), de& with the impact which gewraiizations and perceptions about a 

country have on a person's evaiuations of the country's products and/or brands 

(Papadopoulos 1993. Lampen and Jaffe 1996). The PCI has been conceptualized in one of 

two ways: consumers' overali perceptions, (e.g. ability of a given country to make quality 

products) or as a set of generalized beliefs about specific products from a country on a set 

of attributes (Agarwal and Sikn 1996). According to Ahrned and dlAstous ( 1993, both 

household and organizational buying behaviour is influenced by the ability of a potential 

buyer to mess product cues. which may be intrinsic (taste. design, performance, etc.) or 

extrinsic (brand name, country of origin, etc.). Extensive research suggests that country 

images may have considerable unpact on consumers' product evaluation (Agarwal and 

S ikri 1996, Haubl 1996, Papadopoulos, Heslop, and Beracs 1989). 

Samiee (1994) provided a summary of the iiterature and concluded that three main 

determinants influence the CO0 concept. Fust. there has to be a presence of antecedent 

conditions that lead to developrnent of CO0 stereotypes that in tum influence a purchase 

decision. Second, there are custorner and market-level considerations. Among factors 

related to customers, researchers List product familiarity and experience, level of 

involvernent in purchase decision, ethnocentrism and patriotic tendencies. Market 

cons iderations include: product type. brand image, the reptation of channel intennediaries 

and market demand. Also, there are envuonmentai conditions of nations such as: presence 

and influence of global markets, levels of economic development, and political+ social and 

cultural standing. The finai, third set of determinants consists of managerial decisions that 



influence marketing program standardkation. product image and positioning, and 

manufacturing site selection decisions. According to researchers, al1 three managerial 

decisions are made without taking CO0 effects under consideration. 

Since perceptions about country of origin may be favourabk or unfavourable. the f m  

must know how theû products are perceived by buyers in order to develop appropriate 

marketing strategies. Often a h ' s  success in penetrating a Foreign market depends on a 

potential buyers' perception of the country in which the product was made. For example. a 

Vokswagen produced in Brazil at substantidy lower cost than in Germany may not have 

rnany overseas buyen, despite the lower price. due to the buyers' perception that it is 

inferior to the one made in Germany (Lampen and Jaffe 1996). 

The study by Nebenzahl, JafTe and Lampen (1997) concluded that the role country image 

plays in consumers' product evduation changes in a predictable way. Initidy, when the 

consumer has had na exposure to the products in a given product iine. relative country 

image perceptions play a decisive role in determinhg brand or product perceptions. 

However. with the exposure to foreign country's brands the initial halo role of country 

image wiU graduaily be replaced with the true attributes of the country's product. So, 

when consumers are not familiar with the country's products they may use country image 

as a halo from which to ider the quality of a brand from a given country. Sirmlarly. 

Maheswaran (1994) concluded that, in the case of novice buyers, CO0 stereotypes were 

used as a kame of reference when interpreting information about attributes of a product, 

whereas experts used them only when information on attributes was ambiguous. 



In a rnulti-product and multi-cue setting, Wall, Liefeld and Heslop (1991) assessed the 

effect that the CO0 labeling has on Canadian consumen' assessrnent of product quality. 

N k  to purchase, perceived value and Uelihood of purchasing. The results of the study 

suggest that in assessing product quality, CO0 information was more important than were 

price and brand information. Also. researchers found that factors like age, education, sex 

and perceptions to judge products are related to the snidied dimensions. 

There are also differences in PCI stereotyping among products made in countries at 

different levels of development. For exarnple. Han (1990) suggests that country image 

rnay have a greater effect on consumers' attitudes toward products from a developed 

country chan From a developing country, provided that consumers are more farniliar with 

the former country's products. Aiso. Niss (1996) argues that domestic products in 

developed countries tend to k evaluated more favourably than products made in 

developing countries. Iyer and Kalita (1997) researched the impact of country-of-origin 

and country-O f-manufac ture cues on consumer perceptions of quaiity and value, and found 

that products rnanufactured in a developed country (in this case the US) were perceived to 

have higher quality than products manufactured in a newly industriaiized country (NIC) 

such as South Korea or developing country (China). There were only marginal dinerences 

in perceptions of quality between products manufactured in South Korea and China. 

Papadopoulos, HesIop and Beracs (1989) found that consumen' opinion about domestic 

products, although favourable, is not as strong as hitiaiiy expected. Knowing the 



weaknesses of domestic products consumers prefer foreign goods. despite media 

carnpaigns that urge consumers to buy domesticaily made goods. Similar attitudes are 

found in countries of Eastern Europe, where Hungarian consumers perceive foreign 

products more favourably than dornestic products, although their perception of national 

products is not necessarily unfavourable. Kim and Chung (1997) analyzed brand 

popularity and country image as key variables for the long-term success of brands or f m  

in the international environment. One of theu f111dings was that foreign brands' direct 

investment has a positive effect on the market share of the foreign brand. 

Numerous studies show that individual consumers and industriai buyers hold stereotypical 

images of countries and theû products. Therefore. the PCI concept rnay be relevant in the 

purchasing behaviour of not only consumer buyers but industrial buyers as weU. In a 1978 

study assessing quality of industrial products. White and Cundiff found that industrial 

buyers' perception of quality of the products is based on the information about the country 

where these products were rnanufactured rather than on price. Also, Cattin. Joliben and 

Lohnes (1982) found that there is a difîerence between US and French industrial buyers in 

the perception of products made in different countries. For exarnple, Japanese products 

were less favourably perceived by the French respondents than those in the US. Similarly, 

products made in England were more favourably perceived by the French than by the 

American purchasing managers. 

According to Samiee (1994). when compared to end-consumers, indusuial buyen' 

purchase decisions tend to be more informed, they posses broader and more accurate 



information base about manufacturers. and they express higher product familiarity and 

experience. Then. when combining their decision m a h g  processes (which are usudy 

po licy-driven and rationahed) with a greater information base it can be expected to lead 

to greater country of manufacture (COM) sensitivity. So. industrial buyers are expected to 

use more COM, and use less CO0 cues than the individuai consumers in their purchase 

decision. 

In an Austrahan study of industrial buying behaviour, Dzever and Quester (1999) found 

support that country mformation directly influences quality perceptions regardless of the 

product type. Lkewise. researchers supponed previous founding that industriai buyers 

prefer products originating in developed countries over products originating in newly 

industrialized or indusuializing countries. 

In addition. as a result of globaliration and the advent of hybrid products, which may be 

made or assembled in one country with components from many different ones, "country of 

origin" is used to refer to a variety of countries that may be associated with a product. For 

example. the study conducted by Ahrned, d'htous and El Adraoui (1994) in the province 

of Quebec, shows that for industriai buyers of complex technology products country of 

design is more important in purchase decisions than country of assembly and brand name. 

Nso, industrialized countries were rated much higher than NIC as countries of assembly 

and even higher as countries of design. The discrepancy occurs mainly in the product 

conceptuaiization, design. and engineering and to the lesser extent in sheer assembly and 



rnanufactu~g processes. In the same study, Uidividual buyers rated country of design and 

country of assembly about equally but rated country-of-origin below brand narne. 

As mentioned. countries that attempt to market themselves as a potential tourism or 

investment location can be viewed as products in the PCI concept. Papadopoulos (1993) 

suggests that the perceptions that investment decision makers hold about foreign 

investment locations have an "unexpectedy strong influence in foreign expansion 

decisions" (Papadopoulos 1993, p. 7). Since. as research suggests, the irnage of a country 

held by foreigners is so unportant, govemments are trying to improve their country's 

image abroad. The efforts are becoming better organized and combine both the 

govemmental agencies and private sector. For example France in recent years developed 

multiple programs (via govenunent and para-government organizations) airned at 

improving the country image (Graby 1993) and sirnilar attempts are taking place in Italy 

(MoreLio 1993). Nevenheless, with the increase in global cornpetit ion. other countries are 

also expected to engage in systematic organization of promotional efforts to improve 

country image. 

Wee. Lirn and Tan (1993) studied the duence that country image has on investinent 

decisions, by treating countries as products and investors as buyers. They found that the 

image of a country can be measured, and found that investors do hold different 

perceptions about potential investment locations. The study covers a small country. 

Singapore, belonging to a strong regional grouping, and in this setting not only was the 

country image important. but the image of the region was important as well. 



Papadopoulos ( 1993) and Wee, Lim and Tan (1993) suggest that the PCI concept and the 

irnprovement of the image and perceptions of a country are particularly important for the 

countries of former communist regime. With the fdi of the Berlin Waii, there is a change 

in the way CEE countries are viewed by the rest of the world. It is also a great 

opponunity for the governments of these countries to work on ways to irnprove t h  

image. This is a difficult task since the associations with a country are deeply-rooted and 

hard to change (More110 1993) and the image from the communist era was quite negative. 

Since PCI stereotypes duence  the buying behaviour of both individuals and industrial 

buyers, managers should take them under consideration when deciding on location of 

manufacturing facilities in dBerent parts of the world. In addition. the govenunents of 

countries desiring to attract foreign investors or to expon manufactured products to 

developed countries should dso evaluate the image held by managers about theû country. 

since "it is Wely to be easier to establish the desired image initiaily than to try to change a 

negative image once it has k e n  established (White and Cundiff 1978. p. 85). 

6. Emergence of Investment Opportunities in Central Europe 

M e r  1989, three favowite destinations for potential investors emerged arnong countries 

of Central Europe: Hungary, Poland and Czechoslovakia (Czech Republic since 1993). 

These were the first countries to abolish Comrnunist ruk and to adopt reforms of 

transition nom centraily pianned to market driven economies. AU Central European 



countries see foreign investment as a main macroeconomics mechanism to ease the 

transition process (Szanyi 1998. Dmochowski 1995). Foreign investment is expected to 

boost domestic investment activity and contribute to economic growth. Other benefits 

include transfer of technology and manageriai skilis. the growth of output. balance of 

payments. and increased market competition. 

Ali newly elected governments in Central Europe have implemented liberalized regulations 

regarding foreign investment. Constitutional provisions have been implemented regarding 

property rights, repatnation of profits. and special conditions for t a  exemptions. Since 

then. foreign investors have enjoyed a very similas f rmwork to the one they are familia 

with in Western. industriaked countries (Dmochowski 1995). Also. considering past 

experience, di countries in Central Europe provide strong assurance to foreign investors 

that their investment will be free from any danger of expropriation. 

Arnong these three main destinations for FDI in the region, the Czech Republic rates the 

lowest on the Econornist Intelligence Unit (1997) N k  assessrnent List. with Hungary rated 

twice as risky as the Czech Republic, and Poland as the rnost Nky. However, the Czech 

Republic has not attracted the highest investment values in the region despite the fact that 

it is rated as the least Nky country in which to invest. Until 1995, Hungary was attracting 

most FDI among the three countries (Table 4). Shce 1995. Poland emerged as the largest 

recipient of FDI in the region. The estimates for 1997 identify the Russian Federation as a 

main destination of FDI among countnes in transition. However, these investrnents are 

mostly in natural resources sectors. 



Table 4. FDI Inflows into selected Central and Eastern European countries 
(millions of dollars) 

Another problem in the emerging econornies is the fact that there are strong political 

Host Country 
Czech Republic" 

Hungary 
m. 

Poland 
Russian Federation 

pressures to prevent foreigners (in some instances a spectfic nationality: e.g.. Germans 

buying in Poland) fkom buying domestic entities "on the cheap" (Dmochowski 1995. 

Damrau 1992, Sinn and Weichenrieder 1997). The new governments fuid it dinicuit to sell 

Source: UNCTADmC database in World Investment Report 1998, p.280 
* estimates 
* * Values for Czechoslovakia until 1992 

1986-91 
99 

430 
84 
.... 

the state owned enterprises for much. because their value is low. However, to the 

workers. the same state owned enterprises are treasured (Damrau 1992). Also, there is a 

1992 
1003 
1471 
678 
700 

problem with employrnent reduction afier privatization of state owned enterprises. which 

creates further opposition and distrust towards foreign investors. 

1993 
- 568 
2339 
1715 
700 

Even those in favour of privatization see only a limited role for foreign hvestors. Foreign 

investors are expected to contribute all of the new capital. managerial expertise. and 

technological modernization, but not to demand control over newly obtained assets. So. 

most prominent investments in the region have included provisions for substantial local 

control over the enterprise (Damrau 1992). Management is characterized more by short- 

1994 
862 

1995 
2559 

1996 
1428 

1146 
1875 
640 

1997' , 

1301 
1982 
4498 
2452 

4453 
3659 
1976 

2085 
5ûûû 
6241 



term income maximization than by serious interest in the enterprise's long-term economic 

viability. 

The Czech Republic has so far k e n  the most successfbl in privatizing its state sector 

(Damrau 1992). Not oniy did it. iike Hungary and Poland, manage to privatize s d  

enterprises. but it also restored property expropriated by the Communists (Poland is st il1 in 

the process of doing so). and efficiently organized mass privatization. However. the 

process of privatization in Central Europe has k e n  painhiiiy slow and. according to 

Damrau (1992). the participation of the Western private capital has k e n  less than 

predicted. 

In addition, claims of former propeny ownen or their descendants on companies. shops, 

and land behg denationaiized through the region create another dficulty that 

govemments in Central Europe have to deai with. The new govenunents must balance the 

political pressure to repudiate previous confiscation with the speedy privatization process 

and assurances to investors that they have a secure claim on the property they purchase. 

This is especidy true when many former owners of confiscated properties or their 

descendants reside abroad and could be a significant source of new investment. 

The region provides access to the prornising post-Soviet market. with its linguistic 

sùriilarities (except Hungary), geographic ties. and four decades of experience dealing with 

Soviet partners. Also, there is geographicai and cultural proximity to the European Union 

and other countries of the Eastern Bloc. However, according to the World lnvestment 



Report ( 1998) CEE countries' share of FDI inîlows is somehow lower than it could be 

expected judging fkom the region's importance when compared with the rest of the world. 

The region's share in world population is higher when compared to share in world GDP, 

imports and world FDI inflows (Table 5). 

Table 5. Central and Ehstern Europe: share in world inward FDI stock and flows, 
compared with shores in population, GDP and imports 

( percentage) 

Suniiuly. the ratio of FDI stock to GDP for CEE falls behuid not only the world's average 

and the average for developed countries (which can k expected) but also behind the 

average for ali developing regions. Naturaily, the situation for ail CEE countries is not the 

sarne, when countries are looked at separately. For instance, Hungary's ratio of FDI stock 

to GDP is three times the world average and twice the average for developing countries. 

For Albania, Czech Repubiic, Estonia, Latvia and Poland the same ratio is equal to or 

exceeds the world average. 

Item 
Centrai and Eastern 

Europe's share 

World Investment Repon (1998) provides the explmation for lower than expected 

investment flows into the region. It seems that the region is relatively new to investment 

and it has inherited legai and regulatory problems. in addition. the recession that followed 

Source: UNCTADtTNC database in Worid Investment Repon 1998, p. 18 1. 

World 
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the transition implernent ation prolonged the privatization process, and the Iack of local 

experience in business facilitation further impede foreign investment flows. 

According to Damrau (1992)' the potential of Central Europe as a source of inexpensive 

but talented and weil educated labour has diminished over the years. as the costs of 

establishg new operations (finding office space. hiring staff, securing legd and fuiancial 

expertise. and instalbg telephone connections) in Prague, Warsaw, or Budapest are as 

high as in major West European cities and the process takes longer. in addition. the labour 

force of the region lacks appropriate technical and managerial SU. Workers are used to a 

system t hat never rewarded hard work or initiative and emphasized quantity over quality 

(Manakkalathd and Chelminski 1995). However. the average wages in Eastern European 

countries are only 15 percent or less of wages in the European Union countries (Czinkota. 

Gaisbauer and Springer 1997). 

Aiso. the image of Central European products is not positive and is signifcantly lower 

than the image of products From Western countries (Papadopoulos, Heslop and Szamosi 

1997). This may affect investrnent decisions of foreign companies. especially when their 

main motive for investrnent is to produce for expon. The cornpetition for FDI in the world 

is intense, and there is no reason to believe that Central Europe's location alone is enough 

to make it attractive to foreign investon. 

Durming (1998b) compares Eastern European countries to the industrialized developing 

countries and to the situation of West Gennany and Iapan after the Second World War. In 



the fust model Eastem Europe is compared to the industriaiked developing countries iike 

Brazil. Mexico, Korea. Thailand. Taiwan and Singapore, countries that in the past have 

moved from attracting a Little to attracting a lot of foreign investment. Both Eastem 

European countries and NICs lack organizational and institutional capacities that support 

economic growth. Eastem European countries' industriai performance and Uifrastructure 

is sWar to middle incorne developing countries but inferior to the fastest growing NICs. 

However. when compared to the Third World, most Eastern European countries (except 

Albania) have the population that is better educated, with better medical care and 

accommodations. They consume more energy and have higher R&D expenditures as a 

percentage of GNP. 

In the second model, Dunning compares Eastem Europe to the situation in West Germany 

and Japan after WWII. In this case. the situation of large Eastem European economies is 

comparable to the two countries whose econornies were devastated by war and which. in 

order to recover. required technological. oqankational and managerial capabilities. 

However, this rnodel does not take into consideration the amount of 'institutional 

irnpediments' and the arnount of change required in the governrnent. politics and culture. 

that has to take place before economic transition. 

7. Emergence of New Inveatment Opportunities in Poland 

This section highlights key components of changes chat took place in Poland since 1989 

which are relevant to foreign investment. Before 1989. aii countries of the Eastem Bloc 



were characterized by state-owned enterprises and planned economic structures designed 

to inhibit free market activity and private ownership. Changes were necessary to make 

Poland a candidate to be considered by potential foreign investon. 

7.1. The Balcerowicz Plan 

In 1989, Poland became the first former Warsaw Pact country in which the Comrnunist 

Party was voted out of office and replaced by a coalition led by the opposition Solidarity 

movement. Together with political change, Poland was quick to adopi broad econornic 

reforms, such as the Balcerowicz Plan. to support the transition process bom a centrdy 

planned to a market-driven. open economy. 

The "shock therapy" implemented on Ianuary 1, 1990 by the Deputy Prime Minister and 

Finance ~Minister, Leszek Bakerowicz, introduced liberalizing conirols on almost aii 

prices. elimuiating most subsidies, and abolishing administrative ailocation of resources in 

favour of trade, fiee establishment of private business. Liberalization of the system of 

international econornic relations. and the introduction of intemal currency convenibility, 

with a currency devaluation of 32 percent. 

Afier a decline in economic performance at the beginning of the shock therapy 

irnplementation. Poland becorne the k t  former Eastern Bloc country to surpass its 1989 

output ievels (PAU 1996). The GDP increased by 3.8 percent in 1993, 5.2 percent in 



1994 and 7 percent in 1995, making Poland one of the fastest growing economies in 

Europe. 

7.2. Debt 

During the restmcturing process, Poland had to service its foreign debt (which reached 

over $ 40 billion in lF89), incurred mostly in the 1970s by the Communist government. 

The Polish govenunent was successful in obtahing huge reductions of the debt (20 billion 

or 50 percent in 1991 and $6.5 billion in 1994) and in rescheduling of interest payments 

over a thiny-year period. However. ihese payments proved difficult especially in the 

beginning of the reform implementation period when the country's economic performance 

was deteriorating ( P U  1996). The efforts by the Polish govenunent to reduce the debt 

and service interest payments are viewed as a positive sign of recovery (Balcerowicz 

1995). 

7.3. Privatization 

The 1990 Privatization Law introduced a multi-track approach to privatization. Since then 

t wo basic privatization paths have k e n  applied: capital privatization and privatization 

through liquidation (direct privatization). The choice of method used depends on the sue 

of the enterprise in terms of annual turnover. projected financial and production indicators, 

interest expressed in a given enterprise by Polish and foreign investors, and the number of 

employees. By the end of 1995, 1.600 state owned enterprises had been privatized and 

3.465 enterprises were in the process of privatization (EBRD 1996). 



Currently, privatization is rnoving into a new phase where govemment will increasingly 

favour direct sales in strategic sectors. Greater foreign ownership wili also be permitted. 

This is expected to bring Eresh capital and management expertise. while encouraging 

intensive industry restructuring. The acquisition of advanced technology fiom abroad is 

expected to boost productivity. Corporate governance and propeny rights wiii strengthen. 

driving out incompetent management and providing more rights to shareholders 

(Dmochowski 1995). 

7.4. Taras and import barriers 

In January 1990, a new Cusrorns Law came Uito force in Poland. This law defmed and 

implemented the Harmonized T d  System which reclassified products and ultimately 

formed the basis for new duty rates on impons. Impon and export ücensing was 

rlirmnated to cover a limited range of products (cigarettes, dairy producis. natural gas. 

petroleum and spirits). Multilaterai trade agreements were reached with EU, the European 

Free Trade Association (EFTA), and Central European Free Trade Agreement (CEFTA) 

in 1992-93. In July 1995, Poland becorne a member of the WTO and OECD (EBRD 

1996). 

The March 1, 1992 enactment of the trade provisions within Poland's association 

agreement with the EU lowered or eliminated tariffs on many EU products imponed into 



Poland. while tariffs on products ûom the rest of the world remaineci the sarne rnaking 

them less cornpetitive. 

7.5. Trade 

The econornic changes of the 1990s brought about a sharp increase in the market share 

held by private import/expon companies. The share of the total expons accounted by 

privately held companies rose kom 4.9 percent in 1990 to 51.3 percent in 1994. whde 

irnports rose from 14.4 percent to 65.8 percent. The geographical pattern of Polish foreign 

trade changed dramaticaiiy from trade oriented to Comecon countries (the acronym to 

describe the Councii for Mutual Economic Assistance), to those of Western Europe. In 

1995, exports increased by about 35 percent. with investment volume up by about 10 

percent compared to the previous year when imports &O grew by 38.8 percent. The EU is 

Poland's most important trading partner, with a share of about 70 percent of total foreign 

trade in 1995. Gennany, a mernber of EU. is the main trading partner with 38.5 percent of 

rxports and 27 percent of impons. Trade with CEE and the countries of the fonner Soviet 

Union (FSU) has been developing rapidly, with expons up by 56.2 percent and impons up 

by 65.5 percent. Foreign trade with CEFïA countries has been grow ing rapidly as a result 

of liberalization of trade between members. 

7.6. Foreign Direct ïnvestment 

The Polish govenunent has made many legislative changes in order to establish a more 

fmanciaily stable environment, with more Liberal approaches to private enterprise. The 



Foreign Investment Act of 1991 and subsequent amendments opened the Polish economy 

to foreign investment and generaliy established a level playing field between foreign and 

domestic investors. The Act permits any level of foreign ownership up to 100 percent. 

dthough. there are a few restrictions mostly in "strategic sectors" that establish maximum 

foreign content. According to the US Department of Commerce ( 1998). foreign f m  rnay 

face potential discrimination in pubiic procurernent contracts, where the law dows a 20 

percent pnce advantage for dornestic fimis and establishes a requirernent of 50 percent 

domestic materials and labour content minimum (a joint-venture between foreign and 

domestic firm qualifies as a "domestic" for procurement purposes). 

Notwithstanding differences among political parties in Poland regarding the extent of 

foreign investors participation in the privatization process. there is a consensus that Poland 

should maintain a t?ee market based econorny and that it needs to attract foreign 

investment (Krajewska 1996). Currently. the two parties that f o m d  a coalition after the 

most recent parliamentary ekctions in 1997 support privatization. welcome investmnt 

and intend to allow foreign companies to compete for controlling interests in strategic 

firmslindusuies that are still to be privatized (US Department of Commerce 1998). 

Despite the fact that Poland was the fkst country to break f5om the cornmunist rule. was 

successful in implernenting market-oriented reforms and was k s t  among countries of the 

region exceeded 1989 output levels in 1992, foreign capital entered Poland very slowiy. 

Between 1990 and 1996, foreign investment inflows reached over S 14 bdiion, with S 5.2 



billion in 1996 alone. The rnajonty of the investments have k e n  in privatization and 

greenfield projects (Sidor 1996). 

As of December 1997. 585 companies fiom over 30 countries had invested in Poland 

more than 5 1 million. Among foreign f m  and fmancial institutions the largest capital 

investment was made by Italy's RAT, which by December 1997 invested over $1.141 

d o n  ( P A I Z  1998). The US ranks first with regard to the volume of capital invested in 

Poland, though Germany ranks tirst in ternis of the number of firms operating in Poland. 

The rnanufacturing sector rernains the most popular sector with foreign investments. In 

1997, over $4 billion were invested in that sector. of which $3.1 billion were invested in 

motor industry by RAT, DAEWOO, GM and Isuzu. The food industry was second 

foiiowed by fiancial semices and retail trade. Foreign investors are predominantly 

interested in access to the Polish market and employing highly skrlled. but relatively cheap 

labour (Jarosz 1 996). 

Until recently the Polish govemment was mostly interested in privatùation projects as the 

main tool to improve its infiastructure. This activity provided the govemment with more 

control over foreign investment. but was a hindrance to the investing companies. 

Companies' preferences have mved to more greenfield activity giving them more control 

over their investrnents. In most cases, privatization was a Iengthy process and required a 

shift in attitudes for the govenunent ministries and agencies, and labour unions. 



Trends indicate that privatization has probably reached its peak. and as the economy 

becomes more stimulated. there wdi be more fledghg domestic companies starting up. 

Poland stiii has a shonage of domestic institutional investors. but as more dornestic start- 

up companies develop. they rnay add depth as wel as ornier governance to the rnarket. So 

far, the success of dornestic companies starting up in Poland has been impressive. Private 

f m  have seen growth from 16 percent of gross d e s  in 1989 to 45 percent in 1995. This 

trend may reduce some of the FDI activity especially in the smaiier and medium size 

companies looking at market access. This may lead to more activity in joint ventures and 

mergers in the future (Economist Intelligence Unit 1997). 

Up to now. most of the investment has k e n  in enterprises s e h g  d y  to the domestic 

market, but this is shifting, and these companies are increasing their sales abroad. Shce 

the Polish economy needs expon growth, this is a good sign for the future. Research has 

indicated t hat foreign companies investing in Poland are growth oriented. They undenalce 

restruc turing and invest in the development of production capabilities. also they are 

oriented to long term profits and do not bring poiiuting technology. They transfer or 

develop modem technology with a view to long term sustainable growth. The companies 

belong to the sector of the economy that is redy to face global competition and markets 

(Jarosz 1996). This fits weîi with the Poikh government goal of future integration in to the 

EU. 



Krajewska ( 1996) provides a summary of advantages and disadvantages of in investing in 

Potand. The most important factors of the Polish economy that improve Poland's position 

as a potential location choice for foreign investors are: 

L) Econornic growth prospects: Poland's GDP growth rate of 4 percent in 1993. 5.3 

percent in 1994, gave it a kading position among European countries (according to 

World lnvestment Report (1998). The GDP growth rate was even higher in the 

folowing years; in 1995 it was 7 percent. in 1996. 6.1 percent, in 1997. 6.9 percent). 

The growth rate levels suggest that the process of economic changes initiated by shock 

therapy is successful despite political changes, when parties whose genesis dates back 

to the c o m n i s t  period. were coming back to power in the mid-1993. Reflecting 

good economic performance. Poland is called a 'European Tiger' in the international 

business literanire (Paliwoda, Thomas, and Farfbs 1998). 

2) Size of Polish market: With its population of almost 40 million Poland was ranked 

among the 10 largest emerging markets in the world by the U.S. Department of State 

in 1994. 

3) Location: The central location of Poland in Europe rnakes it a junction between West 

and East and North and South. Another aspect of geographical location is the 

possibility of accessing markets of the former Soviet Union. 

4) Labour costs and labour supply: The mean monthiy wage of 5250 makes Poland an 

attractive site especially for labour intensive sectors. Also. qualitications, work quality. 

discipline and labour productivity of PoGh workers are highiy evaluated by foreign 

investors. 



Numerous barriers to investment in Poiand are also listed by Krajewska (L996) which 

inc lude: 

lack of stable foundations for activity of foreign investors (inefficiencies are noted in 

the areas of legal. financial and ownership laws). 

poor telecomrnunication. transport and banking infrastructure. 

the bureaucracy and unfavourable attitude of local governrnent towards foreign 

investment, 

the strong position of labour unions (including wage demtuids in privatized fms) .  

the shonage of information regarding the economy, consulting services and 

management personnel. 

8. Summary of the Lifenifure Review 

The importance of FDI in the integration of the world's economy has k e n  growing 

steadily in the recent decades. Currently more f m  than ever are conducting operations in 

more than one country. Also, governments are recogniring the benefits that FDI brings to 

the host country economy and are engaging in cornpetition to attract foreign investors. 

Previously FDI was reserved primarily for developed countries but currently developing 

countnes and econornies in transition are also competing for FDI. Despite the abundance 

of research on the determinants of foreign investment there is no one mode1 that would 

incorporate aii factors duencing the investment decision. Nthough many determinants 

influencing the investment decision are easy to calculate, there are also factors that have 



an invisible uifluence on the decision. Particularly. the image and stereotypes of the host 

country in the eyes of foreign investors and managers' personal perceptions regarding the 

potential location for FDI are proved to have influence on the investment decision. 

For alrnost a decade CEE have attracted much of the attention with the transition efforts 

and opening borders to foreign investors. Among those countries. Poland has been 

attracting the largest investment in non resource based industries. However, according to 

some publications, the levels of investrnent coming to Poland (and other countries of the 

region) is lower than previously anticipated. 

This study attempts to explore Foreign managers' perceptions and opinions about Poland 

and its investment ciimate, the levels of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with that investment 

and factors rnfluencing the choice of Poland as an investment location. Aho, the study 

attempts to Find out which areas could be changed to improve the investment situation and 

possibly to suggest ways to improve the image of the country. 



This research w as undenaken to examine the managers' perceptions of the investrnent 

climate in Poland and factors used in deciding to invest in Poland. The objectives of this 

study are similar to chose of previous studies conducred at Carleton University. D'Souza 

( 1993) evaluated the investment climate of Canada and Kaihgatsi (1996) investigated the 

investment climate of Greece. Specifically . the objectives are as follows: 

To determine how satisfied/dissatisfied investors are after several years of experience 

with investment in Poland. 

To assess the perceptions of foreign investors with respect CO the economic. political. 

and social climate for investment in Poland. 

To investigate the motives for investment in Poland. 

To identify sources of information used in making the invesunent decision. 

To idente corporate and individual factors that correlate with experiences and 

perceptions of foreign executives in Poland. 

To compare the findings of this research with those of D'Souza and Kalligaüi. 

To investigate in more depth perceptions of Poland as an investmnt location from the 

Canadian business and government perspective. 



RESEARCH METHODOLOGV 

The methodoiogy of this study âraws heavùy from but does not foilow exactly, the design 

of the previous studies of Canada and Greece. D'Souza, using interviews and self- 

adrninistrated questionnaires, gathered data from both expatriate and Canadian executives 

of foreign-owned companies operating in Canada. In that study, 22 companies were 

explored. Kalligatsi used interviews and self-administered questionnaires to coliect 

information frorn foreign executives and Greek senior executives bom 3 1 Greek 

cornpanies with foreign owneahip. 

This study is divided into two parts. The fvst part is intended to address active investors' 

views of Poiand. It was carried out using a mail survey addressed to foreign executives 

m a g i n g  the Poiish operations in Poland as representatives (agents) of the foreign 

investor. The second part is intended to enable a more in-depth examination of the issues 

using in-depth interviews with Canadian hvestors and potentiai investon in Poland 

(Canadian companies with investment in Poland or considering it as an investment 

location) and Canadian public officials who handle dealings with Poland and/or other 

countries of the region. Interviewing Canadian govenunnt officials allowed for 

assessrnent of the perceptions of people who are supposed to offer support and advice to 

Canadian investors planning to operate or already operating in Poland. 



Research Design 

This research was exploratory in nature, with an ex post facto design format, using a 

descriptive researc h survey . 

lnvestor Suwey 

Population 

In the frst part of the study, the population consists of the most senior ranking foreign 

executives, working in Poland as representatives of foreign companies that invested in 

Poland, and who are not Polish citizens and would not work in Poland otherwise. The 

investments are in the form of acquisition or greenfeld investrnenis that have talcen place 

since 1990 and are valued at a minimum of $1 million as of Decernber 31, 1997. The 

monetary value of investments is consistent with those in the previous studies where only 

investments over $1 million were considered. Portfoiio investments are excluded f ~ o m  the 

s tudy . 

Sampüng frame 

A List of the investors was obtained through the Polish Agency of Foreign Investment 

(PAU). 



Sample size 

The complete List contains 585 companies . however, 46 companies were omitted from the 

survey due to a lack of valid mailing addresses. Therefore, the sarnple included the most 

senior foreign expatriates representing 539 companies with foreign ownenhip. 

Sample unit 

The sample unit was the foreign Company that invested in Poiand over â lmillion. 

Data collection 

Data for this part of the study was coilected using a mail survey method as it dows  for 

reaching more dispersed respondents at a lower cost than. for exmpie. using persona1 

interviews. Also. business executives are easier to reach using a mail survey than any other 

method (Cooper and Emory 1995). It was expected that the response rate would be low 

by Western standards, around 10 percent (sirnilar surveys in North America tend to have 

response rate in the 15 to 20 percent range). However. this is consistent with the response 

rate of surveys conducted in Poland by PAIZ. 

The questionnaires were sent boom within Poiand, and responses were gathered using a 

Polish mailing address in order to lower the data collection costs, based on the foUowing 

procedure: 

a) First, an introduction letter explaining the importance of the study, requesting 

participation, and stressing the importance of each participant, was rnaiied to each 



company making up the population (Appendix 0. To stress the value of the study, this 

letter was signed by the thesis supervisor. 

b) Then, three days later the questionnaire with a cover letter was maiied (Appendix II), 

again stressing the importance of participation. The cover letter asked that the 

questio~aire be answered by the highest ranking foreign expatriate, preferably the one 

involved in the investment decision, working in Poland and representing the parent 

company. This letter was signed by the researcher herself. 

c) M e r  four weeks if there was no response, a follow-up letter was mailed dong with a 

new questionnaire. Each questionnaire was numbered on the cover page, which 

d o w e d  the researcher to remove the company from the maiiing List as soon as the 

response was received. 

Each mailing included Polish and Enghh versions of each piece of correspondence, 

translated using the back-translation method (Polish version of aii conespondence 

Appendix IV). Aiso, assurance of confidentiality of results was provided to respondents. 

Questionnaire 

The questionnaire was divided into eight main sections. The f ~ s t  section collected 

background information about the parent company, the Polish company and the 

respondent. This section used open ended and fill-in-the-box questions. 



The second section asked for idormation sources used and theY importance when makiig 

the investment decision. This section used a five point importance scale with additional 

alternatives such as "hot used" and "don't know". Also. in this section open ended and fil- 

in-the-box questions were utiiized to aiiow a better understanding of the potential 

influence of information sources. 

Section three assessed objectives for the parent company to invest in Poland. Here 

different objectives were evaluated on a five point scale ranging from "not at ail 

important" to "very important". 

The next section dealt with the assessrnent of Poland's investment c h u t e  and included 

subsections assessing market. production and finance related factors as weU as economic. 

legal. political and social factors and general views of Poland and Poles. Here respondents 

were asked to mark the space that most closely represents their opinion on a 5-point 

bipolar adjective scale. Additionally. respondents were asked to provide two factors that 

rnake Poland most and least attractive for foreign investment. and. in an open ended 

question what, in their opinion, Poland should do to improve its investment clhate. 

The f 3 h  section used five point importance scale in assessing factors provided h the 

previous section and their influence on the investment decision process. 

The respondents' opinion about the parent company expenence with the investment in 

Poland was assessed in the next section. Using five point satisfaction scale the level of 



satisfaction of the parent company and respondents persondy with the investment in 

Poland was rvaluated. Also. a question regarding future plans about investment in Poland 

for the next five years was included. 

The seventh section asked respondents to narne Poland's closest potential competitor as a 

potentid location for foreign investment. and to compare Poland's investment climate to 

that of this competitor. Various dimensions were assessed on a five point scale ranging 

from "worse than" to "better than" its competitor. 

In the fuial section. the simiiarity of views between the respondent and the parent company 

was assessed on a five point scale from "not very similar" to "very sunilar". In addition. 

respondents were asked whether they were involved in the initial investment decision. and 

if yes. what was their role. The Iast question asked for the independence of the Polish 

company in decision rriaking using a five point scale ranging from "highly dependent" to 

"higNy independent". 

In addition, the last page was left for respondents who were encouraged to use it for any 

additional comments. A brief explanation on each section and how to give responses to 

each question was provided under each section heading. Throughout the questionnaire 

great care was given to avoid ambiguity on the question structure or meaning. Great care 

was also given to the graphic design of the questionnaire in order to make completion 

easier for respondents and improve the response rate. 



In-depth interviews 

The second part of the study involves current and potential Canadian investors and public 

O fficials responsible for Poland andfor CEE 

The sampling Erame consisted of the list of Canadian investors in Poland obtained through 

P m ,  the list of Canadian businesspenons that accompanied Prime Minister Chretien 

during his trip to Poland in March 1999. and senior employees of the Canadian Foreign 

Affairs and International Trade Department and Industry Canada who have responsibility 

for CEE. 

Personai interviews were conducted. as this rnethod of data gathering aiiows for depth and 

d e t d  of information. In cases where that personal interviews were difncult to schedule 

(due to the time allocation or geographical distance) a telephone interview was conducted. 

In dl. 18 interviews were conducted with two-thirds (12) among business executives and 

one-third (6) among public officiais. Majority of respondents for this part of the study 

were located in Ottawa. However. additional respondents were contacted in the Toronto 

area. 

Data Analysis 

A number of techniques are available for interpreting data in descriptive research. Tests 

employed in this srudy include: fiequencies and means to profie the companies and their 



behaviour: measures of centrai tendency used to analyze objectives for investment 

information sources and managers' perceptions; tests of significance to detect dserences 

between greenfield investment and acquisitions. and differences depending on the length of 

operations in Poland. 

Qualitative tec hmques were used to assess resuits of in-depth-interviews. Where the 

responses were grouped and analyzed to assess the prevailing trend. 



1. RESEARCH FlNDlNGS AND DISCUSSION - Questionnaire responser 

In this chapier the results of the analysis using the responses to the questionnaire wiU be 

discussed. Out of 539 questionnaires sent 43 responses were received. Since one 

questionnaire was only around 50 percent answered it was dropped from the analysis. 

Also. out of 539 questionnaires sent, 61 were disqualifed for various reasons. Of these. 48 

questionnaires were retumed as undeliverable due to the fact that the recipient had moved 

without leaving a current address with the post office; and 13 companies wrote or called 

to say they could not respond due to c~~dent ia l i ty  issues or because they were 100 

percent Polish owned (six), that theirs are portfolio investments (five). or that the 

executive representing the foreign Company was not present in Poland at the moment and 

only cornes to Poland occasionally (two). 

Taking the above under consideration, the list of Foreign investors in Poland is 

considerably lower (478), although the response rate stiii stays below 10 percent. This 

M t s  the generalizability of the study. However, Albaum and Peterson (1984) found that 

among published studies in the area of international marketing conducted between 1976 

and 1982, almost 15.6 percent reponed sample size of less then 30 tinnr. So, the lower 

number of participating companies in this study is generaily in iine with other similu ones 

that are exploratory in nature. In the b a l  analysis 42 questio~aires were included (8.8 

percent response rate). 



1. Characteristics end Demographics 

The fxst part of the questionnaire involved gathering of the general information regarding 

the parent company. the Polish company and some information about the respondents 

themelves. This section dows for ktter understanding of the sample that responded to 

the survey . 

1.1 General profile of companies 

Out of 42 companies whose responses are used in the analysis. 25 (or 59.5 percent) are 

new businesses and 17 (or 40.5 percent) acquired an existing business in Poland. The 

parent companies originated from 17 different countries. specificaiiy Denmark (7). 

Germany (6), US (6). Finland (4). France (3). two each from Austria, Hoiland, M y .  

Sweden. Switzerland. and one each from Australia, Belgium Canada, England, Ireland. 

Korea. The rnajority of parent companies are tiom Westem Europe. 78.6 percent, 16.7 

percent from Nonh Arnerica, and the remaining 4.8 percent, from Asia and Australia. This 

distribution closely foiiows the population of foreign investon in Poland as reponed by 

PAIZ ( 1997a). where 74 percent of companies are from Westem Europe. 19 percent from 

Nonh Arnerica and the rernaining 7 percent represent companies nom Asia. Australia. 

Afkica and International. The summary of the type of investrnent and cegion of origin is 

provided in Table 6. 



The most popular fom of control over the Polish investrnent reponed by 54.8 percent (or 

23) companies is full ownership of the Polish operations. Ten companies (or 23.8 percent) 

possess rnajority control. 12 percent (or 5 companies) formed a joint-venture (JV) with a 

Polish enterprise and 9.5 percent (or 4 companies) formed a IV with a foreign company. 

Table 6. Number of CompPnies per Type of Investment and Region of Origin 

1 Total (percent) 78.6 1 16.7 1 2.4 1 2 -4 1 

Type of investment 
New Business 
Acquisition 

Total PAIZ (percent) 1 73 1 19 1 7 .O 1 

The distribution of foreign investors depending on the year of the investment is provided 

in Table 7. One company reported investrnent in Poland as early as 1979. the sarne 

company reports a JV agreement prior to the investment into the Polish market. It couid 

be speculated that this company used the year of the IV agreement as a year of the frst 

investment. 

Region of origin 

Table 7. Year When the Parent Company First Invested in Poland 

L 

Western 
Europe 

19 
14 2 1 a 

Number of 
cornpanies 

Australia 
North 

America 
5 

h i a  
1 

-- - -- - 

Year of the first investment in potand 
1996 

3 

1979 

I 

1991 

5 

1990 

2 

1992 

10 

1993 

5 

1994 

10 

1995 

6 



Table 8 presents the distribution of the form of ownership depending on the type of the 

investment and date when the fmt investment took place. 

Table 8. Ownership Category by Type and Timing of Investment 

Out of 42 companies 23 did not report operations in Poland previous to the investment 

and 19 had some experience in dealing with the Polish market mostly in the form of 

impons via Polish agents or distributors (8 companies). Impons via Company own 

channels and .TV agreements were each represented by 3 companies and two companies 

reponed some manufacnuing activity prior to this investment. 

Total 
,- (number) 

42 
25 

Table 9 provides a profiie of the parent and Polish companies with respect to the type of 

operations, whether it is a manufacturing. trade or senice company. The majority of 

responding companies engage in the same type of activities in Poland as they do in other 

countries. Only in the case of eight companies is the variety of activities in Poland different 

hom other countries. in the case of six companies, they have less activities in Poland than 

in other countries and only two companies are involved in more types of activities than in 

other countries. As provided in Table 9 manufacturing and manufacturing 1 trade are the 

most popular activities; more than 50 percent of cornpanies operate in those two areas. 

JV with ' 

foteign 
company 

4 
3 

. 

Acquisition 
Investment before 1994 
Investment in and after 1994 

JV with 
local 

company 
5 
2 

AH investrnents 
New Business 

6 
14 
9 

Fully 
owned 

23 
17 

Majority 
owned 

10 
3 
7 
3 
7 

3 
4 
L 

1 
2 
2 

17 
23 
19 



When compared to the reports of PAIZ (1997a). this is consistent with the activities 

represented by the population of foreign investcn in Poland. 

Table 9. Profide of Operations of Parent and Poiiih Company 

Primary business 
Manufac turing 
Manu facninn @rade 
Manufacturindïrade/Service 

Among 34 companies that provided information regardhg the amount of sales for the 

most recent fiscal year from the Polish operations. ten had sales below SI0 M. I l  had 

sales between SlO-SOM. eight had sales between $50-IOOM, and five had sales above 

S100M. Also, 19 companies reponed expons from the Polish operations. However. for 

the exporting companies the average expons arnount to oniy 8.1 percent of total sales. 

Manu facturing/Service 
Trade 

Between the time when the foreign investments staned entering Poland right after the 

irnplernentation of the market reforms in 1989 and the time when the study took place at 

the end of 1998, almost a decade passed. It wili be interesting to find out the differences in 

the perceptions about the foreign direct investrnent c h t e  in Poland between pioneering 

companies that invested at the beginnllig of 1990s and companies that invested after a 

second wave of investors poured into Poland beginning in 1994. In the study, companies 

will be divided into two groups; those who invested before 1994, and those who invested 

Number of parent 
companies 

19 
9 
4 

Number of Poüsh 
companies 

19 I 

9 
1 

2 
1 

4 
2 



in and after 1994. From this point on, they will be referred to as early and late investrnents. 

respectively. Among the respondents. 24 companies belong to the fust group and 19 

companies to the second. The crosstabulation of type of investment vs. the time the initial 

investment took place is provided in Table 10. 

Table 10. Summary of Type of Investment B a d  on Timing of Investment 

To sumrnarke, the country of ongin of al1 parent companies that responded to the 

questionnaire closely foilows the distribution of country of origin of the whole population 

of foreign investors in Poland. Most investon opted for full or majonty of ownenhip. 

whch aliows for a better control of the Polish operations. The prohle of foreign investors 

t hat responded to the questionnaire ailows for more complex analysis of the responses 

based on the type of the investments (new business vs. acquisition) and the timing when 

the initial investment took place (early investments vs. late investments). The additional 

computations were performed using a Mann-Whitney test of significance to detect 

significant differences in the responses between those groups. Due to the non-norrnal 

distribution of data, a non-parameuic test was used. 

New Business 
Acquisition 

Total 

Late Investments 
9 
10 
19 

Early Investments 
16 
7 
23 

Total 
25 4 

17 , 

42 



1.2. Respondents profile 

Among the 42 respondents, a majority (34) have a university degree. 25 have a degree 

kom Western European institutions. 5 nom Eastern European institutions. and 3 frorn 

North Amencan institutions. Only eight respondents indicated that they do not have post- 

secondary education (Table I 1). 

Table 11. Education of Respondents 

When asked whether they had had any connections with Poland before king transferred 

Number of responses 

there by the parent Company. only I L  respondents indicated having any. Among them six 

have Polish ancestry. three have had a previous business relationship with the country and 

Western 
Europe 

25 

two had previously uaveled to Poland. 

The population of executives of foreign owned companies that work in Poland on behalf 

of the foreign owner is quite multiüngual with an ability to speak 13 différent languages 

altogether, not including Poiish. The average respondent is expected to speak at least 

three languages since the mean value of the languages spoken is 3.2. Funher. more than 

55 percent of executives spoke at least four different languages. One respondent indicated 

the knowledge of six different languages. 5 spoke five languages. and 17 spoke four 

languages. Four respondents spoke three languages. ten respondents spoke two languages. 

and ody five respondents spoke one foreign language. As could be expected Poiish is not 

Eastern 
Europe 

5 

North 
America 

3 
Other 

I 
No degree 

8 



the rnost frequently spoken language among executives. instead. English is with 39 

respondents, fouowed by Gemÿin with 24 respondents. Polish is spoken by only 18 

respondents (less than 50 percent). and French by 12 respondents. Other languages that 

are spoken by foreign executives include: Italian. Russian. Swedish. Spanish. F W h .  

Danish, Flernish. Ponuguese, Hungarian and Nonvegian. However, these languages are 

less popular and are spoken by at most 17 percent (or 7) of the respondents. 

2. Information Sources 

Part D of the questionnaire provided respondents with the List of 16 information sources 

comrnonly used Ui rnaking the investment decision. The respondents were asked to 

indicate whether a source was used in the case of this investrnent and if yes, they were 

asked to rate how important the source was. Respondents were ais0 asked to list one or 

two information sources nom the list provided. or any other source that was not listed in 

the questionnaire that influenced t heir investment decision the most. In addition. 

respondents were asked to rate the ifluence chat personai experiences and perceptions. as 

weU as technical andysis, have on a company's choice of a destination for FDI. This 

section dows for better undentandhg of whch information sources are used and their 

importance in making the investment decision. 

Use of information sources by the investing companies is provided in the Table 12. The 

analysis of 16 iisted ùilomÿition sources shows that, in choosing Poland as an FDI 

destination business visits, by parent Company executives were the most popular source, 



used by alrnost 86 percent of timis. This was followed by other home country fim with 

investment in Poland, which was used by 78 percent of companies and the ponrayals of 

Poland in international media used by 74 percent. This demonstrates that the popularity of 

Poland and its success stories of economic reforms in the international media were 

possibly used by investors in gathering information. 

Table 12. Information Sources Utilization 

1 Information source 1 Usedb~(%) 1 
1 Business visits bv  aren nt comoanv executives 1 88 1 

Publications by international organizations (Le.. WTO, UN) were used by less thm 50 

percent of investors. The least popular information source used is the pleasure visits by the 

foreign executives, which can be related to the fact that Poland is std not a very popular 

tourist destination. Findy, out of 17 companies which invested in Poland through 

Other home country f m  with investment in Poland 
International media 
Home country magazineslnewspapers 
Media portrayals of Poland in home country 
Polish suppliers/distributors/customen 
Cornpetiton 
Home country consultants 
Chambers of Commerce 
Polish consultants 
Polish embassy personnel 
Investment promotion materials by Polish government 
Publications by international onankations 
Polish magazineslnewspapers 
Pleasure visits 
The acquired Company (if acquisition) 

78 
74 
69 
69 
67 
67 
67 
62 
60 
52 

52 l 

48 
30 
28 
OS* 

Excluding sources rated as not important and missing cases 
* Percen tage calculated based on the nurnber of companies within the investments through acquisitions 
only. 



acquisition, 1 1 (or 65 percent) used the acquired company as a source of information. This 

is a s d a r  value to the one obtained in the study of Canada (D'Souza, 1993) where 71 

percent companies investing in acquisition used the acquired company as a source of 

information. In the case of Greece. the appropriate value was 3 1 percent (Kalligatsi 1996). 

2.1. Importance of information sources useâ in influencing the investment decision 

The analysis of the importance of information sources used in investment decisions reveals 

that the most important source of information (mean value of 4.5, on a scale ranging from 

1 not important to 5 very imponant) was the acquired company (Table 13). However, it 

was only applicable for the companies that invested through acquisition. and. since only 1 1 

companies used this source of information. the importance of this source for the general 

population decreases. When excluding the acquired company as a source of information. 

by far the most important source was business visits by parent company executives with 

the mean value of 4.2. This is foiiowed by other home country f m  with investment in 

Poland with the mean value of 3.4. 

The analysis of how important a given information source was in duencing the 

investrnent decision shows that the source identifed as the most widely used is also rated 

as the one having the most innuence on the decision. The business visits received the 

highest mean value of 4.5 on the five point importance scale. Although the international 

media. home country magazines 1 newspapers and media ponrayals of Poland in home 

country rated high as a quite popular source of Uiformation utilized by ktween 69 and 74 



percent of cornpanies, their importance on Uitluencing the investment decision was quite 

low, rating just below the rnidpoint values. in fact, the importance of these three 

information sources as rated by respondents is less than the importance of other sources 

not as widely used such as Polish consultants. Polish supptiers I distributors I customers. 

competitors and home country consultants. It could be related to the fact that the 

information found in those specified media provided general knowledge about Poland and 

was not specific enough for the investor to rely on it. 

Table 13. Importance of Information Sources Used 

Information source 
Business visits by parent company executives 
Other home country f m  with investment in Poland 
internationai media 

1 Cornpetitors 1 - 3.1 I 

Mean 
4.2 
- 3.4 
2.6 

Home country magazinednewspapers 
Media portrayais of Poland in home country 
Polis h suppliers/distributors/customen 

2.4 
2.7 
- 3.1 

1 Polish consultants 1 - 3.2 I 

Home country consultants 
Chambers of Commerce 

1 Polish embassy personnel 1 2.1 1 

- 3 .O 
2.6 

As shown in Table 12. the least popular source of information. used by less than 30 

percent respondents, is pleasure visits. However. those who used it, rated it as more 

imponant than not ody Polish magazines / newspapers, investrnent promotion materials 

Investrnent promotion materials by Polish govemment 
Publications by international organizations 
Polish rnagazineshewspapers 
Pleasure visits 

2.5 , 

2.8 , 

L.9 
2.8 

Scale ranging from 1 not important to 5 very imponant 
Underlined are sources that rated above 3. 



by Polish govemment, Polish ernbassy personnel and Chambers of Commerce but also 

international media. home country magazines / newspapers and media portrayals of Poland 

in home country. This suggests that executives traveling to Poland on a pleasure visit were 

able to gather information relevant for the investment decision. 

Table 14. Impact of Information Sources Used 
(frequency x mean rating) 

Information source 
Business visits by parent company executives 
Other home country f m  with investment in Poland 
International media 
Home country magazineslnewspapea 
,Media portrayals of Poland in home countq 

Cornpetitors 
Home country consultants 
Chambers of Commerce 
Polish consultants 

The analysis of the impact of a particular information source on the investment decision 

(Table 14) reveals that only one source, namely the business visits by parent company 

executives, rated above the rnidpoint on a five point scale. Even the impact of information 

gathered from the acquired company scored only 2.9. This result was influenced by the 

fact that not ail companies investing in the acquisition used the acquired company as a 

source of information (Table 12). 

Impact 
3.7 
2.6 
1.9 
1.6 I 

1.9 

S. 1 
2.0 
1.6 
1.9 

Polish embassy personnel 
Investment promotion materials by Polish govemment 
Publications by international organizations 
Polish magazineshewspapen 
Pleasure visits 
The acquired Company (if acquisition) 

\ 

1.1 I 

1.3 
1.3 
0.8 
0.8 
2.9 



2.2. Importance of idormation sources baseà on timing of the investment. 

Ano ther analysis focuses on a breakdown with respect to when the investment took place. 

In the case of investments made in the begllining of the 1990s. other home country timis 

with investments in Poland rated as the most popular information sources used by 87 

percent of companies. followed closely by home country consultants with 86 percent of 

companies (Table 15). As for later investments. by far the most popular source of 

information used by 95 percent of companies are business visits by parent Company 

executives. foliowed by international media (used by 84 percent of companies), and Polish 

suppliers 1 distnbutors 1 customers (used by 80 percent). 

Table 15. Information Sources Utilization Based on the Timing of Investment 

Infotmation source 
Other home country f m s  with invesiment in Poland 
Home country consultants 
Business visits bv  aren nt com~anv executives 

[ International media 1 65 - 84 1 
Polish consultants 
Media portrayals of Poland in home countrv 

Ear ly 
Investments 
Usedby(%) 

87 
86 
78 

1 Chambers of Commerce 1 6 1 1 63 1 

Late 
Investrnents 
Usedby(%) 

69 
53 
95 

- -  

65 
65 

The acquired Company (if acquisition) 
Home country magazinesfnewspapers 
Polis h suppliers/dist.ributoM/customers 

- - - 

53 I 

73 

1 Pleasure visits 1 2 1 1 37 1 

1 

65 
65 
6 1 

Investment promotion materials by Polish government 

Publications by international organizations 
Polish embassy personnel 
Polish magazineshewspapen 

Underlined are the three most popular sources among companies that invested in and after 1994. 

32 , 
74 
- 80 

52 
48 
48 
35 

63 
46 

I 

58 , 
47 



This distribution is peculiar but &O logical. The ks t  wave of investors was quite 

cautious. relying it heavily on the opinion of orher investors that aiready invested in Poland 

and home country consultants. At that tirne the investrnent environment in Poland was 

very uncenain. there were no weii estabhhed trade relationships between Western and 

Polish econornies and the economy of Poland was in a state of transformation. The 

quantity and quality of relevant information for the potential investors was limited. 

The situation changed after a few yean. There was an appropriate support structure 

developed by the Poiish goveniment to make business visits by parent company executives 

more useful. The international media were providing an abundance of information 

regarding the Polish economy and progress of reforms. In addition. the information could 

be gathered through Polish suppliers / distributors I customen since there was more 

interaction between Western and Polish businesses. Lastly, with a change of the ruling 

system there was no longer a feu of risks nom uaveiing to a country governed by a 

Communist regime and more people chose Poland as a travel destination not only for 

business but for pleasure visits as well. 

For both early and late investments, the information source that was given the highest 

rating was the acquired company, which received mean value of 5.0 and 4.2. respectively 

(Table 16). This source, used oniy in the case of acquisition type of investments. although 

valued as important was not widely used, ody 65 percent of early investors and 32 percent 

of late investors, relied on it. 



Ako, in case of pioneering investments, eight idormation sources were rated as having 

high importance (mean value of 3 and above). For later investments. only four sources 

were rated as high. Therefore, as time passes, there is a better knowledge of the 

environment in Poland and companies make their investment decisions relying more 

heavily on a lirnited number of information sources. 

Table 16. Importance of Information Sources Used Based on the Timing of 
Investment 

Information source 
Other home country f m s  with invesunent in Poland 
Home country consultants 
Business visits by parent company executives 
Cornpetitors 
Polish consultants 
Media portrayds of Poland in home counuy 

Ear l y 
Investments 

Mean 

International media 
The acquired Company (if acquisition) 
Home counuy magazineshewspapers 
Polish su~~~iers/distributors/custorners 

Late 
Investments 

Mean 
3.9* 
3.2 
3.j 
3.4 
3.1 
3.1* 

Chambers of Commerce 
Investment promotion materials by Polish govemment 

Publications by international organizations 
Polish embassv ~ersomel 

The analysis of the importance of uiformtion sources used based on the tùne when the 

investment took place reveals signincant dxerences in two cases (Table 16). In both 

2.7 
l 

2.6 l 

4&cJ , 

2.7 
- 3.3 , 

2.3 
4 

2.9 
- 5 .O 
2.6 
3.2 

Polish magazineshewspapers 
Pleasure visits 

2.4 

Q , 

2.1 
3 .O 

2.9 
2.4 
2.9 
2.1 

2.3 l 

2.5 
2.7 
2.1 

*Mann-Whitney U test signifiant difference at a c -05 
Sources listed from the most to least popuIar based on previous Table 15. 
Underlined are three the most important sources for each category. 

2 .O 
3 .O 

1.8 
2.7 



instances, companies that invested early, rated information gathered through other home 

country f m  with investment in Poland and media ponrayals of Poland in their home 

country as far more important than companies that invested later. 

The impact (bequency x mean rating fiom Tables 15 and 16) of the idormation source 

used based on the tirne of the investment reveals that for early investments the most 

influence on the investment decision was by other home country tirms with investment in 

Poland (impact of 3.4). business visits by parent company executives (3.4) and the 

acquired Company (3.2). In the case of investrnents made late, the highest impact on the 

decision had business visits by parent company executives with the rnean value of 3.8. The 

remaining information sources rated below the midpoint value in both categories. 

2.3. Importance of information souires baseà on type of the investment. 

An analysis of the use of information sources based on the type of investment reveals that 

a larger number of information sources are used by the companies investing in greenfield 

investment rather than companies investing in an acquisition (Tabk 17). More than M) 

percent of the new business investment searched for relevant information using 13 

different information sources, before rnakuig the decision. In the case of acquisitions. a 

majority of investon (60 percent) used only 7 different information sources. 



Table 17. Information Sources Utüization Based on the Type of Investment 

Information source 

1 Media ~ortravals of Poland in home countrv 1 80 1 52 1 

- - - - - - - 

Business visits by parent company executives 
Other home countrv finns with investrnent in Poland 

1 Home country magazineshewspapen 1 80 1 53 I 

New Business 
Usedby(%) 

Acquisition 
Usedby(%) 

84 
84 

[ Home country consultants 1 72 1 - 59 1 

- 88 
70 

Lnternational media 
PubIications by international organizations 
Polis h su~~liers/distributors/customers 

1 Polish consultants 1 68 1 47 1 

76 
76 
76 

1 Polish maeazines/newsoa~ers 1 48 1 29 1 

- 7 1 
- 7 1 
53 

The acquired Company (if acquisition) 
Chambers of Commerce 
Polish embassy personnel 
Investment ~romotion materials bv Polish governent 

1 Pleasure visiü 1 28 1 29 1 
UnderIincd are seven most popular sources arnong companies that invested in acquisition. 

The lower number of information sources used by the acquisition investments could be 

related to the fact that the companies, which actuaiiy used the acquired company as the 

information source, relied heaviiy on that information and did not search for other data. 

In addition. consistently the business visits of the parent company executives are the most 

n.a. 
64 
60 
56 

popular source of information for both types of investments. Aithough cornpetitors. media 

- 65 
- 59 
4 1 
47 

portrayals of Poland in their home country and home country magazines / newspapers 

were used by over 80 percent of greenfield investments, they were only used by haif of the 

companies investing in an acquisition. As in the case of the anaiysis based on the t h e  of 

the investrnent. the information gathered through pleasure visits to Poland was used by the 

lowest number of companies. 



Table 18. Importance of Information Sources Used b& on Type of Investment 

Information source 
New Business 

Mean 
Acquisition 

Mean 
Business visits by parent company executives 
Other home c o u n ~  firms with investment in Poland 
Cornpetitors 
Media portrayals of Poland in home country 
Home country magazineshewspapers 
International media 
Publications by international organizations 
Polish suppliers/distributors/customers 

Polis h magazines/newspapea S. 1 1.4 1 

Pleasure visits 1 2.6 - 3.2 

Home country consultants 
Polish consultants 
The acquired Company (if acquisition) 
Chambers of Commerce 
Polish embassy personnel 
Investment promotion materials by Polish government 

*Mann-Whitney U test significant difference at a < -04. 
Sources listed frorn the most to least popuiar based on Table 17. 
Lrnderlined are sources scoring 3 and above on the îive point =ale ranging tiom I not important to 5 very 
important. 

4.1 
- 3.3 
- 3.1 
2.7 
2.5 
2.7 
2.7 
- 3.2 

The breakdown of the importance of the information sources used based on the type of the 

investment shows a signincant difference (at a c .04) in one category (Table 18). Pohh 

embassy personnel are rated as a more important source of information by acquisition 

ùivestrnent than greenfield investment. There is &O a difference between the value placed 

on pleasure visits by parent company executives. In the case of acquisition. they are valued 

at 3.2, and in the case of new start-ups the value is 2.6. although the difference is not 

statisticaiiy signiticant. For the acquisition investments, the rnost important source of 

information is the acquired company itseif with the mean value of 4.5. Excluding the 

acquired company as an information source. relevant only in acquisition investrnents, both 

4.3 
- 3.5 
- 3.1 
2.6 
2.1 
2.4 
2.4 
2.9 

- 3 .O 
3.1 
n.a. 
2.5 
L.9* 
2.4 

- 3 .O 
- 3.4 
4.5 
2.6 
2.6 
2.5 



types of investments seem to value the same sources of information. They both place value 

on business visits by parent company executives. other home country f m  with 

investment in Poland, competitoa, home country consultants, and Polish consultants. 

Table 19. Impact of Information Source Used baseà on the Type of Investment 

Wen rneasuring the impact of the information sources used based on the type of the 

investment. both for new businesses and acquisition investments, the business visits by the 

parent company executives placed fust. with mean values of 3.4 and 3.8. respectively 

(Table 19). The next idormation source with the second highest impact for both types of 

investment is other home country nmis with investment in Poland, with means of 2.8 and 

2.4. respectively. Even for the acquisition investrnent. the impact of the acquired company 

as an information source is valued only at 2.9. This lower value is caused by the fact that 

, 

i 

Impact for 
Acquisition 

3.8 
2.4 
1.3 I 

1.3 
1.1 
1.7 
1.7 
1.5 
1.8 
1.6 

I 

2.9 
1.5 
1.1 
1.2 
0.4 
0.9 

Information source 
Business visits by parent company executives 
Other home country firms with investment in Poland 
Cornpetitors 
Media portrayals of Poland in home country 
Home country magazineshewspapers 
International media 
Publications by international organkations 
Polish suppliers/distributon/customers 
Home country consultants 
Poiish consultants 

1 

The acquired Company (if acquisition) 
Chambers of Commerce 
Polish embassy personnel 
Investment promotion materials by Polish governent 
Polish magazinednewspapers 
Pleasure visits 

Impact for 
New Business 

3.4 
2.8 
2.6 
2.1 
2.0 
2.1 
2.1 
2.4 
2.1 
2.1 
n.a. 
1.6 
1.1 
1.3 
1 .O 
0.7 



not all acquisition investrnents used the acquired company as the ùiformation source. 

Interestingly, the impact of such sources as cornpetitors. media portrayals of Poland in 

home country and home country magazines I newspapers is much more signifcant for new 

businesses than for acquisitions. 

In an open ended question, respondents were asked to provide two sources that uinuenced 

the decision to invest in Poland the most. The responses of 30 executives that replied are 

grouped in Table 20. Again. business visits were brought up as the most infiuential 

information sources by ahost 50 percent of companies that provided the answer for this 

question. The market survey and the acquisition were used in the case of 7 and 6 

companies respectively. In the case of one parent company the most uitluential source of 

information used in rnaking the investment in Poland was the fact that the parent did 

consultant work for the Polish company that they subsequently purchased. 

Table 20. Sources OP Information Provided by Respondents 

1 Acauisition 1 6 1 Polish distributors 1 I 1 

Information source 
Business visits 
Market survey 

1 Business relations 1 C 7 1 Home countrv Embassv 1 1 1 

Frequency 
14 
7 

Customers 
Compe titors 
Other fimis in Poland 

Arnong other sources of information that were used in the case of this investment but were 

not listed in the questionnaire were Joint-Venture experience, clients that invested in 

Information source 
Polish consultants 
Personal visits 

2 
2 
2 

Frequency 
1 

1 

L 

Intemal sources 
Home country consultants 
Ex~ort exmience 

1 
,. 1 

1 



Poland, business fnends. foreign management, personal visits, intemal sources, business 

visits by ot her company' s execut ives and market surveys. However. these were mentioned 

only by a small number of respondents. 

2.4. Effect of personal experiences and technical analysis on the investment decision 

The questions about personal experiences and technical anaiysis as variables duencing 

the investment decision process were answered by a.U respondents. The man value of the 

importance of technical andysis was quite high. mean value 4.3 (Table 2 1). However. the 

mean value of the importance of personal experiences in hvestrnent decision was. 

although s d e r ,  stili quite impressive at 3.7. There was no significant difference between 

rneans of new business vs. acquisitions, nor between old vs. new investments. 

Table 21. Importance of Technical Analysis and Personal Experiences in Investment 
Decision 

1 1 New 1 1 Early Late 1 
1 1 Mean 1 business 1 Acquisition 1 Investments 1 Investments 1 

Further examination of the responses shows that in 12 cases. the executives vaiued the 

personal expenences and perceptions as more important than technicai analysis in making 

the investment decision. and, in 8 cases. both variables were valued as having the same 

importance. These results do show that not only the technical analysis is important in 

Technical 
Analysis 

Experience 
Scale ranging from I not important to 5 very important. 

4.3 
3.7 

4.3 
4.0 

4.3 
3.3 

4.2 
3.9 

4.5 a 

3.6 



rnaking the investment decision but the personal experiences and perceptions of executives 

are important and do in fact influence the investment decision. 

As for the question of whether executives were asked their opinion by representatives of 

other companies about the investment climate in Poland, 35 respondents said yes. 6 said 

no, and one response was missing. This sigmf'ies the importance and influence of personal 

perceptions, experiences and contacts on the business decisions. 

3. Motives for Investment 

In part C of the questionnaire, respondents were asked to evaluate the most ùnponant 

objectives in choosing Poland as a location for investment. The analysis identified. "to be 

closer to the potential customer". as the most important objective for hvesting in Poland. 

with the mean value of 4.6 (Table 22). The intention to be first in the region before other 

cornpetitors and to establish a presence in Eastern Europe tied for second place with mean 

values of 4.1. These were folowed by establishg a presence in Central Europe (4.0) and 

to be closer to existing customers (3.7). 

As cm be noted dl factors that were rated the highest were market-related. The highest 

rated objective is not surprishg since Poland is a newly opened, practically untapped 

market, with a population of close to 40 million. However. objectives relathg to 

establishg a presence in Eastern Europe and Central Europe, although rated second and 

third, did not receive as high a rnean value as expected. In other words. in wanting to be 



doser to 'potential custorners". the responding fimis apparently are more Lely to mean 

custorners in Poland itseif rather than referring to Poland as a springboard for other East 

European countries. This is a signincant comment on the perceived value of Poland as a 

market in and of itself. 

Table 22. Rating of Objectives for Iavesting in Poland 

Motives for investment 
To be doser to the potential customer 
To be first in the region before cornpetition 
To establish presence in 

Eastern Europe 
Central Europe 

To be closer to the existing customer 
To use this investment as a stepping Stone to invest 

in Easten Europe 
Centrai Europe 
European Union 

To overcome trade barriers 
To benefit from lower labour costs 

Mean 
4.6 , 

4.1 

4.1 
4.0 
3.7 

3.4 
2.7 
1.4 
3.1 I 

3.1 
To use this investment to export to 

Eastern Euro~e 

1 European Union 2.1 1 

l 

3 .O 

I 
1 other 1 1.7 1 

Central Europe 2.6 

Scaie ranging from 1 not important to 5 very important. 

1 
-- -- - 

To lower manufacturing costs 
To follow exist custorner who moved to Poland 
To protect existing markets 
To follow cornpetitor who invested in the region 
To access raw matenais 
To benefit from Polish govemment fuiancial incentives 
To meet govemment requirements 
To be closer to major supplier(s) 
To benefit from higher productivity 
To access special design, engineering, other slulls 
To protect from domestic currency appreciation 

2.8 
2.1 
2.1 
2.0 I 

1.9 
1.9 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 
1.5 
1.1 



Objectives that irnmediately foilowed the fïrst five highest rating motives. relating to the 

use of investrnent as a stepping stone to invest in Eastem Europe. Central Europe and the 

EU, and exports to these regions. rated somwhat low. The mean values range from 3.4 to 

1.4 for "stepping stone for" Eastern Europe and the EU. Respectively. this suggests the 

investors' clear view of Poland as a member of ''Eastern" Europe rather than of the 

broader European trading and investment space. 

These fmdings suggest that the market reiated factors; serving local customers, 

establishg presence in an untapped market. and geographical location of Poland are 

viewed as the most important motives for investment by foreign executives. As could be 

expected Poland is not treated as an advanced industrialized country. Benefits from better 

production factors do not play an important role in the process of makmg the investment 

decision (e.g., the rnean of "to benefit from lower labour costs" was 3.1. which also 

represents the highest rating given to production reiated motives). Also. the Polish 

govemment does not appear to be offering benefits to foreign investors that would be 

perceived as a major factor in choosing Poland as an investment location. 

In order to better understand the motivation of foreign companies that invested in Poland, 

funher andysis was performd on the investment objectives by type of investment. Table 

23 presents the results. Generally, new business investments give a higher value for ail 

types of objective when compared to the acquisition investments. The values in the 

analysis of the general sample are mostly driven by the evaluation of executives of 

greenfield investments. At the top, there is a signincant difference in rating two particular 



objectives. In the case of intention to use this investment as a stepping stone to invest in 

Central Europe and to overcome vade barrien. responses given by executives in new 

business were significantly higher than those by Firms involved in acquisitions. 

Table 23. Rating of Objectives for Investing in Poland Baseâ on Type of Investment 

1 Motives for Investment 1 New Business ( Acquisition ] 
ITO be closer to the potential customer 1 4.6 4.5 1 
To be first in the region before cornpetition 
To establish presence in 

Eastern Europe 
Central Europe 

To be closer to the existine customer 
To use this investrnent as a stepping stone to invest 

in Eastern Europe 

4.1 

4.2 
4.3 
3.9 

Central Europe 
European Union 

To overcorne trade barriers 

1 Euroman Union 1 2.1 1 2.1 1 

3.9 

3.9 
3.6 I 

3.3 

b 
3.6 

To benefit frorn lower labour costs 
To use this investment to expon to 

Eastern Europe 
Central Eurooe 

1 other 1 1 .O 1 2.4 1 

3.2 
3.2* 
1.5 
3.5* 

2.1 
1.2 
2.4 

3.1 

3 .O 
2.9 

ITo benefit from Polish eovernment financial incentives 1 S. 1 1 1.6 1 

3.1 l 

l 

2.9 
1 

2.3 

To lower manufacturing costs 
To follow exist customer who moved to Poland 
To protect existing markets 
To follow cornpetitor who invested in the re~ion 
To access raw materials 

ITo access speciai design. engineering. other skills 1 1.5 1 1.5 I 

2.8 
2.0 
2.1 
2.1 
1.9 

To meet government requirements 
To be closer to major supplierts) 
To benefit from hinher ~roductivitv 

[TO protect from domestic currency appreciation 1 1.4 1 1.4 1 

2.9 
2.3 
1.8 
1.8 
1.9 

*Mann-Whitney LJ test significant difference at a < .OS. 

1.8 
1.4 
1.7 

1.3 l 

1.8 
1.5 



In addition. two other objectives were rated quite differently. These were "to establish 

presence in Central Europe" and "to be closer to the existing customer"; however. in both 

cases the dflerence was not signincant. Coupled with the responses kom the total sample 

(Table 22), this suggests that f h s  acquiring Polish businesses may have a greater interest 

in the Polish market itself, while greenfield investors have a broader view of Poland in the 

context of the region where it is located. 

In addition to the analysis by type of the investment, the analysis based on the age of the 

investment was performed (Table 24). Here, signiticant differences are detected in the case 

of four objectives. In investments from before 1994. the executives rated the motive to 

establish a presence in Eastern Europe as much more important than investrnents from 

1994 onwards. Also. using t h  investment to export to the European Union and other 

regions. and followuig existing customers w ho moved to Poland, were rated signiticantly 

higher by late investrnents than early investrnents. A possible explmation could be that at 

the beguining of the 1990s. investors who moved to Poland focused mostly on winning 

Polish customers. Since they were pioneers in the region they could not predict whether 

they would be successful based on other companies' expenences. When they were 

assessing possibdities for hinher expansion, they were mostly focusing on countries in 

Eastern and Central Europe. The opportunity of exponing to the EU came as a result of 

successful operations in Poland as weli as the integration of Poland in the European 

marketplace. "Following the existing customer who moved to Poland" was not as 

important in the early 1990s since investon had just begun to move into Poland. 



Table 24. Rating of Objectives for Investiag in Poland Baseai on the Timing of 
Investment 

Motives for investrnent 
To be closer to the ootentid customer 

(TO be closer to the existing customer 1 3.7 1 3.6 1 

To be first in the region before cornpetition 
To establish presence in 

Eastern Europe 
Central Eurom 

Early 
Investments 

4.5 

Late 
Investments 

4.6 I 

4.2 

4.5 * 
4.0 

To use this investment as a stepping stone to invest 
in Eastern Europe 

1 Central Europe 1 2.7 1 2.5 1 

3.9 

3.6 , 

3.9 

Central Europe 
European Union 

To overcome trade barriers 
To benefit from lower labour costs 
To use this investment to export to 

Eastern Euro~e 

3 .4 

ITo ~rotect existinrr markets 1 2.1 1 1.8 1 

3.4 
2.8 
1.3 
3.1 
3.1 

3 .O 

European Union 
other 

To lower manufacturinp; costs 
To follow exist customer who moved to Poland 

ITo follow com~etitor who invested in the region 1 2.1 1 1 ,8 1 

2.6 
1.4 
3.1 
3.1 

4 

2.9 

ITO access raw materials I i -8 I 2 .O I 

1.6* 
1 .Of 
2.6 
1.6* 

2.5 
I 

3.3 
3.1 
2.7 

ITo access special design. enginee~p;. other skills 1 1.5 1 f -5 1 

To benefit from Polish govemment financial incentives 
To meet government requirements 
To be closer to major supplier(s) 
To benefit from higher productivity 

ITo ~rotect from domestic currencv amreciation 1 1.2 1 1.5 1 
*Mann-Whitney U test significant difference at a c .O5 

4 

2.3 
1.5 
1.5 
1.8 

In conclusion. the main objectives for foreign companies to invest in Poland are market 

related. rnainly to be closer to the potential or existing customer; to be fust in the region 

before competition: and to establish a presence or use this investrnent as a stepping stone 

1.5 
1.7 
1.6 

4 

1.5 



to invest in CEE or export to other European countries, in the future. So. market 

potential. a determination to be close to the potential and existing customer, as weU as 

Poland's geographical location in the center of Europe with ties to other countries of the 

region (but mamiy other countries of Eastern Europe) were the highest influencuig factors 

in the investment decisions. Aithough, there were several signrficant daerences detected 

in evaluation of sorne motives for investment, in the case of both new and old investments 

as weii as investrnents in start-ups and acquisitions. the objectives that were given the 

highest values were generally similar. 

4. lnvestment Climate 

In t his section a detaded analysis of Poland's investment c h t e  is perfomd based on the 

answers in three sections of the questionnaire. The fust presented respondents with a 

de tailed List of investment climate characteristics for assesshg the Polish environment. 

These characteristics were grouped hto six main categories, specincaüy factors related to 

the market. production. finance, the econornic and legal environment. politics and the 

social environment. and a general view of Poland and Poles. The next two sections in the 

questionnaire asked respondents to assess the importance of these chnate factors, and 

t heir experience with them using the six su- groupings rather than the detailed List of 

characteristics in order to prevent respondent fatigue. The anaiysis below begins with the 

second of these questiomaûe sections (importance of c h t e  factors), in order to provide 

context for the detded assessrnent of Poland's investment c h t e ,  and the investors' 



experience with it, that follow in this order. AU factors are rated on a five point scale 

where 1 represents unfavourable and 5 repnsenü favourable assessment. 

4.1. Factor importance in Muencing an investment decision 

According to the foreign investors in Poland. by f a  the most important factors taken 

under consideration when making an investment decision are market related. Executives 

gave them a mean value of 4.6 on the five point scale (Table 25). These were foiiowed by 

production, econornic and legai. politicai, social and Fmance factors. The least important 

factors when makmg the decision regarding the destination of the FDI were the general 

view of Poland and Poles. This rankuig might be underscored by the subjectivity of 

respondents who might actudy evaluate this question bearing in mind the fact that the 

investment in Poland took place. 

Table 25. Importance of Factors in Infiuencing the Investment Decision 

1 1 New 1 1 Early r Late 1 
1 Factors 1 Mean 1 Business [ Acquisition ( Investments 1 Investments 1 

'Mann-Whitney U test significant difference at a < -05 

Market Related Factors 
Production Related Factors 
Economic and Legal Factors 
Political and Social Factors 
Finance Related Factors 
General View of Poland and Poles 

" 

When a more detded analysis was performed, it showed signincant ciifferences in the 

ratings by new business and acquisition investors. Both production factors and a general 

4.6 
3 -6 
3.4 
3.3 
3.2 
2.9 

- 1.7 
3.9* 
3.4 
3 -3 
3.2 
3.1* 

4.6 
3.1 
3.4 
3 -2 
3.1 
2.6 

4.7 
3.7 
3.4 
3.1 
3.3 
2.9 

4.5 
3.6 
3.5 
3.4 
3 .O 
2.8 



view of Poland and Poles were rated sigrufcantly higher (at a < .OS) by investors hvesting 

in greenfield operations than by acquisition investments. By contrast. there were no 

statistically significant ciifferences in the ratings by investors who went to Poland in the 

early venus late parts of the period covered. 

The evaluation of factors inîluencing the investrnent decision differs from the analysis of 

motives for investing in Poland. In both analyses, market factors were given the highest 

rating. However. in evaluating the importance of factors when making an investment 

decision, production factors were given the second highest mean value. while in case of 

evaluation of motives to invest in Poland. these factors were given a quite low rating. 

4.2. Assessrnent of Poland's investment climate 

4.2.1. Market-Related Factors. 

In the anaiysis of Poland's investment clirrÿite a detailed List of dfierent determinants for 

each factor category was presented. From the previous analysis we learned that, in making 

the investment decision. market factors are viewed as the most important objectives. In 

assessing the investment climate of Poland, market factors were also given the highest 

rating. Market size and market potential as well as Poland's geographical location. were 

all given mean values above 4 (Table 26). Despite the fact that Poland is stdl considered a 

newly opened market, the competition is assessed as fairly high with the mean value of 

1.3, but the distribution costs received the value of 3.2. Overd. in this category of factors 

Poland rates as quite an attractive place for investment. 



Table 26. Mean Ratings of Market Related Factors 

*Mann-Whitney U test significant difference at a < .O5 

Further analysis of market related factors where the respondents were divided by the t h e  

of the hvestrnent showed a signrfcant dserence (at a < .05) when evaluating market size 

and distribution costs. In the case of investments prior to 1994. the market sue rated 4.5. 

whereas in case of uivestments since that year the market site was given a mean value of 

3.9. Perhaps, one explanation could be that early investon went into the market at a time 

that cornpetition did not exist. and they were evaiuating the size of an untapped market. 

Investors investing later had to take into consideration the presence of other investors in 

Poland and their share of the market. An alternative explanation may be that the early 

optirnism brought about by the newly-opened East European markets was later replaced 

by more realistic views, not only of population size but also of purchasing power and the 

rate of market expansion. 

Late 
Investmea ts 

4.1 
4.3 
3.9 
3.5 l 

2.3 

Also, distribution costs were assessed as king higher by companies that invested early 

(mean 2.8) than were assessed by companies that invested in and after 1994 (mean 3.5). 

Possible explanations are that the distribution infrastructure at the beginnuig of 1990s was 

Earl y 
Investments 

4.5 
4.4 
4 5 *  
2.8* 
2.3 

Acquisition 
4.3 
4.1 
4.3 
3 -3 

1 2.1 

New 
Business 

4.3 
4.5 
4.2 
3 .O 
2.3 

Factors 
Market potential 
Poland's geographic location 
Market size 
Distribution costs 

I Cornpetition 

Mean 
4.3 
4.3 
1.2 
3.2 
2.3 



non-existent, and investors had to provide their own distribution system, which increased 

cosrs. With the passage of tirne, the distribution infiastructure improved and costs of 

delivery of products to theu final destination decreased. 

There were no significant differences detected between greenfield and acquisition 

investments with respect to the assessment of market related factors. 

4.2.2. Production Relatai Factors 

Foreign investors in Poland assessed production factors and their significance in 

influencing any investment decision as second in importance after market facton (Table 

25). However. the f ~ s t  look at the assessment of production facton in evaluating the 

investment c h t e  in Poland shows that these factors were not given a positive appraisal. 

This evaluation is similu to the evaluation of the objectives to invest in Poland where 

motives related to production were not given a high value. 

An analysis of the production related category shows that ail  factors were given mean 

values between 1.9 and 3.5 (Table 27). The most favourable assessment was given to the 

cost of labour (mean 3.5) which was foiiowed by manufacturing costs (3.4) and cost of 

raw materials and energy (both received a mean value of 3.3). Although costs of aii four 

iisted components of production were assessed lower they were still given more 

favourable evaluation than other factors in this category. 



Table 27. Mem Ratings of Production Reiated Factors 

Factors 
Labour costs 
Manufacturin costs 
Cost of raw materials 

1 Cost of enerev 1 3.3 

Availability of expert 

svstem 1 y ality of distribution system 2: 
Quality of transportation 
s stem 
*Mann-Whitney U test significant difference at a c: .O5 
**Mann-Whitney U test approaching significance at a < . I 

New 
Business 

3.4 
3.3 
3.4 

The lowest values were given to the quality of communication, distribution and 

transportation system, for which the evaluation is consistent with the assessrnent of these 

factors found in the literature (Krajewska 1996. Sidor 1996. Paliwoda, Thomas and Fyfus 

Funher analysis based on the type of investrnent (new business vs. acquisition) reveals 

results approaching signifîcance at a < .l. in one category only. Executives in greenfield 

investmenis viewed the avdability of expert managers lower (mean value 2.0) than 

executives in acquisition investments (2.6). although both of these values were rather 

small .  The reason could ûe related to the fact that in an acquisition investment, the 

Acquisition 
3.6 
3.5 
3.3 

b r l y  
Investments 

3.2* 
3.2 
m. 3 g** 

Late 
Investments 

3.9 
3.6 
3.7 



investor obtahs managers that were already employed in the Company and already are 

somewhat knowledgeable about its operation. There is less of a need to immediately hire 

large numbers of new managers. As for greenfield investors. what they are looking for is 

knowledgeable managers in the overail population. and these are harder to corne by shce 

ail countries of the region are characterized as not possessing a large pool of expert 

managers. 

M e n  cornparhg the assessment of di determinants in the production category given by 

when the initial investrnent took place. later investors view only costs of factors of 

production more favourably than the pioneering investors. The reniaining determinants 

were more positively assessed by the pioneering investors. in addition. there were 

signifcant differences found among three determinants (Mann-Whitney U test at a < .05). 

The three factors assessed differently by the investors were labour costs, level of 

productivity, and availability of expert managers. Investors from before 1994 valued level 

of productivity and availability of expert managers signincantly more favourable than later 

investors. However. the labour costs were assessed significantly more favourable by more 

recent investors despite the fact that labour costs. which were much lower in the early 

1990s increased. 

In addition to the above. significant differences were detected in assessing two other 

determinants. this tirne at a < .08. The availabiiity of raw materials was assessed 

signifcantly more positively by pioneering investors. However, the cost of raw materiai 

was assessed more favourably by the later investors. 



42.3. Economic and Legal Factors 

The thûd rnost important group of factors when rnaking an investment decision were 

econornic and legai factors. In this category Poland received much higher values when 

compared to the results in the production related category. The highest rated factor was 

the economic growth prospects which received a rnean value of 4.3 (Table 28). This 

represents the same evaluation as the highest scoring detecminaiits in the market related 

category. The second was risk of expropriation which investors assessed as low with the 

mean vaiue of 3.9. 

In general, the level of bureaucracy and legal system overall were negatively assessed by 

investors. who gave them a rnean value of 2.2 and 1.9 respectively. The rernaining factors 

describe the investment clirnate in Poland as a favourable. the man values are 'hovering' 

around the midpoint on a scale ranging from positive to negative. 

There were no signincant differences between the new business and acquisition types of 

investrnent. However. when analysis was performed between early and late investments. 

signifcant differences were found in the assessrnent of two factors. First. the inflation rate 

was assessed more favourably by investors investing early (Mann-Whitney U test 

sienifkant difference at a < .OS). One explanation could be that for p i o n e e ~ g  investors. 

the improved economic situation of Poland at the tirne the questionnaires were completed, 



brought lower innation rate than they were initiaiiy faced with when the investment took 

place. 

Table 28. Mean Ratings of Economic and Legal Factors 

Mem 1 Business 1 Acquisition 1 lnvestments 1 Investments 1 - 

*Mann-Whitney U test significant diffe 
**Mann-Whitney U test approaching significance at a < . 1 

-- 

:rente rit a < .O5 

Another area that showed dlfference in rating was investment law. which was assessed 

more favourably by the pioneering $veston than later investors (Mann-Whitney U test 

approaching signifcance at a c .l). This rnay suggest that the new investment laws do not 

mee t investors expectations. 



4.2.4. Political and Social Factors 

The founh group of factors influencing the investment decision were political and social 

factors (Table 29). Here, the highest rating received was the attitude of the Polish 

government towards foreign investment. which was assessed as fairly positive with a mean 

value of 3.9. Generaiiy. the poiitical climate in Poland was assessed higher than the social 

environment, although the values were not very high. ranging between 3.3 and 3.9. 

An uiteresting finding was the difference in perceptions of the attitudes of specific parts of 

Polish society towards the foreign investment. It seerns that the rnost positive attitude 

to wards foreign investment is represented by the federal govenuneni, whereas the 

attitudes of local govenunents and the general public are seen as somewhat less 

favourable, with mean values of 3.5 and 3.3 respectively. Generdy. it could be assumed 

that the foreign investors do not face an extremely welcoming environment. which is 

represented by somewhat lower values when assessing political and social determinants. 

As for the overall political situation in Poland. factors such as political clirnate and labour 

unrest received quite favourable assessments. When compared with the low assessment of 

the risk of expatriation (Table 28). this shows that foreign investors feel secure about 

political certainty in Poland. 

The social environment received a less positive evaluation. with corruption and crime level 

as the most negative factors. There were no ~ i g ~ c a n t  dEerences by the investrnent type. 

but there were two factors that received sigrilficantly dinerent evduation for the two 

investors groups divided by tirne. Pioneering investors rated poiitical clirnate as more 



stable (at a c .05) and schooling and other facilities for chüdren of expatriates as better (at 

a < .IO) than most recent investors. This more favourable assessrnent by the Tist investon 

rnay be uuluenced by their low initial expectations and the positive perception of what they 

actuaiiy found after the investmnt took place. Poland and the region were isolated from 

the rest of the world. so there was not adequate and reliable information available to the 

pioneering investors (see &O Table 15 and the related discussion). With the passage of 

thne the more representative portrayal of Poland in media inûuenced the impression of the 

later investors. 

Table 29. Mean Ratings of Poiitical and Social Factors 

Business Ac uisition n Ear ly 
Investments Investments Late I Factors 

Attitude of Poiish govemment 
to foreim investment 1 
-- . - 

Political climate 1 
Receptivity to new 1 

Labour unrest 1 
Attitude of local governent 
to foreign investment I 
Public's attitude towards 1 

Access to information 
Quality of life 
Schooling and other facilities 
for children of expatriates 

Corruption 
1 Crime level 

*Mann-Whitney U rest significant difference at a c -05 
+ *Mann-Whitney U test approaching significance at a < -10 



42.5. Finance Related Factors 

In the fmance-related category of factors, the fifih important group in m a h g  investrnent 

decisions, Poland rated rather low. The highest rating was received for the currency 

exchange rate, however it was stiii below 3.0 (Table 30). Although the Polish government 

was quite successful in stabdizing its currency and making it convertible, the results are 

s td  different from the situation in developed countries. The three remalliing factors scored 

cven lower. specifcaiiy, the quality of the banking system and tax advantages were rated 

as low. and the tax structure as complex. This evaluation is consistent with the assessrnent 

of these factors in the literature. 

Table JO. Mean Ratings of Finance Related Factors 

A sign'cant difFerence was detected in only one category. Executives representing 

Factors 
Currency exchange rate 
Quality of banking system 
Tax structure 
Tax advantages 

investments that took place early rated the currency exchange rate as signincantly more 

stable than later investors. Initial investors were faced with a very troublesome 

*Mann-Whitney U test significant difference at a c .O5 

Mean 
2.8 
2.4 
2.1 
1.9 

environment. The Balcerowicz Plan had just been implemented: there was no history of 

New 
Business 

3 .O 
2.4 
2.1 
1.8 

Acquisition 
2.7 
2.3 
2.3 
2 .O 

Early 
Investmen ts 

3.3' 
2.6 
2.1 
2.1 

Late 
Investmen ts 

-.- 7 7 

2.2 
2.2 
1.7 . 



FDI in Poland; and the overail situation in CEE was a totally new expenence. Therefore, 

they regarded the successes of reforms more favourable than later investors. 

4.2.6. General View of Poland and Poles 

The fmal group of factors upon which the investment clirnate was judged was the general 

view of Poland and Poles, which was rated sixth in importance (Table 25). Here. 

executives' ratings were in the high to mid range and mean values extended fiom 2.9 to 

3.8 (Table 3 1). 

Table 31. Meaa Ratings of General View of Poland and Poles 

Factors 
National image 
Omnness to world 

- -  

Likeabilitv 
General outiook 
Attitude toward other 
cultures, religions, races 
Cultural similarÂty to parent 
company 's  country 
indus triousness 
Trustworthiness 

Business Ac uisition 3%- 

*Mann-Whitney U test significant difference at a < .O8 

Investments 1 Investments 

The national image, openness to world, Likeability and general outlook ail received the 

highest ratings between 3.8 and 3.5. Poland's over forty years of solitude from Western 

civilization, and a largely homgeneous religion and race, caused the development of a 

distinguishuig culture with attributes that are largely unfamiliar to foreign executives. This 



appean to have affected the respondents' ratings on likeability, which are somewhat low 

(3 A), and even more so the ratings on tnistwonhiness, which are even lower (2.9). In this 

category the oniy signincant dBemnce was observed between new business and 

acquisition investments. where executives representing new business evaluated Poland and 

Poles as more open to the world than the executives in acquisition investments (at ae.08). 

4.2.7. Most Important Characteristics IdentiKed by Expatiates 

In the final part of this section. assessing the investment clirnate of Poland. respondents 

were asked to idente factors that make the country attractive and unattractive to foreign 

investment and what Poland should do to improve the investment clirnate and attract more 

foreign investment. Respondents could idente characteristics fiom the detailed List 

provided in this section. or add any that might not have b e n  included. The cumulative 

results to these three questions are provided in Tables 32 and 33. 

By far, the most often mentioned deterrninants that make Poland attractive were market 

and economy related factors. The site and potential of the market were identified by 25 

respondents and the economic growth potential by 15. Location. low costs. the attitude of 

the Polish govemment to foreign investment. and the receptivity of new products were 

also mentioned by more than one respondent. 

The factor identified most fiequently as damaging to the investment climate in Poland was 

the bureaucracy, with 17 respondents identdjmg it as the most unattractive element of 



Poland's investment ciimate. The legal and tax system, as weii as corruption were the next 

most suggested factors. The full list of factors that make Poland unattractive to foreign 

investment is provided in Table 33. It should be noted that two respondents did not 

identify any factors as unattractive in Poland, instead they wrote "none". 

Table 32. Factors That Make Poland Attractive for FDI as Reported by Executives 
-- - . - . 

Factor 
Size and potential of the market 
Econornic growth potential 

Frequency * 
25 
15 

Low costs 
Attitude of Polish govemment to foreign investment 
Receptivity of new products, ideas 

6 
4 
3 

Eagemess of Poles to perform 
Openness to the world 
National image 
Tnistworthiness 

The last question that respondents were asked in this part of the questionnaire referred to 

"what should Poland do in order to improve the investment climate and to attract more 

foreign investors". The most frequent mentions included changes in the administrative 

environment. such as reduction of bureaucracy. changes in the legislative environment. 

change and simplification of the tax system (as one respondent noted, "1000 

interpretations to one law"), changing the attitude of tax and other public agencies 

towards companies. and improvùrg the infiastructure (transportation, telecommunication. 

1 
1 , 

1 l 

1 
Labour force 
Progress of reforms 
Potential EU membership 
Privatization 
Long term stability 

1 
1 

1 
1 I 

1 
1 

*Total numbet of encries exceeds the number of respondents as some provided more than one answer 



banking). In addition, other recommended changes that would influence the position of 

Poland on the international arena would be lowering impon barriers. acceleration of 

reforms, and ensuring access to the EU. Moreover, executives would k e  to see 

irnplernentation of iaws that would empower companies to coliect bad debt, give more 

protection for accounts receivable and resolve trademark issues. 

Table 33. Factors That Make Poland Unattractive for FDI as Reported by 
Executives 

1 Factor 1 Frequency4 1 
Bureaucrsiçy 
Legal system 
Tax system 

b 

17 , 
6 
6 

Corruption 
Lack of infrastructure (roads, distribution) 
Xvailability of expert managers 

6 1 

3 , 
3 

None 
Ski11 level of Polish workers 
Social factors 
Crime Ievei 
Quality of distribution system 

2 
2 
1 
1 
1 

Inflation 
Ease of obtaining work permits 
Leisue facilities 

1 4 

1 
3 

1 
1 

Banking system 
Level of technology 
Slow payments (crooks arnong customers) 

1 l 

1 
1 

Closeness to Russia 
Poor image (cliché) 
Restrictions on land ownership by foreigners 

4 

1 

1 I 

1 
*Total number of entries exceeds the number of respondents as some provided more than one answer 



4.3. Poland's investment climate: Experknce 

In Part F of the questionnaire respondents were asked to evaluate the level of satisfaction 

or dissatisfaction of the parent company with this investrnent experience so fu. The 

evaluation was based on the same six factors that were used in the evaluation of the 

investment cliniate. Sirnilarly, five point satisfaction scale was used thorough this section. 

The one factor with which the parent company was the most satisfied was market 

characteristics, which received a man value of 3.9 (Table 34). It was followed closely by 

production-related factors and the general view of Poland and Poks. with mean values of 

3.8 and 3.7, respectively. It is noticeable that all three sets of factors were rated very 

closely, which could indicate that the satisfaction of the parent company with the 

investment experience in Poland is based on a combination of factors. 

It should also be noted. that when analyzing the satisfaction with the investrnent 

experience, production related factors rated quite high. with the second highest rating. As 

shown in Table 25, production factors were seen as not very uifluential motives for the 

investment decision, and they were rated quite low in the assessrnent of the investment 

climate (Table 27). The low scores in the assessment of the investment climate (1.9 to 3.5) 

and higher score in the assessment of satisfaction (3.8) could be related to the investors 

initial low expectations regarchg production related factors, coupled with what they 

actudy encountered in Poland, which, although still not favourable by Western standards. 

was found to be better that what they initiaiiy expected. 



On the other hand. in the analysis of investment climate, the determinants in the economic 

and legal factors category received higher ratings (Table 28, nine of the 15 rated from 3.0 

to 4.3) whde, in the assessment of satisfaction, this catepory rated last (2.9. Tabk 34). 

This may be due to a reverse reasoning compared to that for production factors. namely. 

that expectations are higher than the perceived performance of Poland on economic and 

legal issues. 

Table 34. Mean Ratings of Investment Clirnate in Poland Basecl on Experience 

1 Market Related Factors 
1 Production ReIated Factors 

1 New 1 
Mean 1 Business 1 Acquisition 1 - Investments ( Investments 1 

*Mann-Whitney U test significant difference at a < .O5 

Analysis of the differences by investment type and age reveded a signincant difference in 

oniy one case. Satisfaction with finance-related factors was appraised higher by the parent 

companies that invested early than those that invested since 1994. 

The overd satisfaction of the parent Company with investment in Poland to date was dealt 

in the next question. On a five point scale, the overaii satisfaction rating was 4.0. It has to 

be noted that the overaii satisfaction with this investment experience is evaluated higher 

than any one of the factors in Table 34. This question reveals a signincant daerence 



between new business and acquisition types of investment. It appears that at a < .O5 the 

satisfaction of companies that invested in new start ups is significantly higher (man  value 

4.2) than the satisfaction of companies that invested in acquisition (mean 3.6). This is 

sùnilar to the assessrnent of the investment climate, where on average. acquisition 

investments evaiuated various determinants less favourably than greenfield Uivestments. 

This may be related to the fact that greenfield investors were involved in the startup 

operation Erorn the beginning. they could control recruitrnent and employ only younger 

people whose work and attitudes would be less influenced by the previous regime, they 

used new assets etc. Investors in acquisitions. not only purchased assets requiring upgrade 

but also had to take over the staff previously employed in Polish state-owned enterprises, 

whose work performance differs hom Western standards and who could not be laid-off 

because of the existing labour laws. 

1.4. Respondent vs. parent Company views 

This part of the questionnaire intended to identify any perceived differences between the 

respondents' own views of Poland and the respondents' assumption of what their parent 

companies' views might be. The analysis of how simiiar is the respondent's opinion 

Poland's investment clirnate to the opinion on the parent company revealed that there is 

not much difference. On the five point scale ranging fiom i to 5, where 1 is not at ail 

sunilar and 5 very similar, the rnean value is 4.0, with no signincant difference between 

different groups of respondents by investment type and age. M o ,  examination of the 

autonomy level of the Polish company shows that Polish operations are quite dependent 



on their parent company with a score 3.3. Assessrnent of the overd personal satisfaction 

of respondents with the Polish investment experience shows that executives are quite 

satisfied scoring 3.9 on a 5-point scaie. where 5 is very satisfied. However. executives in 

greenfield investments are signincantly more satisfied with the experience (mean value 4.3) 

than executives of acquisition investment (mean value 3.4) at a < .05. 

Table 35. Respondent vs. Parent Company Views 

1 Mean 1 Business 1 Acquisition 1 Investmenb 1 Investments 1 

As a final measure of satisfaction with the Polish investment. respondents were asked to 

Satisfaction of the parent 
Satisfaction personal 
Sirnilarities of views 
Level of autonomv 

indicate their companies' future plans for the next five yean. A majority of respondents, 

86 percent, indicated that there wiii be possible expansion of this investment and 10 

4.0 
3.9 
4.0 
3.3 

percent indicated that the investment wiii rernain about the same. No respondent indicated 

a possible contraction of this investment. This appears to indicate that. in spite of many 

4.2" 
4.3* 
4.2 
3 .4 

problems identified, Poland's investment c h t e  is perceived to be attractive enough to 

not only not consider divesting but. in fact. to plan expansion on the part of most 

3.6 
3.4 
3.9 
3 2 

investors. 

3 -9 
3.9 
4.0 
3.5 

4 .O I 

3 -9 
4.0 
3 .O 



4.5. Country cornpetitors to Poland 

The 1 s t  section of the questionnaire asked respondents to idente the country that in their 

opinion is the main competitor of Poland in attracting Foreign investment. and to compare 

the investment clirnate in both countries. Table 36 provides countries. and in sorne cases 

regions. which were identitied as the main cornpetitors. Notably, sorne respondents narned 

more than one country and some did not narne any. 

Hungary was the most kequently n a d  country competitor to Poland (16 investors). 

foiiowed by Czech Republic (1  1). Russia China and Ukraine were rnentioned by 

significantly srnaller number of respondents (two to five). With the exceptions of China, 

South Arnerica, and ernerging markets. which were rnentioned a total of five times. all 

remaining countries are from Central and Eastern Europe. So, it could be assumed that in 

the eyes of investon Poland cornpetes mainly with other CEE countries for the Uiflows of 

FDI. 

Table 36. Countries I regions Identifid as Main Cornpetitors 

1 Russia 1 5 1 

Country 
Hungary 
Czech RevubIic 

1 China 1 3 1 

Frequency 
16 
L 1 

1 Ukraine I 2 I 
1 South America 1 1 1 

[ Emerging markets 1 1 



Table 37 shows the results of the cornparison of the investment clirnate of Poland and the 

identified cornpetitor on a five point scde. where 1 means Poland is worse than. and 5 

means it is better thah, its competition. Notably, foreign investors in Poland, rated aii but 

one factor above the midpoint, which suggest that Poland is seen as better than its 

competitors in al1 identified areas. 

Table 37. Cornparison of Investment Cümate of Poland and its Main Cornpetitor 

1 Manufacturing costs 1 3.2 1 

Factors 
Market potential 
Future prospects 
Political stability 
Overall investment clirnate 
Govenunent attitude towards foreip investment 
Quality of life 
Availability of technology 
Ski11 level of workers 
Rece~tivitv to new ~roducts. methods. ideas 

Mean rating: 
3.7 I 

3.6 
3.5 
3.5 
3.4 
3.4 
3.2 
3 .3 
3.2 

1 Productivitv 1 3 .O 1 

Management expertise 

1 Cost of labour 1 2.9 1 

3.1 

The four highest rating factors. narnely, market potential. future prospects, political 

stabdity and overaii investment c h t e ,  all received h o s t  identical scores. Other 

advantages of investment climate in Poland opposite its competitors include the 

govenunent attitude towards foreign investrnent, quality of life, availability of technology. 

skill level of workers, receptivity to new products. methods and ideas. and manufacturing 

costs. The factors that Poland received lowesr evduation, aithough stiii more favourable 

Distribution cost 1 3 .O 



than its competitor, include management expertise, distribution cost. productivity levels 

and labour cost. 

These results suggest that Poland's main competitors in attracting the FDI flows are other 

countries in the region especially Hungary and the Czech Republic. M e n  cornpared to its 

competitors, Poland may be seen as possessing advantages rnainly due to the size and 

potential of the market. success of the reforms. political stability and overd investment 

clirnate. However. although Poland nceived better evaluation in aU the investment climate 

determinants than the identifïed competitor, still the results are not overwhelmingly in 

favour of Poland and there is unquestionably room for improvernent. This conclusion is 

underscored by the potential subjectivity in these responses, given that aii respondents had 

in fact chosen Poland over other countries for their investment. 



II. RESEARCH FlNDlNGS AND DISCUSSION - Interview responser 

The second part of the analysis involves the examination of the responses received during 

the interviews conducted arnong Canadian govenunent officiais and business executives of 

Canadian companies that had invested or were seriously considering an investment in 

Poland. Learning from D ' S o u s '  and Kalligatsis' experiences, it was possible to expand 

the rnethodology of this study not only by obtaining a larger sample through the survey 

approach. but also by conducting personai interviews with a broader range of respondents 

in order to obtain a more comprehensive view of the Poüsh investment climate. SUnilarly 

to the fxst part, this analysis wili also be separated into sections. First, the generai 

characteristics of the sample will be provided. then information sources used in rnaking the 

investment decision and the objectives for choosing Poland as a destination of FDI WIN be 

investigated. This wiii be foiiowed by the assessrnent of the overd investment climate in 

Poland and experience with the investment to date. 

5. Characteristics and Dernographies 

Interviews were conducted with six senior govemment officials representing Canadian 

agencies that have a CEE department. AU officials were responsible for dealings with 

Poland, had been with their departrnents between 2 and 10 yean. and al1 but one had 

traveled to Poland on business. In case of one hterviewee his knowledge of Poland 

reaches the 1970s when he worked in the Canadian Embassy in Poland. 



As for Canadian businesses that invested in Poland, 12 senior executives agreed to the 

interview. The respondents represented 10 companies that actudy invested in Poland, one 

company that abandoned the project after encountering too many difficulties in Poland and 

one. a consulting company, which was hired by a Canadian investor and was involved in 

the investrnent process from the begùuung. At the tirne when the interviews took place 

three potentiai projects were stiil under consideration. However. two were less likely to 

happen due to the unresolved issues in Polish legislation regarding the industry sector in 

which the Canadian company operates. In one case. the company was in the process of 

divesting from Poland. However, that decision was not duenced by the cunent situation 

in Poland but by mismanagement of the investment. 

The detailed List when the actual investrnent took place is provided in Table 38. Among 

the executives eight were a part of the investrnent decision making process and 

participated from the conceptualization to operationdiration of the investrnent. 

Table 38. Year When the Canadian Company First Invested in Poland 

Year of the first investment in Poland 
1 1990 1 1991 1 1992 1 1997 1 1998 

A s  for the nature of the Polish investment three companies report to be a sole owner of 

the operations. three f o m d  a IV with the local company, two have majonty ownership 

and control, and one formed a IV with the foreign company. One company reports 

Numôer of 
compades 3 2 1 I 3 



exports fiom Poland to Sweden, Hoiiand, Germany, France and Canada and one Company 

reports exports of services they offer to the neighbounng Centrai European countries. 

6. Information Sources 

To leam more about uiformation sources used d u ~ g  the investment making process, data 

was gathered fiom questions 18, 19, 20, 32. 47 and 48 of the interview. Specikaily, 

executives were asked to provide information sources used in the process, choose ones 

that mfluenced the decision the most and comment on how easy or diffcult it was to 

access them Also. they were asked whether other potential investors in Canada asked 

their opinion about the investment environment in Poland. The fmal two questions referred 

to the personal contacts (i.e., acquaintances or experiences) inthence on the investment 

decision and whether such contacts played a role in this investment. 

6.1. Information sources used for the investment decision 

As for the information sources used in coming to the investment decision in the majority 

of cases a combination of difîerent sources was used. However. by Car the most populv 

source was the personal and business contacts of the executives that diowed for 

familiarization with the situation in the country. S o m  used friends in Poland who were the 

main contacts and help in operationaikation of the investment: some used professional 

contacts in the industry, but the majority of investors (nine) sent their own executives to 

Poland (if possible of Polish ancestry who spoke the language and knew the environment) 

to research the environrnent. ALmost aIl investors performed some sort of the analysis of 



the market and the situation in Poland. In some cases the use of Poüsh government 

publications and agencies (such as PAIZ. Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Polish Ernbassy 

in Canada) was reported. However. in case of early investments that took place in the 

beginnllig of 1990s these sources proved not as useful. For example. some investors 

complained about the quality of information provided by Polish government: 

"At that time there was very little nforrnation. good information. both market 
information and statistical idormation was very poor. It's getting much better 
now." 

'The information that 1 got fiom the Polish governrnent in 1990 was completely 
ridiculous, the annual statistics available were from 1984." 

and: 

"Polish information is very suspicious. [there is] ignorance of people ninning 
Polish govenunent, upper level is slightly better than goveniment in the remote 
areas. which is mn and controled by 'reds'; they lie and are not reliable. theû 
knowledge is not up to date and different from the tmth." 

Despite the problerns with the information coming from the Pokh govemment, potential 

investors could rely on other sources such as large consulting companies whose 

information is reliable but expensive. Ot her reported sources include the market analysis 

prepared by the investors thernselves. information gathered fkom the current clients in 

Poland and other investors. One large investor used the help of German or British panners 

in gathering the relevant information. These Western European countries had previous 

commercial contacts with Poland, although from before the W.W.U. but stiii they are 

characterized as being more familiar with the environment in Poland than Canadians. 



Despite the different information sources used. ail investon agreed that the access to the 

information. mainly to the statistical data, was quite dificult especiaiiy in the beginnuig of 

the decade. However, having a person of Polish ancestry who had local knowledge made 

the process much easier. AU investon report the importance of professional contacts. 

business visits and use of friends in Poland. 

As for the government officials, they recommended usage of the publications of the 

Foreign Affairs Depanments in both Canada and Poland as weli as help of both Embassies 

and Intemet search. According to the interviewees. what the Canadian agencies are 

focusing on is not to provide the most comprehensive pubiication that would satisfj large 

groupe of potential investon and would cost the department a fortune, instead they are 

trying to provide contacts in Canada or in Poland that would k more useful. When they 

are approached by a Canadian investor interested in potential invesrment in Poland they 

wdl provide co~ect ion  with the Canadian Embassy in Poland that wiil help in contacting 

appropriate contacts in Poland. Sorne of the government officials' comments regardhg 

their role in helping companies looking for investment oppominities in Poland include: 

"...[what we are trying to do is to] stir people in certain direction so they wiii be 
able to get more information h m  other sources" 

"At the moment a Canadian businessman contacts us with very specific questions, 
which are beyond general ones. if we are not able to answer that, for example if the 
Company wishes to leam about cost of labour in certain sectors because they want 
to make a greenfield investment, well, we dont know how much the manpower 
costs in Krakow or Warsaw, we usudy would put them in contact with the PAIZ 



or relevant associations or sector chambers of Commerce on the expectations that 
these people are better prepared to meet needs of foreign investon and Canadian 
investors." 

To the question whether representatives of other companies in Canada asked executives 

about their opinion about investing in Poland. 50 percent responded that in fact they were 

approached by other business people. The recornmendations that they gave were quite 

positive. However. they wamed to be very cautious. weil prepared. patient and expect 

things to go wrong. Some comments referring to this subject were: 

"Absolutely go but be prepared that the business will not be done the next day you 
corne. it wiii take much longer than you anticipated. plus get everything in writing. 
there are lots of promises but the promise is not a contract." 

'The primary recommendation is to do a lot of due-diligence. make sure that one 
understands the market, the financiai clirnate, the econornic climate, and have a 
really good understanding of what redy goes on in t e m  of politics. how 
decisions are made for a spectrum of public funds. use of public funds, and what 
restrictions there rnay be regarding private investment and opponunities to recover 
funds." 

"There are some difficulties but there are some great oppomnities as weii." 

As explained by one of the executives. the lower interest of Canadian businesses in Poland 

is because "Canadian businesses have such a huge market to the South of the border. you 

have to be emotionally involved". 



6.2. Effects of personal experiences on the investment decision 

The question conceming the way the uiformation gathered through the personal 

acquaintances, personal experiences or other personal facton affecteci the investment 

decision found that the above factors do in fact influence the decision whether to invest 

abroad. Fifty percent of respondents assessed these facton as having a significant 

influence on the investment decision in any case. The combination of personal facton and 

technicd analysis was stressed by 33 percent of respondents. Seventeen percent suggested 

caution and not giving that much importance to personal experiences and acquaintances, 

especially when relying on penonai contacts means relying on wtong contacts. 

Some comments shed more light on when and why the personal facton are important: 

-if there is some level of uncertainty. then the personal contacts rnay push a 

company to make the investment 

-they are more important in cases of srnail and medium enterprises (SMEs) where 

the potential investor does not have 'very deep pockets' 

-one cannot separate personal from technical aspects of the decision rnaking 

process 

-business is done by people who interact with each other. if one is to create 

appropriate contacts that will help to move the business there. 

In di 12 cases of investment in Poland. personai experiences and personai contacts played 

an important role. The respondent representing the consulting company said that in dl 



cases. there was always someone on board of Polish descent promothg the investment. 

Another mentioned that they were major factors "based on information from my private 

source I decided to go or not to go". in cases where the Polish ancestry of the owners was 

the main factor for choosing Poland. it was because the owners were very familiar with the 

environment in Poland and had contacts there that were helpful in the decision. For 

Canadian businesses without pre-existing Polish connections. it is very dmcult to conduct 

business in Poland because of dBerent language, culture. geographical distance. etc.. and 

that is ''why the decision has to be based on the personal level. you have to know the 

country and you have to learn it". 

7, Motives for Investment 

Question 15 of the interview of Canadian executives referred to the parent company's 

most important objectives in deciding to make an investment in Poland. From the 

responses gathered the motives could be divided into three groups. Fint were market 

oriented motives where the size and potential of the Polish market, as weii as the lack of 

cornpetition played an important role in establishing a presence in Poland. 

Second, there were sentimental reasons where the owners or CO-owners of the Canadian 

operations were of Polish ancestry. In fact this was the case in five cases. At the moment 

when the potential foreign investment in Poland could take place they did not hesitate and 

started planning. In some such cases investment in other countries of the region was not 

even senously considered. Some of the comments included: 



"Since I stiii have farnily in Poland the logical path will be to estabiish operations 
there." 

"For me the most important was the humanitarian side [...] and the fact that I'm 
Polish was very important." 

One potential investor planned to help his old university by transferring of the technology 

however. ihis particular project did not work because Canadian products. although very 

good when used in Canada. did not work well in Poland: 

"1 committed myseff to transfer of knowledge and technology to rny old Alma 
Mater. where 1 discovered that they were writing PMI. theses on the technology 1 
have k e n  using in Canada every day in my company." 

Third, there were cases when the decision to invest in Poland came as a strategic necessity 

when companies wanted to establish a presence in the newly opened market or in order to 

seU their products they had to rnove to Poland and develop the client base. The following 

provide more detailed explanation of such cases: 

'The key objective was to rnake sure that we have a global presence to serve 
multinational corporations." 

"Some of our shareholders are large institutionalized investon and in 1992-93 they 
were not exposed signrticantly to CEE. So. the objective was to take advantage of 
the changes that were taking place in the eariy 1990 in the Centrai Europe. 
specitically in Poland at the time. in a view to give our shareholders access to these 
investment opportunities." 



"It was probably the only way that we couM grow in that market. Given at the 
time the lack of any real resources to pay for goods plus the change of 
management approaches and use of products that required considerable expertise. 
the expansion into Poland was converted into actual investment." 

In addition, in sorne cases it was a combination of factors that iduenced the investment 

decision. For example. one investor suggested that it was the want to establish a presence 

in Europe as a response to the request of the custorners. to offer service and support to 

existing custorners in Europe. and the fact that the operations were placed in Poland was 

influenced by the Polish ancestry of the owner. Also. for the fact that Poland. Hungary and 

the Czech Republic were becoming NATO memben. Poland become a stepping Stone to 

begin expansion into other Eastern European markets. The fact that two out of five 

principals were Polish-Canadians infiuenced the decision to choose Poland. 

According to responses gathered bom the Canadian government officiais the most popular 

reasons for Canadian businesses to invest in Poland were again the market size and 

potential, the geographical proximity to EU and CE. potentiai mernbership in EU and the 

facr that Poles are in fact business people and they like to made. 

So. in the case of Canadian investments in Poland the main objectives were market factors. 

the size and potential of the market and geographical location of Poland in proxùnity to 

other highly potential markets. As can be recailed. these objectives are similar to the ones 

provided by responses to the questionnaire. However. it seems that in the case of 



Canadian investrnents, perhaps due in part to the great business distance which may deter 

other investors. previous contacts with Poland (in particular the Polish ancestry) play a far 

more important role in selecting Poland as a destination for FDI. 

8. lnvestment C h a t e  

Questions 13. 14. 15 and 16 in the interview with government officiais and questions 13. 

24, 25 and 29 in the interview with the business executives, referred to the assessment of 

the investment climate in Poland. Respondents were asked to mess what, in their opinion. 

is attractive and unattractive about it at the present tirne. The question that irnmediately 

foiiowed asked about the cornparison of their initial expectations regarding an investment 

climate in the country to what they actuaily encountered when deaiing in Poland. A fmal 

question asked for the recomwndations of what Poland should do to improve the 

investment climate and attract more foreign investors. 

8.1. Governrnent offici&' nsponsos 

In general the g o v e m n t  oficials' assessment of the Polish investment climate was 

positive. Ail identitled only positive factors about investing in Poland. These factors could 

be grouped into three main categories: 

Market related factors. Among the detemünants mentioned that belong to this category 

are the size of the market, which with the population of over 38 million people. is one of 

the largest in Eastern Europe; the great dernand for a consumer goods from the smallest 



item to the Iargest item (as one officiai said "you look at housing. you look at cars. you 

look at clothuig, there is almost nothing there that is not an opportunity"). In this group 

belongs the geographical location of Poland and its proximity to Western Europe and 

possibility to join the EU in the near future. This wP aUow Canadian businesses the access 

the EU marketplace through the investment in Poland since "it is cheaper to get there 

[Poland] now than it will be ten years from now" and also "what we [Canadians] see. EU 

is very nervous about N M A .  they [EU rnernbers] dodi want us there". Also. the fact 

that some of the richest countnes and regions of Europe. Germany and the Scandinavia. 

are neighbours of Poland. One officiai noted that Poland could be used as a base for 

expansion of the operations into other EE. 

Econornic and legal factors. Among mentioned factors in this group are the strong 

econornic performance of Poland and Polish govemment's commitment to reforrns and 

encouragement of the foreign investrnent. which puts Poland. together with Czech 

Republic and Hungary. among leaders in the region. Besides. there is strong nile of law 

that provides more cenainty about investing and withdrawing of dividends. The country is 

regarded as having less comption than Russia or most other places in CEE. 

Production related factors. The one factor rnentioned in this category was the cost of 

manpower which is still cornpetitive when compared io the Canadian environment. 

However, as noticed, this gap is closing. Also indicated was the fact of high receptivity of 

technology, however, what Poles are interested in is the latest technology and they do not 

want to recycle the used one. 



8.2. Business executives responses 

Market related factors. Business executives' responses w hen describing the investrnent 

climate in Poland were less positive. Although they were also stressing the importance of 

market factors (Le.. sùe of market. location and demand for products). the production 

related factors (such as a weU educated labour force and possession of excelient software 

development SU coupled with cornpetitive labour costs) and economy related factors 

(strong economy and success of reforms), respondents cautioned about king too 

optimistic. 

Economic and leeal factors. Some of the most criticized areas involved the legal 

environment, where Poland was described as a very legaiistic nation. defuijtely more so 

t han Canada. There is a lack of clarity of legislation. which leads to misinterpretations. and 

regulations are based on theoreticai desire to match regulations of the EU. Most of them 

are in place already, however the infrastructure to support these regulations and speed the 

process is not there yet. There is stdi faûly signifcant govemment control of activities that 

discourages private sector decision making. Even when things seem to be rnovhg. there 

appears to be some level of stagnation in tenns of king able CO make soiid and rapid 

decisions. There are sectors of the econorny (one example is agriculture) that the Polish 

government is attempting to regulate or protect from foreign influence. The over 

regulation is rnostly caused by the bureaucrats not waniing to lose control. During the 

Communist rule 'the fanriers saw what the bureaucrats wanted them to see." Now the 



situation is changing; famiers want modem products and modem technology. However. 

ofien they do not have purchasing power or the existing regulations prevent foreign 

products from king harketed. Also. one of the more often mentioned difficulties was the 

general level of bureaucracy, which. coupled with problems with the legislation, presents 

quite an unattractive environment. 

Production related factors. in this category the potentially low labour costs becorne not as 

attractive when social coverage is taken under consideration. Aiso reported was the low 

effïciency of workers (one executive in charge of manufacturing operations in Poland 

calculated it as 12 times lower than the average in Canada) and the poor quality of the 

workmanshp. This may cause the situation that the manufacture of the products of the 

svne quality could cost less in Canada than in Poland. In addition. there is the lack of 

good managerial skiils that makes the management of the Polish operation and delegation 

of control more diffîcult. Also, as for the availability of the quality raw materiais. there is 

not always a supply within Poland. So. the components have to be imponed from other. 

mostly Western, countnes, which make them more expensive due to the duties. and often 

the release of goods from the custorns takes a long time. Taking ail these things under 

consideration makes the low labour costs somewhat less attractive. 

One respondent mentioned the problems with corruption and the Mafia-style extonion of 

money when his Company was approached by the individu& o f f e ~ g  "security services" 

and threatening to steal the equipment if their services were not hired. Another problem 



refers to personal safety and car theft. which is a problem especially in big cities and 

remote areas where almost every day there are reports of robberies and car hijacking. 

8.3. Poland's investment climate: Expectations 

As for the assessment of the investment climate in cornparison to the initial expectations. 

the responses were split in half, with 50 percent king positively surprised by what they 

actudy found in Poland and 50 percent being disappointed. This evaluation may be 

mfluenced by what the investors were actually expecting in Poland. that is. whether 

expectations were too low or too high. Simiiar results were obtahed in the case of the 

parent Company assessment of the investment climate. 

The recornmendations concernhg what the Polish govemment should do to irnprove its 

investment climate and attract more foreign investon referred to the unattractive factors 

of the environment. Some respondents mentioned the irnprovernent and update of the legal 

system, getting nd of a lot of regulations and Cornrnunist control. Also, the govenunent of 

Poland should offer more support to business initiatives among their own people and 

present a welcomùig atmosphere for potentiai foreign investors. One respondent was quite 

upset with the behaviour of sorne of the Polish Minirten during the Canadian Trade 

 mission to PoIand in February 1999, where they ignored the Canadian delegation. led by 

the Prime ~Minister, because Canada did not wipe out the Polish debt. There was also a 

suggestion that in order to attract investors fkom other than members of EU. the Polish 



govenunent should standardize the regulations. Currently there is different treatment for 

exports kom Western Europe and exports from Canada. Perhaps what is redy needed is 

for the Canadian government to pressure Polish government to treat goods kom Canada 

similariy to goods from Europe. 

Overd. the Canadian govenunent officiais' perception of the investment c h t e  in Poland 

is far more favourable than the perceptions of the Canadian business executives, perhaps 

partly because promoting investrnent in Poland is a Function of their current job 

assignment. Although the executives admit that there are aspects that rnake the investment 

environment very positive. they present examples of the difnculties they actuaiiy encounter 

t here. 

8.5. Poland's investment cümate: Experience 

The experience of the Canadian companies with the investment in Poland was examllied 

using responses to the questions 20, 21. 22. 26 and 27 of the interview schedule. 

Respondents were asked about their opinion on how satisfied or dissatisfied is the parent 

Company, about their personal investment experience thus far, and about the experience 

with the operationalization of the investrnent . 

Satisfaction. As for the parent company's satisfaction with the investrnent that actudy 

took place. 70 percent are satistied. in some cases the investment took less and in some 

more tirne than anricipated and for some companies the expectations were greater than 



what they were actuaily experiencing but overd these companies are satisfied. The high 

number of satistied companies could be related to the fact that some investors were of 

Polish ancestry, were aware of the possible diffculties that could be encountered and they 

knew what to expect so they were not disappointed. These were also able to find good 

contacts in Poland, which lowered the stress of managing the operations there. However, 

the remaining 30 percent of investors reported their companies' dissatisfaction with the 

investment and that number does not include the investon that abandoned the pians. 

Operationaiization. When referring to the process of the operationakation of the 

investrnent, 50 percent of the companies report the process as quite easy. For some it was 

directly related to the hiring the foreign consulting f m  that helped in the process. For 

others. it was the local knowledge of people in charge. For some. the fact that they 

focused on selecting appropriate people boom the start and run the operations in Poland 

was critical. ("It was easy for us, because we invested in people, the hardest part was to 

hire the right Poles and that is getting much better now with the education system they 

have."). One executive reported the support of high-ranking Polish government O fticials. 

which allowed for a smooth process. 

On another hand, there were reports of the process king very slow. especially in the 

protected secton. where the bureaucracy and red tape were established or stiu existed 

from the previous era to protect Polish producers. One company reponed dlfficulties when 

they were starting a company in the beginning of 1990s. so, to ease tbe process. they hired 

appropriate legal help. In the case of another recent investrnent made by the same 



company, the process was much smoother. Problems were also reponed involving the 

actual operations of the Polish governmental structures. Cornplaints included discrepancies 

between actual regulations and executions of changes, political instability, lack of foliow 

up on governrnent promises especialiy when the new people were taking over the office. 

low professionalism of govemmnt officials and honesty of people within the govenunent. 

The problems with dealing with the govemrnent officials were actualiy the reasons why 

one of the larger investments was abandoned, and in the case of two others. problems wit h 

the legislature and misinformation contributed to putting them on hold for now. 

Some of the remarks referrhg to the ease or dificulty with the operationalization of the 

inves tment and speci fically regarding the operations of the Polish government include: 

"We signed two agreements, but the work didn't start. We were just about to stact. 
when we were asked to put a hold on it, we leamed that there were some legal 
problems which were not disclosed previously. The ownership issues were not 
determined at that tirne, so in the future this could cause legal problems. This 
information we should be able to obtain very easily. but it was hidden lrom us. 
Later on we leamed that this issue has k e n  on the agenda of legislative organs for 
quite some tirne, and there is no possibility to predict when it wiii be resolved." 

'There were changes that were taking place but they weren't executed, they 
weren' t happening." 

'There was the politicai instability of Poland. We have k e n  working with one 
Wojewoda (Premier of the Province). and the next thing they arnaigamated them 
or one province become subservient to another, so you were constantly in a state 
of flux." 



"(There was) the lack of fiscal capacity of the infiastructure. The g o v e m n t  
makes promises so we set up prograrns, we provide automobiles and they sit and 
mst because they don't have money for gasoline, or they promise they WU put 
people out on the famis but they WU not aiiow people to work outside the existing 
stmctures." 

"It should be easy to communicate. 1 had a direct fax number to the Mayor of 
Warsaw, but it was one way communication. 1 was sending faxes and they did not 
send anything. The reply to my requests was disastrous. total ignorance. When you 
write you expect the reply in due time (two weeks, three weeks) but not five 
months." 

There were problem with translations. where investors were advised to have sorneone on 

staff who speaks Polish and understands the culture which wili help in avoiding potential 

misundentandings. 

"Although, for us the communication was not a problem because we aiways had 
someone of Polish origin on board. but we had to rely on their translation. 
Dîffïculty with that is that you not always get a complete picture. so the translation 
and the biases of translation was one problem." 

Overail. depending on the timing when the investment took place, sector of the industry, 

and people involved, the operationalization of investment could be easy or very 

mistrating. Particularly hard criticism is directed towards Polish govemment officiais who 

respond to business proposais slowly, are not accustomed to discretionary decision- 

making. and are reluctant to make decisions in order to protect their positions. Even 

Polish expatiates with the local knowledge, fluent Poiish language skills, and high level 



contacts throughout the country reported problerns. They were able to initiate contacts 

but were often discouraged by red tape and lack of professionalism. 

8.6. Country cornpetitor to Poland 

The next section refers to the cornparison of Poland to other countries as potential 

cornpetitors for FDi inflows. Questions 22, 23. 24 and 15 of the govemment officiais 

interviews, and questions 39 - 46 of the business executives interviews asked which other 

countries or regions could be considered as a potential alternative location for foreign 

investment and what are the main differences and advantages of Poland when compared to 

the identified cornpetitor. Business executives were also asked whether or not their 

Company invested in those specifed countries. and if yes, what was the experience with 

that investment. In the case that they invested only in Poland. what were the main factors 

in choosing Poland. 

8.6. I .  Go vernment omciaIs' responses 

The countries or regions that were identiiied most often by Canadian govemment offcials 

were: South America, Asia and South Afnca. and among countries of CEE Hungary and 

the Czech Repubïic. From a Canadian perspective. Poland has to compte with the 

opportunities that emerged in South America. There are countnes that, similarly to 

Poland, want to be rnembers of a trading pact. Poland wants to get into the EU and South 

American countries want to get into the NAFTA. These would allow investment to have 

opponunities to be exposed to larger marketplaces than that of any one country. Also. 



there are oppoctunities in Asia that are especiaily attractive to Canadian investors h m  the 

Western provinces. To an average investor. Poland seerns as foreign when looked from 

the geograp hical perspective or presence in Canadian media as any identified region 

unless there is a special interest. 

When compared to these cornpetitors Poland's identified advantages were: location close 

to the large markets of Western. Central. and Eastern Europe: large market on its own; 

weii rducated workforce and cultural sunilarity. especially when compared to South 

America and Asia. Currently. a lot of investments into Poland and the region are itiated 

by the frst or second generation of emigrants who are looking back to rstablishing a 

relationship with the old country. in addition. the application to join the EU brings 

requirements that have to be h M e d  before joining the Union. One of them is meeting the 

envuonmental protection specififations. To meet these specitications, Poland needs 

rechnology and it wants very modem technology, which Canada has to offer. National 

hnds hold a lot of money for that purpose which is attractive from the Canadian 

environmental technology investor perspective. 

On the other hand Poland has to compete with other OECD countries that have a long 

tradition of FDI mfiow, with wel established procedures and frameworks. Also, in some 

sectors (Le., agriculture) members of the EU benefit kom the subsidies offered by the 

Union. Investors in Poland cannot look at a larger market than that of Poland or the 

region. According to one official. Poland suffers from king associated too closely with 

Russia. In Light of the recent economical and political instability in the former Soviet 



Union investors presume the possibility of sirnilar problems in other countries of the 

region. In fact. Poland was able to stabilize its econorny and to learn from rnistakes of 

other ernerging markets. which took much longer to open up. What is happening now in 

Poland is that the govemment is trying to be more carehl with how much foreign 

investment it lets in and how much should stay Polish. 

8.6.2. Business executives' responses 

Canadian business executives identified mostly other CEE countries as an alternative for 

FDI. In cases where Poland was the only place the company invested. the reasoning 

provided included; Poland' s visibility, former contacts. better preparation for foreign 

investment, faster development of infiastructure. well skiUed workers, openness to foreign 

investments (at least on the outside). and of course the Polish ancestry of the owners. Fay 

percent of cornpanies reported that they &O invested in other countries as an alternative 

location. For some it was because they wanted "to be everywhere in the world. br others 

they opted to have operations in other countries because the existing barriers and client 

mentality would rnake it very difncult. if not impossible. to serve these markets using 

investment in the neighbou~g countries. Companies report good to very good experience 

with the investrnents in the Czech Repubiic and Hungary. and reasonable but disappointkg 

situations in Russia and Ukraine. As one investor commented Russia hit a bottom so it 

could only go up. 



III. COMPARlSON TO THE STUDIES OF CANADA AND GREECE 

One of the main objectives of this study as presented in the research objectives section was 

to compare the fuidings to those of the Canadian (D'Souza. 1993) and Greek (Kalligatsi. 

1996) studies. In the foiiowing section the main sirnilarities and dserences are identifed 

and the investment climates of aii three countries compared. The design of the mail survey 

in this study, which closely foiiowed the designs of the self-adrninistrated portion of the 

studies of Canada and Greece, incorporated these objectives so the comparison could be 

performed. The comparison involves the responses to the questio~aire gathered fiom the 

foreign executives in each country. There are some ciifferences among the three 

questionnaires that reflect the situation in each individual country. However. these do not 

heavily innuence the comparison of the investment ciimate. Only the determinants that al1 

three countries were evaluated on are compared. In the foiiowing section where the 

calculated means are compared the measurernent is always on a five point scale where 1 

means unfavourable and 5 means favourable assessment. 

9. Cornparison of samples in thcm studies. 

In aU three studies a similar approach was foiiowed in the design of the research with 

respect to the population and the sarnpling process. Although. the approach taken in 

generating the responses differed (in both previous studies the self-adrninistered 

questionnaire was used. this research opted for mail survey) this should have no influence 

on the actual comparabiiity of the three countries. 



The Canadian study involved 22 fums Erom 12 countries of which 64 percent were from 

Western Europe and the rernaining 36 percent were from the Pacific Rùn (It should be 

noted that the Canadian study was designed so as to exclude US investments). The Greek 

study included 31 f m  fiom 11 countries of which 87 percent corne from Europe. 6.5 

percent from the USA and 6.5 percent from Japan. The survey part of this study involved 

42 companies that came fiom 17 different countries. Out of these 78.6 percent came From 

Western Europe. 16.7 percent came from Nonh Amerka. and 7.0 percent came from Asia 

and Australia. The difference in the country of ongin representation among sarnples 

reflects the difference in actual representation of FDI inflows of explored populations. as 

reported by the previous research for the Canada and Greece studies, and earlier in this 

thesis for Poland (Table 6). 

Due to the specific investmnt situation in Poland. where FDI was not dowed during the 

Cornmunist regime. the cornparison of the timing when the investment took place in each 

case is irrelevant. As for the type of investment that took place. in the Canadian study 73 

percent of the companies invested through acquisition and 37 percent invested in 

greenfield operations. The situation in Greece was reversed. there. approximately 38 

percent of investments were in acquisitions and 61 percent in new business. The reasoning 

behind this situation provided by Kalligatsi refers to fewer companies in Greece king 

available to be acquired by foreign investors than in Canada, partly due to the close 

" f d y  ties" to the owned businesses and unfavourable Greek perceptions of "selling out" 

when companies are purchased by foreign investors. In the case of P o l 4  approximately 



60 percent of companies invested in the new business and 40 percent in acquisition. This 

distribution is essentiaiiy identical to that found in Greece. which seem reasonable given 

the general sida&& between these two countries and their diffkrences fiorn Canada 

(e.g., smaiier, less developed markets with fewer fkms that might be attractive acquisition 

targets). 

10. Cornparison of main Investment objectives 

In both previous studies the main objectives for the foreign hvestors to invest was to be 

closer to the potential custorner. This rated 4.1 in the case of Canada (D'Souza 1993, 

Table 6) and 4.4' in the case of Greece (Kalligatsi 1996. Table 9). (From this point on, to 

avoid clutter, only references to the table number wdi be given, referring to D'Souza. 

1993 for Canada. Kalligatsi, 1996 for Greece, and t h  study for Poland). The same motive 

rated first in this study as weii, receiving a rnean value of 4.6 (Table 22). Also. '10 be close 

to existing customer" was the second rnost important motive for both Canada (mean 

rating 3.9) and Greece (3.6). This was rated fhh in the study of Poland. albeit with a 

rating comparable to previous studies. 3.7. 

The objectives scoring second, third and founh in Poland were to be first in the region 

before competition, to establish a presence in Eastern Europe (both at 4.1) and to establish 

presence in CE (4.0). respectiveiy. The importance of the geographical location was also 

4 
Results rounded to one decimal space. 



stressed in the previous studies. To establish a presence in North America (3.9) and to use 

this investment as a stepping stone for future investment in the USA (3.0) placed second 

and third in the study of Canada. In the case of Greece its proximity to the Mediterranean 

(3.6) and the Balkans (3.4) and to use the investment as a stepping stone for expansion 

into the Balkan region (3.3) ranked third. fourth and fifth. respectively. 

To establish operations in close proltimity to the custorner was the leading force behind 

the foreign investment inflows in aii three cases but it was closely folowed by the 

geographical location detenninants est ablishing presence in the region w hich aiiows for 

future expansion into other, neighbouring markets. These fmdings suggest that to be close 

to the customer is one of the main objectives for foreign investments activities. but the 

c hoice of the actuai market seems to be heavily influenced by the geographical location of 

the country. its proxvnity to other potentidy attractive markets, and its suitability for 

future expansion. 

7 1. Use of information sources in investment decision 

In di three studies the most cornrnonly used source of information when making the 

investment decision was business visits by parent Company executives. in Canada this was 

reponed by 90 percent of cornpanies (Table 10). in case of Greece by 96.4 percent (Table 

14) and Poland by 88 percent (Table 12). The second and third most commonly used 

sources in Canada and Greece were local consultants (76 percent and 82 percent 

respectively) and suppliers I custorners / distributon (71 percent and 82 percent). In 



Poland. the second and third sources were other home country F m  with uivestment in 

Poland and international media, which scored 78 and 74 percent, respectively. 

The higher utiüzation of such source as other home country fkms with investment in case 

of Poland is quite interesting. It shows the exchange of information between the business 

executives. where they rely on the opinion of others as proven by rather high mean value 

of 3.4 this information source received on the five point importance sa le  (Table 13). This 

is especially important in the investment decision where a country without long history of 

FDI intlows is considered. The Polish suppliers 1 customers / distributon ranked fifth and 

Polish consultants ranked seventh, and the lower utilization of these sources coufd be 

attributed to the short history of business relations between Poland and other countries. 

the lack of fonner knowledge and the lack of consulting services in Poland especially at 

the beginning of the 1990s. 

12. Cornparison of investment climate 

In this pan various determinants of investment c h t e  are compared and satisfaction with 

the investment expenence as reponed by foreign expatriates is evaluated. Due to the 

variations in individuai studies the cornparison of the evaluation of the importance of 

factors in influencing the investment decision could not be perfomed. 



12.1. Market related factors 

In this category the cornparison could only be performed involving three factors, since the 

previous studies did not incorporate geographic location and competition in this group. 

Table 39. Compsrison of Mean Ratings of Market Related Factors 

1 Distribution costs 1 2.5 1 2.8 1 3.2 1 

Factors 
Market potential 
Market size 

"Results reponed in descending order 

As shown in Table 39. Poland rated the hghest among ail three countries on each 

Canada 
(Table 27) 

2.5 
2.3 

determinant. Market potential and market size are assessed much more favourably in 

Poland (rnean 4.3 and 4.2) than in Canada (2.5 and 2.3 ) and Greece (3.3 and 2.1). This 

Gteece 
(Table 29) 

3.3 
2.1 

shows a strength of Poland in the market related category, which is not surprising taking 

Poland* 
(Table 25) 

4.3 
4.2 

under consideration its good economic performance in previous years, high demand for 

products and large population of Poland. Interesthg results are given in distribution costs 

category where Poland was assessed more favourably (3.2) than Canada (2.5) and Greece 

(2.8). despite the problems discussed previously in this study. This could be influenced by 

the size of the temtory of a country (Poland is much srnalier than Canada) that duences 

the cost of transponation. 



12.2, Production related factors 

When comparing costs of factors of production. such as labour, manufacturing, raw 

materials and energy costs. Poland rated much higher than the other two countries (Table 

10). Availability of skdied labour and SM level of local worken. as well as the level of 

productivity, ail received rather comparable evaluation in ail three countries. The 

evaluation of the investment clirnate based on the availability of raw materials. technology 

levels. and quality of communication system and quaiity of transponation system is 

comparable in Poland and Greece. both of which are lower than Canada. This is not 

surprising since Canada is a highiy industriaiized country with an abundance of natural 

resource and a member of the G7 group. 

Table 40. ComparWn of Mean Ratings of Production Related Factors 

Polads 
(Table 27) 

3.5 

Greece 
(Table 23) 

2.6 
Factors 

Labour costs 

1 

Canada 
(Table 24) 

2.3 

Cost of raw materials 
Cost of energy 
Availability of skilled labour 
S kill tevel of local workers 
Availability of raw materiais 
Level of productivity 
Technology level 
Availability of expert managers 
Quality of communication 
svstem 
Quaiity of transportation 
system 

*Results reponed in descending order 
Underlined are four highest scorïng factors in Canada and Greece 

2.8 
- 3.3 
3.1 
3.1 
- 3 -3 
2.9 
3.1 
- 3.3 

- 3.8 

- 3.5 

2.4 
- 2.9 
- 2.9 
- 3 .O 
2.1 
2.6 
2.6 
- 2.9 

1.9 

1.8 

3.3 
3.3 
3 .O 
3 .O 
2.6 
2.5 
2.4 
2.3 

2.1 

1.9 



12.3. Economic and legd factors 

The results of cornparison of factors in this category show that Canada is rated much more 

favourably than Greece and 

system overail (Table 41). 

Poland on restrictions of ownenhip. inflation rate and legal 

Canada and Greece were rated as comparable and more 

positively than Poland when assessing an ease of obtaining the work permit. Surprishg 

results were found when comparing Poland and Greece on such factors as inflation rate 

and general level of bureaucrac y, where Poland received more favourable assessrnent t han 

Greece. This may reflect the higher expectaiions of investors for Greece, which is 

expected to operate more fuily as a free-market economy. Poland's and Greece's 

evaluation of such factors as restrictions of ownership and legal system overaii was 

comparable. 

Table 41. Comparlson of Mean Ratings of Economic and Legal Factors 

12.4. Political and social factors 

In the assessrnent of political and social facton. Poland was rated more favourabiy chan 

Poland* 
(Table 28) 

3.1 
3 .O 

2.8 
-.- 7 7 , 

1.9 

Canada and Greece when assessing the govemment attitude to foreign investment, 

*Results reponed in descending. 

Greece 
(Table 25) 

2.8 
1.2 

3.4 
1.4 
1.8 

Factors 
Restrictions on ownership 
Inflation rate 
Ease of obtaining work permits for 
expatriate personnel 

Generd level of bureaucracy 
L e p l  system overall 

polit ical climate and receptivity to new products/methods/ideas (Table 42). These could be 

Canada 
(Table 26) 

3.8 
3.7 

3.2 
n.a- 
2.6 



explained by the fact that Polish govemrnent in fact sees the FDI as a leaâing force in 

ensuring economic prosperity. Also. when comparing the politicai climate of Poland 

versus that of other countries of the CEE region. Poland seems more stable. There îs a 

great demand in Poland for many products ranging from the consumer goods to industrial 

products w hich cm explain the high receptivity of new producü / methods I ideas. 

Public's attitude towards foreign investment in ail t h e  countries was comparable. The 

rernaining factors such as housing facilities. quality of Me. schooiing and other facilities for 

children of expatriates and crime level were assessed more favourably in Canada and 

Greece than in Poland. 

Table 42. Cornparison of Mean Ratings of Poütical and Social Factors 

Factors 
Attitude of federal govemment to foreign 
investment 
Political climate 
Receptivity to new 

, products/methods/ideas 
Public' s attitude towards foreign 
investment 
Housing facilities 
Quality of Life 
Schooling and other facilities for children 
of expatriates 
Crime Ievel 
* Resul ts reported in descending order 
Underlined are four highest scoring factors in Canada and Greece 

Canada 
(Table 21) 

3.2 
2.5 

3.3 

- 3.5 
- 3 -9 
- 4.2 

- 3.4 
- 3 -4 

Greece 
(Table 25) 

3.1 
3 .O 

3.2 

3.3 
- 3.9 
- 3.9 

- 3.7 
4.2 

Poland* 
(Table 28) 

3 .9 
3.7 t 

3.7 

3.3 
3.1 
2.6 I 

2.6 
2.3 



12.5. Finance related factors 

The assessrnent of ali three factors in this category is comparable for a l l  three countries 

(Table 13). This suggests that the executives do not perceive any preferentid treatment of 

FDI provided by any govemment, that is. there are no tax advantages and the tax structure 

is comparable among the three countnes. In light of the recent success of the Polish 

govemment in stabilizing the currency exchange rate. the executives gave Poland the 

highest rating in this category even though the Pohh currency is more volatile than. for 

exarnple, Canada's. 

Table 43. Cornparison of Mean Ratings of Finance Related Factors 

*Results reponed in descending order 

Factors 
Currency exchange rate 
Tm structure 
Tax advantaees 

12.6. General outlook 

The cornparison of the three countries with respect to their people and the general outlook 

reveals quite rnixed results. There are some factors that received much higher rating in 

Canada than Poland and Greece, Le.. national image. attitude towards other cultures. 

religions, races and trustworthiness (Table 44). On the iikeability scale Canada and Greece 

are more or less comparable and more favourably assessed than Poland. Surprising results 

were reached with respect to the general outlook and industriousness where Poland was 

assessed slightly more favourably than one or another of the other two countries. 

Canada 
(Table 29) 

2.5 
2.3 
2.2 

Greece 
(Table 24) 

2.6 
2.5 
2.2 

Poland* 
(Table 30) , 

2.8 
2.1 
1.9 



Table 44. Comparison of Mean Ratings of Generai Outlook 

12.7. Comparison of investment climate baseci on experience 

In di three studies, expatriates were asked to assess the investment c h t e  of the given 

country based on their experience with that investment. It seems that the assessrnent of 

Poland was much more favourable than the assessment of Canada and Greece except in 

the economic and legal categories of factors. where the three countries were comparable 

(Table 45). Actuaily, when taking under consideration market and production related 

factors Poland scored surprisingly more positively. Overall. the investment climate in 

Canada received the most favourable evaluation among the three countries. However. 

there were rnany factors that Poland or Greece received more favourable assessment than 

Canada. 

, 

General View of the country 
National image 
Likeability 
General outlook 
Attitude toward other cultures, 
religions, races 
Cultural similarity to parent 
company ' s country 
Industnousness 
Trustworthiness 
*Resu 1 ts reponed in descending order 
'D'Souza 1993, TabIe 21 
'Kdligatsi 1996. Table 26 

Poland* 
(Table 31) 

3.8 
3.6 
3.5 J 

3.1 

3 .O 
3 .O 
2.9 

Canada 
(Table 29) 

4.1 
4.1 
3.1 

4.0" 

3. 1' 
2.9 
3.7 

Greece 
(Table 27) 

3.6 
3.0 
3.3 

3.6b 

2Sb 
2.4 
2.9 



Table 45. Cornparisun of Mean Ratings with Investment in Poland B a d  on 
Experience 

This suggests t bat less developed countries are also attractive locations for FDI with many 

advantages to ofier. This cornparison also suggests that in any investment decision process 

the important de terminants are similar. The most unponant investment objectives such as 

proxirnity to customers and markets. and a strategicaiiy valued location. seem to be similar 

in each case. Also. the most widely used and most important sources of Uiformation are 

same. Executives rely not only on visiting the countries that are potential recipients of FDI 

but on the opinions of other business executives as well. 

Canada Greece Poland* 
Factors - (Table 38) (Table 30) (Table 34) 

Market Related Factors 2.9 
Production Related Factors 
General Outlook 
Finance Related Factors 
Political and Social Factors 
Economic and Legal Factors 

"Results reponed in descending order 

3.1 
3.6 
3.1 
2.6 
2.9 

2.9 
3.3 
2.8 
2.9 
3.6 

3.8 
3.7 
3.4 
3.1 
2.9 



IV. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLlCATlONS 

In the following section. k s t  the Limitations of the research are acknowledged and 

deliberated. Then. the results of the analysis of 42 responses to the mail survey of foreign 

executives of foreign owned companies in Poland, and the results of interviews with 12 

Canadian business executives of companies that invested in Poland and six Canadian 

govenunent officials are sumrnarized. Finaliy, the implications of the research are 

presented. 

13. Limitations of Research 

The first limitation is c o ~ e c t e d  to the List of major foreign investors in Poland obtained 

through PAU, as there is no possibiüty to check its accuracy without incurring major 

additional costs, and it relates not only to the accuracy of the addresses but the contact 

persons as well. 

The main part of the analysis was conducted using the answen coiiected €rom the mail 

survey. The distributed mail sweys  contained only two language versions, Polish and 

English. This methodology may influence the accuracy of the responses and the response 

rate as there might be misunderstandings with translations or sorne of the respondents 

might not feel cornfortable answering either language version and would prefer. for 

example. a German translation. However, every translation changes rneaning, so 

restricting to two languages only has advantages and if working in Poland. manager can 

likely hnction in one or both languages of questionnaire. 
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In addition. this is an ex post facto research that in relies in part upon memory recollection 

of the executives: about situations that took place several years before. Sorne answers rnay 

have put the executives in an uncornfortable situation. Also. the people who were involved 

in the investrnent decision rnay not have been available to answer the questionnaire, for 

various reasons. However. the most important section of the questionnaire on current 

views of investment climate and satisfaction with the investrnent were best answered by 

the managers currently involved in operations in Poland. 

The study is oriented only towards one country. so the results cannot be easiiy generalized 

for other countries of the region. However, results were compared to two previous studies 

of Canada and Greece, which make it possible to better portray the investrnent climate of 

Poland and the investment decision process overail. 

Careful selection of candidates for the interviews was performed in order to reach the 

most knowledgeable person. Although different approach in design of this part of the 

research introduced dinerent subjects than those present in research done by D'Souza and 

Kalligatsi, this made it possible to obtain additionai qualitative data and to introduce 

different opinions. By structuring the researc h to include the Canadian perspective and. in 

the case of the mail survey, by obtaining responses from a bigger sample (twice a big as 

D'Souza's). extemal validation of a l i  three snidies was accomplished. 



14. Summary 

14.1. Information sources 

The most popular and most important Ulformation source as reponed by the respondents 

was business visits by parent company executives. Investors seem to prefer to get the 

information first hand by visiting the country and &O by getting the information h m  

other domestic £irms with investment in Poland, the second most important and most 

widely used source. The perceptions created and contacts f o m d  during the executives' 

stay in Poland and by contacts with other executives in the home country were in fact 

more important in the investment decision process that any other source. 

In the case of the early investments. other home country f m  with investment in Poland. 

home consultants and business visits by parent company executives were the most utilized 

information sources. In the case of the acquisitions the acquired company was not as 

hequently used but those that used this source gave it the highest rating. As for the late 

investments. business visits by parent company executives, international media and Polish 

suppiiers / distributors / customers were the most utilized. Sources popular in the 

beginning of the 1990s, such as other home country f m  with the investment in Po!and. 

home country consultants and the acquired company, were not only less utilized by later 

investors but were also iess valued. 

For new business investments, business visits, other home country firms with investment in 

Poland. competiton, media portrayals of Poland in home country and home country 



magazines and newspapers were the m s t  popular sources of information. The fkst three 

sources were also assessed as highly important. Greenfield investrnents tend to rely on a 

wide variety of sources in making the investment decision when compared to the 

acquisition types of investments, which heavily depend only on the tnformation gathered 

from the acquired Company and business visits by parent Company executives. 

These results prove the importance of the personal contacts and perceptions of executives 

in investrnent decision. For the country competing for FDI idows it is important to 

develop appropriate services and information packages CO make the process of accessing 

the information and gauiuig knowledge easy. Concerning Poland, these include not ody 

developrnent of the infrastructure supponing the executives' stay in the country, such as 

network of hotels or rental car services. but also facilitation of the interaction among 

business executives in Poland. Since executives value opinions of their coiieagues. any 

problems with the operations of the business WU Iikely be comrnunicated. It is in the best 

interest of Poland to create the environment for business operations as comparable to one 

executives encounter in indusuialized countries as possible. 

14.2. Motives for investment 

The analysis of the responses to the questio~aire as well as interviews with Canadian 

executives reveals the most important motives for foreign cornpanies to invest in Poland 

were to be closer to the potential customer, to be fkst in the region before cornpetition 

and to estabiish presence in Central and Eastern Europe. An additional strong motive for 



Canadian investors was the Polish ancestry of the owners of the operations. In the eyes of 

foreign investors Poland presents opportunicies due to its own market potential and the 

potential of the CEE region. The geographical closeness of Poland to the EU region did 

not play an important role. and using Poland as a stepping stone for the future investment 

to other parts of Europe was not rated as important objective. Also. accessibility and 

lower costs of factors of production and Polish govenunent financial inceniives offered to 

foreign investors were not assessed as influential in the decision. 

S d a r  objectives were important in the cases of acquisition versus new business 

investments and early versus late investments. Ho wever, for greenfieid investments such 

motives as establishing a presence in Eastern Europe, overcorning trade barriers and using 

the investment as a stepping stone to invest in Central Europe were more important than 

for acquisition investments. 

What Poland has to offer for foreign investors is its own rather large market and closeness 

to other countries of Eastern Europe. Investon do not view Poland as a potential 

intermediate stop for tüture access to the EU. nor as a country offering benefits fiom 

better production factors. 

14.3. Investment ciimate 

According to the execuiives, in any investment decision the most important factors are 

related to the market situation. These are followed by production, economic. legal. 



politicai and social factors. The les t  important factors in the investmni decûion are 

finance related and the general view of the country and its citizens. 

Poland's investment c h t e  in the market related category received rather positive 

assessment pacticularly in the market potential, geographical location and market size 

dimensions. The distribution costs and levels of competition, on the other hand. were 

evaluated less favourably. There were also differences in perceptions between the early 

investment that evaluated market size more positively and distniution costs more 

negatively than Iater investoa. 

Production related determinants received an overaii less attractive evaluation. Within this 

category, the cost of factors of production received the highest evaluation and the quality 

of cornmunication, distribution and transportation systerns received the lowest evaluation. 

Factors such as labour costs and cost of raw materials were given less positive rathgs by 

early investors. as compared to later investors who gave them significantly higher ratings. 

On the other hand, later investors gave such factors as availabiiity of raw rnaterials, level 

of productivity and availabüity of expert managers significantly lower ratings than early 

investors. The avadability of expen managers was evaluated more positively by acquisition 

investments than by new businesses. Overail. the lower assessment in this category, ranked 

second in importance in influencing the investment decision, might in the future decrease 

the investment mflows into Poland especiaiiy when the investor's main motives would be 

related to production determinants. 



The highest rating in the economic and legal category received the economic growth 

prospects. This rnaybe uûîuenced by the good economic performance of Poland in the 

recent years and the fact that there is a lot of room for improvement before Poland reaches 

levels of development comparable to even those less prosperous mmbers of the EU. The 

evaluation of Iaws referring to operations of the foreign investmnt was not unfavourable. 

The lowest ratings in this category were given the privatization process. the general level 

of bureaucracy and legal system overd. Early investors' assessrnent of the investrnent 

laws and inflation rate was signifcandy more favourable than that of later investoa. 

A more favourable assessrnent was given to the political environment in Poland, although 

these results rnight be influenced by the situation in other countries in the region and the 

fact that the political situation in Poland is more stable than in many neighbouring 

countries. The rating of social determinants was much less positive. as housing facilities, 

quality of Life, schooling and other faciiities for children of expatiates, corruption level and 

crime level were assessed rather unfavourably. 

In the fmance category, the second last in importance when niiiking the investrnent 

decision, the somewhat volatile currency exchange rate. poor quality of banking system 

complex tax structure and low tax advantages make the investwnt climate in Poland not 

very attractive. 



A rather positive assessrnent was given to national image, likeability and general outlook 

by the responding sarnple. Greenfield investors evaluated Poland as more open to the 

worid than investors- investing in the acquisition. Such detenninants as attitude towards 

other cultures. religions, races, cultural similanty to parent company's country. 

industriousness and trustworthiness were evaluated quite low. 

Poland's main competitors in competing for FDI Uiaows are the two countries of Central 

Europe that are, together with Poland, leaders in the progress of r e fom and econornic 

develo pment . Hung ary and Czec h Repubtic. Poland' s hvestment climate was evaluated 

more favourably than the investmnt c h t e  of its competiton, however. in many areas 

the difference was marginal suggesting that there is room for improvement. As for 

evaluation of main competitors frorn the perspective of Canada a more compiicated 

situation arises, where Poland has to compete with South America and Asia. regions 

possessing a longer tradition of accommodating foreign investment. an abundance of 

natural resources and cheaper labour. 

The government of Poland should strive to increase awareness that many attniutes of its 

investment clirnate were actuaily positively evaluated by foreign executives and that. when 

compared to the investment clunate of its main competiton. Poland received more 

positive evaluation. These facts could be used in promoting Poland on the international 

arena. The importance of factors that received negative assessrnent and that could not be 

easily changed and improved should be downplayed. 



15. Implications - of - Research 

The results of this study have implications for policy &ers for the host and home 

country. managers of operations and researchers of FDI theory. 

15.1. Implications for poUcy &ers 

This is the fkst study exploring the experience of foreign investors that decided to locate 

their investment in PoIand. It is directed towards an exploration of the foreign executives' 

opinion about the hvestment decision process overall and the investment climate in Poland 

in particular. By exploring the investment ciimate of PoIand it identifies its strengths and 

weaknesses. The research not only provides information about Poland but also gives 

general evaluation of the investmnt c h t e  of other countries in the region. These 

countries possess a similar background. similar structure of the economy and had similar 

expenence with the Communist regime as Poland. So, knowledge about the situation in 

Poland gives better insights into the whole region. 

Although the research aimed at explorhg the perception of investment climate as viewed 

by foreign expatriates, suc h opinions describe the overaii environwnt for business 

operations in Poland. So. the Polish govemment can knefit from the analysis by 

improving not only the cümare for FDI but also the business environment overaii. By 

building on identified strengths and focusing on improving the identified weaknesses 

govemment policy makers can improve the investment / business enwonment which in 



turn wiii attract more foreign investors but also wiii benefit the overail economic 

performance of the country. 

. - 

As for the assessrnent of the investment climate there were factors identified as positive 

and those should be rnaintained at that level, but there were many factors that make 

operation of the business quite cumbersom (i.e., the problems with the interpretations of 

the law and taxation, to name but a few). These indicate probkm areas which 

improvement is within the scope of policy rnakers. By gainhg insights in what are the 

most important investrnent objectives, policy makers can focus on stressing and improving 

those determinants. 

Also. by learning which information sources are most commonly used. the improvement of 

services that support the information search could prove beneficial and highly anticipated 

by foreign investors. For example, the most used information source were business visits 

by parent Company executives. In Poland. the structures supponing the stay in the 

country, such as hotels and car rental services, are non existing or have very poor quality. 

Aiso. identified factors that rnake the experience of living in Poland negative, such as 

crime level and poor quality of facilities for foreign expatriates, should be looked into and 

improved. 



15.2. Impücations for managers 

The study gives Visights about conducting business in a country in transition, which is 

characterized as one that does not have a long history of foreign investnunts. It gives 

aggregate information about the experience of companies which have already invested in 

Poland. Such information can bc used by foreigners looking for place in which to invest. 

and also it cm be used by companies that already invested in Poland to correct their 

estimates. It gives Polish managers guidance on how to approach and attract foreign 

capital, which attributes are important to foreign investors and should be focused on and 

which attributes should k downplayed. Also. the knowledge of the information sources 

most frequently used and most valued in investwnt decisions ailows for the development 

of strategies that will be successful and at the sarne time efficient in promoting the Polûh 

Company. 

15.3. Implications for WSear~he~ of FDI theory 

This study adds to the pool of knowledge regarding the decision making process in 

international investment of the fimi. Specificdy, it supplements the FDI theory by looking 

at factors that were not taken in consideration by FDI theory developers. These include 

the personal experiences of business executives and their impact on the investrnent 

decision. In more detail it looks at the managers' persona1 perceptions about the country, 

their persona1 experiences and the way those perceptions and experiences are created and 

influenced. 



The most avaiiable research in the area of FDI involves the industrialized countries the 

main recipient and source of FDI flows. By choosing Poland, the scope of the research 

into the decision hdchg process and foreign investment theory were expanded by 

hcluding a new category among the playen, the country in transition. This research refers 

to a new cornpetitor for investmnts. the country that also represents the CEE region. and 

is a leader in the region in moving from the centraily planned to open market economy. 

The results of this study give insights not only into investment environment of Poland and 

otiier countries of the region but of other newly opened markets in other parts of the 

world as weii, whose political and econornical situation is comparable. Although, Poland is 

a new competitor. it seems that similar rules as in industrialized countries apply when 

taking under consideration the investmnt objectives and information sources. It also 

shows that countries characterized as not industrialized posses attributes that make foreign 

investment desirable. Those factors do not necessarily have to relate to cheaper costs of 

factors of production but more to establishing a presence and king closer to the 

custorner. The strategy of international companies seems to foilow the "act local. thhic 

global" approach. 
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(Date) 
Dear Sir or Madam, 

In a few days you will be contacted by Ms. Beata Czapor, a graduate student in the 
Master of Management Studies program at the School of Business of Cadeton 
University in Ottawa, Canada, about participating in a research study conceming 
foreign direct investment in Poland. The study is being carried out under the auspices 
of the School's International Business Study Group. The fieldwork will be administered 
by Ms. Czapor, who will travel to Poland for this purpose and who works on the 
research for her graduate thesis. Her supewising committee includes myself as chair, 
Dr. tan Lee, and Dr. Louise A. Heslop. 

The study is about Poland as a location choice for foreign direct investment and the 
views of investors about the countiy's investment environment. It is part of a large 
research program which includes similar studies in Canada and several countries in 
Europe and Asia-Pacific. 

The research is based on a suivey of senior executives, such as yourself, at companies 
which have a foreign (in this case, nonPolish) parent. We are specifically interested in 
the views of the most senior executive from the parent Company who is presently 
working in Poland. 

As part of the multicountry project, this study will enable us to make crosscountry 
cornparisons and therefore to help companies such as yours, public policy makers, and 
academic researchers through the knowiedge we gain about foreign investment decisions 
and location choices, 

Ms. Czapor will be mailing the survey to you from Poland and will be available locally to 
answer any questions you may have. The questionnaire is bnef and takes only a few 
minutes to complete and your answers will remain anonymous and cornpletely 
confidential. 

The number of fims that meet the criteria for this study is quite small, and so your 
cooperation is essential to the study's success and for enabling Ms. Czapor to complete her 
thesis. I should note that we will be happy to provide you with a summary of the research 
findings if you would like. 

Please do not hesitate to contact Ms. Czapor (telephone and address to be provided with 
the questionnaire) or rnyseii (at the address cited above) if you have any questions. We are 
grateful for your cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Nicolas Papadopoulos 
Professor of Marketing and International Business 
Director, International Business Study Gmup 



(Date) 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

A few days ago you received a letter from my graduate thesis supervisor, Dr. Nicolas 
Papadopoulos, infomiing you of our study of foreign direct investment in Poland and 
kindly requesting your participation. As was mentioned in that letter, the study is part of 
a major international research program involving similar studies in several other 
countries. Your participation is important to the international research and for enabling 
me to complete rny thesis. 

The questionnaire for the study is enclosed, in two language versions. English and 
Polish, so that you can use th% one with which you feel most cornfortable. Please see 
the important notes on the cover page about completing the questionnaire. 

It is important that the survey be answered by the highest-ranking foreign executive in 
you r Company, that is, the highest placed representative of the parent Company in 
Poland who is in Poland for this assignment only and is not a permanent resident in the 
country. If you are not this person. please forward the questionnaire to the appropriate 
executive. 

We should note that the study originates exclusively from Canada. It does not involve 
and is not influenced by any Polish institution and the results will be examined in 
Canada as part of the international project. 

I truly appreciate your help. A self-addressed envelope for retuming the completed 
survey is enclosed. If you would like to receive the summary of the results of the study 
as soon as they are available, please make sure to check the appropriate box on the 
front cover of the questionnaire. 

I remain at your disposal, at the Polish address shown on the suwey cover, for any 
questions you may have, and again, thank you very much for your participation. 

Sincerely, 

Beata Czapor 
Graduate Student 
Master of Management Studies Program 
School of Business, Carleton University 



The 
International 
Business Study Croup 

SchoolofBusiness - - 
Carleton University 

Study of 

Foreign Direct Investment 

in Poland 

First, we would like to thank you again for agreeing to fiIl out this questionnaire. Your 
contribution to this research is very important and we very much appreciate it. 

The study is part of a major research program that includes similar projects in 
Canada and several European and Asia-Pacific countries. The objective of this 
study is to assess the environment for foreign direct investment h Poland from the 
foreign investor's perspective, and compare it to the investment dimate in various 
other countries. The iesults should be highly useful to investon such as younelf, 
public policy maken in the countries we study, and academic researchers. 

If you would like to receive a summary of the results as soon as available, please check 
here: O 
(To enable us to send you the summary. make sure to provide your name and address 
on a separate sheet or business card. Your response envelope will be opened by a 
research assistant and your address will be foiwarded to us separately from the 
questionnaire to maintain the anonymity of results.) 

Please note: 
This questionnaire is to be answered by a highest rank foreign executive. This 

means the highest placed representative of the parent company in Poland, who is in 
Poland for this assignment only and would not be a permanent resident in the 
country. 
It does not matter whether you were or were not personally involved in the initial 

decision to invest in Poland - it is your knowledge and views today that matter. 
Please enswer al1 the question8 a8 compktely w porribk. The questionnaire 

will take only a few minutes to complete - in most cases al1 you need to do is "tek" a 
box or "circlen a number. 

Please be assured that your responses will remain aictly anonymour and 
confidential. Only aggregate results will be generated for the statistical analysis of al1 
responses. 

To return the completeâ questionnaire, plrase um 
the enclosed self-addred envelops or mail to: 
Beata Czapor 
ul. Zamiejska 9 
57-300 Klodzko 

serial no.: mis is used mty to check your company 

off aie mailing list once the questimnaire is returned. This cover page 

woj. walbrzyskie will be dlscarded upcm remm and respu~dents will never be identifid 



STUDY OF FOREIGN DIRECT IWE!STMENT IN POLAND 

1 A Background information 1 
This section asks for background information which will help us to c lasse  your answers. Please 
be assured chat your responses are Pmoymocrp and will only be used for statistical analysis. 

Profile of parent company 

Home country: Year of founding: 19 
Primary business (check as many as apply): Manufacniring 0 Trade O 
Services 
Major product group(s): + * 

For most recent f i  year, approxirnate: 
Sales: Exports: Number of employees worldwide: 

(please specifj currency: million US16 O or 1 
Year of first foreign investment outside parent's home country: 19- 
Number of counuies Ui which parent company operates toâay with direct investrnent: 
Country representing the largest investment: Value in U.S.$ 

For rnost recent fiscal year, approxirnate: 
Sales: Exports, if any: Number of employees: 

(please specih cumncy: million US$ U or 1 

! 

When did the parent company first invest in Poland? ( F r )  
Was the investment a new business a or an acquisition 0 ? 
1s the Polish company (please check one): 
Fully owned Cl or majority owned and controlled 0 by the parent company 
A joint venture with a local company O or with another foreign company a 
Other (please specify): 

Profile of Poüsh company 

Primary business (check as many as apply): Manufacniring Trade 0 Services a 
Major product group(s): , 

( Was the parent company operating in Poland prior to this investment? yes a no O I 
If yes, what type@) of activities were involved? (check as many as apply) Licensing agreement 0. 
joint venture 0 , manufacturing 0 , or imports into Poland via companyswned channelsa, 
foreign agentsldistributors 0 , or agentddistributors in Poland a 

3 Personal profile 
+ 

Number of years: with the Polish company w i t h  the parent co rnpany in  the workforce - 
Did you have any connections with Poland before king transferred here by the parent company? 
(cg.. Polish ancestry or spouse, travel) no yes 0 please specify 
Do you have a university or college degree? no 0 yes 0 
If yes. is it from: Western Europe 0 Eastern Europe O N. Amenca (3 Other a 
What languages do you speak? * 



B Information Sounies 

in this section we wouid Like to know the information sources that were used and their importance 
in uifluencing the parent company 's decision to invest in Poland. (Note: Please answer this question 
even if you were not personaiiy involvesi when the decision to invest was made, based on your 
general h o  w ledge and recoiiection.) 
Various sources are listed below. Please circle the appropriate nurnber to indicate either that the 
source was not used (O) or bow important it WPI if it was used, where 1 is not at pli important 
in influencing the decision and 5 is very important in influencing the decision. 

Importance (if used) 

Not Not ôt al1 Very Don't 
used important important know 

Polish magazineshewspapers 
Home country magazineshew spapers 
international media 
Media portrayals of Poland in home country 
Polish Embassy personnel 
Investment promotion material by Polish govemment 
Chambers of Commerce 
Home country consultants 
Polish consultants 
Polish suppliers/customers/distributors 
Cornpetitors 
Publications by international organizations 
Business visits by parent company executives 
Pleasure visits by parent company executives 
Other home counhy fimu with investment in Poland 
The acquired Polish company (if acquisition) 
Other (pls. specify ) 

Of the above information sources, or any other sources we rnay not have liste4 which one or two 
influenced the investment decision the rnost? 
Please rate the importance of two general kinds of influences on a company's choice of a country 
for Foreign direct investment (circle the appropnate number): 

Personai experiencos and perceptions of the decision makers about the country(-ies) considered: 

Not at al1 important 1 2 3 4 5 Very Important 

Technical analyses of the counay (e.g., feasibility anaiysis based on economic and other facts): 

Not at ail important 1 - 7 3 1 5 Very Important 

Kas it ever happened that business executives from other cornpanies in your home country have 
asked your opinion about investing in Poland? yes a no a 



c Investment Objectives L 

This section deals with the objectives for the parent company's decision to invest in Poland (please 
remember that it does hot matter whether or not you were personally involved in the decision to 
invest .) 
Please rate the importamie of each of the following possible objaxîives for the parent Company in 
rnaking this uivestment. by circling the appropriate number on this 1 to 5 scale where 1 is not a l  PU 
important and 5 is very important. 

Importance 
Not at al1 Very Don't 
important important know 

To be first in the country or region before cornpetitors 1 2 3 4 5 6  
To overcome trade barries 1 2 3 4 5 6  
To be closer to potential customers 1 2 3 4 5 6  
To be closer to existing customen 1 2 3 4 5 6  
To follow an existing customer who moved to Poland 1 2 3 4 5 6  
To establish a presence in: 

- Central Europe 
- Eastern Europe 
- other 1 2 3 4 5 6  

To use this investment to export to: 
- other Central European countries 1 2 3 1 5 6  
- Eastern Europe 1 2 3 4 5 6  
- European Union 1 2 3 4 5 6  
- other 1 2 3 4 5 6  

To use this investment as a stepping Stone for a hture investment in: 
- other Central European counuies 1 2 3 4 5 6  
- Eastern Europe 1 2 3 3 5 6  
- European Union 1 2 3 4 5 6  
- other 1 2 3 4 5 6  

To access raw materials 1 2 3 4 5 6  
To access special design, engineering or other skills 
To foiiow cornpetitors who invested in the region 
To protect existing markets 
To meet government requirements, e.g. offset obligations 1 2 3 4 5 6  
To protect from domestic currency appreciation 1 2 3 4 5 6  
To be close to major supplier(s) 1 2 3 1 5 6  
To lower manufacturing costs 1 2 3 4 5 6  
To benefit from lower Iabor costs 1 2 3 4 5 6  
To benefit from higher productivity 1 2 3 4 5 6  
To benefit from Polish govemrnent financial incentives 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Other (pls. specify 1: 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Of the above objectives, or any other objectives we rnay not have Iisted, which one or two 
influenced the investment decision the rnost? 



I D  Assessrnent of Poland's Investment Climate 

Now, based on your experience, we would like to know your persona1 views about Poland as a 
place for investment for the parent Company. 
Various evaluation factors are listed below. For each factor, please indicate your personal view of 
Poland's environnent for investment by placing an X in the space that most closely represents 
your opinion. 

Market Related Factors 
Market size 
Market potential 
Distribution costs 
Cornpetition 
Poland's geographic location in Europe 

Production Related Factois 
Availability of raw materials 
Cost of raw matends 
Cost of energy 
Manufacturing costs 
Labor costs 
Availability of skilled labor 
Ski11 level of Polish workers 
Availability of expert managers 
Level of productivity 
Technology level 
Quality of transportation system 
Quality of communication systern 
Quality of distribution system 

Finance Related Factors 
Tax structure 
Tax advantages 
Currency exchange rate 
Quality of banking system 

Economic and Legal Factors 
Econornic growth prospects 
Inflation rate 
Unemploy ment 
Progress of privatization process 
Progress of reforms ovedl  
Policies towards private sector 
hvestment law 
Entry requirements 
Restrictions on ownership 

Srnail : : : : : : Large 
Low : ---- : : : : :  High 
Low : : : : : : High 
Low : : : : : : High 

Not attractive : : : : : : Attractive 

Low 
Low 
Low 
Low 
Low 
Low 
Low 
Low 
Low 
Low 
Low 
Low 
Low 

: : : : : : High 
: : : : : : High 
: : : : : : High 
: ----- : : : : : High 
. . . . . .  . . .  High 

: : : : : : High 
: : : : : : High ----- 
: : : : : : High ----- . . . . . .  . High 
: : : : : : High 

: : : : : : High 

Complex : : : : : :Simple  
Low : : : : : : High 

Unstable : : : : : :Stable  
Low : : : : : : High 

Low 
Low 
Low 
Slow 
Slow 

Negative 
Negative 

High 
Low 

: : : : : : High 
. . . . . .  . . . . .  High 
: : : : : : High 
: : : : : : Fast 
: : : : : : F a s t  
. . .  . : : : Positive 
: : : : : :Positive 
---y- - .  - . : L o w  
: ----- : : : : : High 



(econornic and legal factors continued) 
Restrictions on repatnation of profits High 
Risk of expropriation High 
Exit conditions High 
Ease of obiaining w&- permits for expairiate personnel Difficult 
Legal sy stem overall Complex 
Gened level of bureaucracy Low 

Poiitical and Social Factors 
Political climate Unstable 
Attitude of Polish government to foreign investment Negative 
Attitude of local government to foreign investment Negative 
Labor unrest High 
Access to information Low 
Cormption High 
Public's attitude toward foreign investment Negative 
Receptivity to new products, methods and ideas Low 
Quality of life Low 
Schooling and other facilities for children of expatriates Poor 
Housing facilities Poor 
Crime level High 

General View of Poland and the Pola 
Kational image Poor 
lndustriousness Low 
General outlook Bac kw ard 
Likeability Low 
Trustworthiness Low 
Openness to world Low 
Cultural sirniiarity to parent company's country Dissimilu 
Attitude of Poles t o w d  other cultures, religions. races Closed : : : : : : 

Low 
Low 
Low 
Easy 
Simple 
High 

Stable 
Positive 
Positive 
Low 
High 
Low 
Positive 
High 
High 
G d  
Good 
Low 

Good 
High 
Progressive 
High 
High 
High 
Similar 
Open 

Of the above factors, or any other factors we rnay not have Listeci, please identify two that make 
Potand attractive and wo that rnake Poland unattractive to foreign investment: 

Attractive: . 
Unattractive: 

What do you think Poland should do to improve the investment ciimate and attract more foreip 
investment? 



IE Poland's Investment Climate: Factor Importance 1 
Of the above factors; you m y  see s o m  as more or las hpolQnt than others in iallucadng an 
investment deeision by the parent company (any investment decision. not oniy the one for Poland). 

Please rate the importance of each category of factors in foreign investment decisions on a scale 
of 1 to 5 .  where 1 rneans mt nt aU hnportant and 5 means very imporLPnt. (Note: You may wish 
to refer to the previous section which lists the specific factors within each of the categories.) 

Not at al1 
important 

Market Related Factors 1 2 3 4 5 
Production Related Factors 1 2 3 4 5 
Finance Related Factors 1 a 9 3 4 5 
Economic and Legal Factors 1 2 3 4 5 
Political and Social Factors 1 2 3 4 5 
General View of Poland and the Poles 1 2 3 4 5 

F Poland9s Investment Chnate: Experience 

From your viewpoint, how satisiled or dissstisfikd is your parent Company with the Polish 
investment experience? Please rate the following categories of factors on a scale of 1 to 5. where 1 
means very dissatisfleâ with the Polish experience and 5 means very saüsfied. 

Very 
Dissatisfied 

Market Related Factors 1 2 
Production Related Factors 1 2 
Finance Related Factors 1 œ 7 

Econornic and Legai Factors 1 - 7 

Political and Social Factors 1 2 
General View of Poland and the Poles 1 2 

very 
Satisfied 

3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 3 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 

OveraU. how satisfied/dissatisfied is the parent company with the uivestment experience in 
Poland to date? 

Very Dissstisned 1 2 3 4 5 Very Satided 
Overall. how satisfied/dissatisfied are you pemnally with the investxnent experience in Poland to 
date? 

Very Dissatisfied I 2 3 4 5 Very Satisfied 

What are the parent company's p h  about investment in Pbland for the next 5 y m ?  1s it 
lkely to: (please check one) 

Expand O Contract CI Remain about the same O 



IG  Poland's Investment Climate: Cornparison to Other Countries 1 
In your opinion. whicti is the main country that is a competitor of Poland as a potential foreip 
investment location? (please specify) 
Has the parent company invested in that country? 

yes O Inwhichyear?l9 
no 1s there a plan to invest there in the next five yea&? yes O no 

Was this country considered as an alternative location for the investment in Poland? 
yes O no O 

Based on your personal experience, how would you compare Poland's investment chute 
to that of its main competitor which you identified above? Please rate the folowing 
factors on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 means that Poland is worse than, and S means that 
Poland is better than, its competitor. 

Worse than 
its competitor 

Politicai stability 1 2 
Market potential 1 2 
Cost of labor 1 2 
Future prospects 1 2 
Productivity 1 2 
S kill level of workers I 2 
Avdability of technology 1 2 
Management expertise 1 2 
Distribution costs 1 - 9 

Manufacniring costs 1 2 
Overd investment chnate 1 2 
Receptivity to new products, rnethods and ideas 1 2 
Govenunent attitude towards foreign investment 1 2 
Quality of life L 2 
Other (pls. specify: ) 1 2 

Better than 
its competitor 
1 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 

In general, how similsr or d i s s ' i  do you think your personal views of Poland's 
investment climate are to those of your parent company? Please rate the degree of 
similarity between your and the pwrent company's views on this 1-5 SC&, where I is 
not at al1 similar and 5 is very si-. 

Not at al1 Similar 1 2 3 4 5 Very Similar 



Were you personaily hvolved in the decision making process to invest in Poland? 
yes no O 

In what role? 

Level of autonomy of the Polish Company in decision-making: (pls. circle the appropriate number) 

Higiùy dependent 1 2 3 4 5 Hi@y independent 

Thank you very much for completing 
the questionnaire!!! 

Your opinion counts! Please feel fke to use this page for any additional comments you 
might wish to make on the above questions or on any related issue which we may not 
have covered here. Your cornments wiil remain confidentid but wiil be taken into 
account when analysing the aggregate statistical results. 



(Date) 

***"REMINDER""' 
Will you please help us complete the rtudy of fonign direct investment in Poland? 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

About three weeks ago we asked you to participate in a suivey which aims to 
determine the investment climate of Poland. The study is part of a major international 
research program involving similar studies in several other countries. 

If you have already completed and returned the questionnaire, 
please accept Our sincere thanks and ignore this reminder notice. 

If not, could we klndly ask you to complete and return the 
qusationnain as roon as possible? Your rmponse is 
crucial to the succesr of this study and the completion of 
my Master's thesis. 

The questionnaire for the study is enclosed, in two language venions, English and 
Polish, so that you can use the one with which you feel most cornfortable. Please see 
the important notes on the cover page about completing the questionnaire. 

It is important that the survey be answered by the highest-ranking foreign executive in 
your company, that is, the highest placed representative of the parent company in 
Poland who is in Poland for this assignment only and is not a permanent resident in the 
country. If you are not this person, please forward the questionnaire to the appropriate 
executive. 

I remain at your disposai, at the Polish address shown on the suivey cover. for any 
questions you may have, and again, thank you very much for your participation. 

Sincerely, 

Beata Czapor 
Graduate Student 
Master of Management Studies Prograrn 
School of Business, Carleton University 



(Data) 

Szanown y PanPani: 
Za kilka dni skontaktuje si9 z PaneMania pani Beata Czapor, studentka programu podyplomowego Master 
of Management Studies w Szkole Bimesu Uniwerqtetu Carleton w O M e ,  Kanada, w sprawie patiskiego 
udziaiu w badaniu naukowym dotycqcyrn bezposrednich inwestycji zagranicznych w Polsce. Badanie to 
jest prowadzone pod protektoratern International Business Study Group, przy Uniwerqtecie Carleton. Pani 
Czapor jest odpowiedzialna za przeprowadzenie ankiety i dokonanie analizy nieztgdnej do napisania pracy 
naukowej i uzyskania dyplornu. W &lad komisji egzaminacyjnej wchodz~ ja osobiScie (przewodnicr;lcy), 
docent lan Lee oraz docent Louise A. Heslop (czionkowie komisji). 

Ternatem b a d h  jest wyba Polski jako miejsca lokacji bezpodednich inwestycji zagranicmych oraz opinia 
inwestorow zagranicznych O polskim klimacie inwestycyjnym. Badanie to jest cz@cip wiqkszego projektu, 
ktw bieie pod uwage Kanade, kilka kraj6w europejskich orat kraje Ayi Wschodniej. 

Mechanizmem zbioru informacji do anaiizy statystycznej jest ankieta przeprowadzona Wsrd wysokiej rangi 
przedstawicieli przedsiqbiorsîw zagranicmych w Polsce. JesteSmy szczegdnie zainteresowani opinig 
najwyiszego rang4 przedstawiciela firmy zagranicznej (macierzystej) pracujqcego w Polsce z ramienia firmy 
zagranicznej. 

Jako l e  badanie to jest cz@iq wi#szego projektu, umoZliwi nam to porownanie przekrojowe roknych 
krajow, oraz u{aM pnedsiqbiorstwom Oak pariskie), ustawodawcom, oraz b a d m  akademickim w 
lepszym uozumieniu czynnikow vuplywajigych na decyzjq inwestycyjnq oraz lokalizacje inwestycji 
bezposrednich. 

Pani Czapor roze~le ankietq z Polski oraz bqdtie obecna w Polsce aby odpowiedzied na paiiskie pytania. 
Ankieta jest krotka i wypdnienie jej zajmie tylko kilka minut. Gwarantujemy a n o n i m o w  odpowiedzi. 

Jako ie lictba przedsi@iorstw speiniajacycti kryteria jest limitowana, z tego powodu uczestnictwo pariskie 
jest niezbdne aby badania odniosly sukces a pani Czapor napisaia praw dyplornowq. Nie omiesrkam 
wspomnied, ze zapewniarny przeslanie wynikdw koricowych analizy jedi PanPani sobie tego iyczy. 

W przypadku jakichkolwiek pytaii lub wqtpliwoici prosimy skontakbwa6 sic z paniq Czapor (polski Ares i 
numer telefonu zalqczamy z ankietq) lub t a  mnq osobijcie. JesteSmy nieuniernie zobowiqzani za paxiskq 
wspdpracq. 

Doc. Nicolas Papadopoulos 
Professor of Marketing and International Business 
Director, International Business Study Group 



(Data) 

Szanowny PanPani: 

Kilka dni ternu otrzyrnal PanPani list od przewodnicqcegc komisji egzaminacyjnej mojej pracy dyplornowej, 
docenta Nicolasa Popadopoulousa, informujqcy O badaniu naukowym dotycqcym zagranicznych inwestycji 
w Polsce. Jak docent Papadopoulos wspomnial, badanie to jest czpkig migdzynarodowego projektu 
obejmujqcego podobne badania w kilku innych krajach. Pariska wspdpraca jest niezbdna dla sukcesu 
tego projektu oraz do umodiwienia mi napisania pracy dyplornowej i ukoriczenia studiow. 

Zdqczarn dwie wersje jezykowe ankiety (polskq i angielskq), prosq O wypdnienie tyiko jednej wersji, w 
jqyku, w ktdyrn czuje si$ PanPani bardDej komfortowo. Prose O m a n i e  uwagi na waine infomacje 
zawarte na stronie tytuiowej ankiety. 

Jest niezmiernie waine aby adpowiedti na ankietc udzielit najwyiszy rang4 przeâstawiciel przedsiqbiorstwa 
zagranicznego, pracujqcy w Polsce z ramienia prtedsiqbiorstwa zagranicmego, kt@ jest w Polçce na 
delegacji, i nie jest obywatelem polskim na stale zamieszkalym w Polsce. Jk l i  PanPani nie jest 4 osobq, 
prosze O przekazanie ankiety do wtaSciwych r;l)r. 

Zaznaczam, i e  pomysl ternatu mojej pracy dyplomowej narodzil si9 w Kanadzie, iadna polska 
instytucjalagencja nie wptywa na wyniki przeprowadzonej ankiety, oraz ie obliczenia koncowe b d g  midy 
rniejsce w Kanadzie. 

Nie omieszkam wspomniec jak bardzo jestem mbowigana, t a  poSwiqxnie czasu i udzielenie odpowiedtj 
na nasze pytania. Zdqczam kopertq z polskim adresem zwrotnym (w bakcie przeprowadzania ankiety b& 
czasowo w Polsce), ktda uiatwi odesianie ankiety. Na iyczenie wyniki koricowe badania bçdq 
udostqpnione uczestnikom ankiety (proste O zaznaczenie w odpswiednim miejscu na okladce ankiety). 

W przypadku jakichkolwiek pytari lub wqtpliwoici prose skontaktowak si$ ze mng pod adresern 
zamieszczonym na stronie tytulowej ankiety. Jeszcze raz dtiekuje za uczestnictwo i wspdpraq w tym 
projekcie. 

Beata Czapor 
Graduate Student 
Master of Management Studies 
School of Business, Carleton University 



(Data) 
""PRZY PûMNIENIE"" 

Uprasza si? o ucustnictwo w badrniu naukowym n i  tomit krpojndnkh inmrtycji ugnnicmych 
w Polscal 

Szanowny PanPani: 

Trzy tygodnie ternu poprosiliimy O wspolpraq w badaniu naukowym, kt& pozwoii ocenic kilmat 
inwestycyjny w Polsce. Badanie to jest cz@ci* mi@ynarodowego projektu obejmujqcego podobne badania 
w kilku krajach Swiata. 

Jesli wypeinil i odeslai PanPani nasz* ankietq, dzi$ujemy serdecuiie za 
wspdpraq, i prosimy Ugnorowak ten list 

JeSU nie uczynii PanRaai tego, p m s g  serdecmie O 

wypehiienie i odeshnie mt4cu)nej mkiety. P&ka wsp6lpraca 
jest niezbqàaa dla sukcesu tego projektu oraz do umoflwienia 
mi napisania pmcy dyplomowej i ukoriczenio studiow. 

Zaiqczam dwie wersje jgykowe ankiety (polskq i angielskg), proszq O wypelnienie tylko jednej wersji, w 
jçzyku, w kt8rym czuje s i ~  PanPani bardziej komfortow. Prosq O zwrcicenie uwagi na w m e  informacje 
zawarte na stronie tytulowej ankiety. 

Jest nieuniernie wahe aby odpowiedzi na ankietq udzielil najwyisty rang* prtedstawiciel przedsiqbiorstwa 
zagranicznego, pracujqcy w Polsce z ramienia pnedsiqbiorstwa zagranicznego, ktOry jest w Polsce na 
delegacji, i nie jest obywatelem polskim na stde zamieszkaiyrn w Polsce. Jedi PanPani nie jest tij osobq, 
proste O przekazônie ankiety do wiaÉciwych ri#. 

W przypadku jakichkolwiek pytari lub w$ttpliwoici proçze skontaktowa6 sis ze mnq pod adresern 
zamieszczonym na stronie tytdowej ankiety. Jeszcte raz dzi@ujq za uczestniciwo i wspdpraq w tyrn 
projekcie. 

8eata Czapor 
Graduate Student 
Master of Management Studies 
School of Business, Carleton University 



BADANIE BEZPOSREDNICH INWESTYCJI ZAGRANICZNYCH W POLSCE 

A lnformacje ogolne 
W tej cz&i chcielibysrny uzyskac informacjq O pnedsiebiotstwie zagranicznym, Mora 
umoiliwi prawidlowe zakwalifikowanie odpowiedzi. Zaznaczamy, ie zapewniamy 
caikowitq anonimowodd. 

Kraj, siedziba f i n y  zagranicznej: Rok zaioienia fimy: 1 9 
Giowny kierunek dziaialnojci: Produkcja O Handel U Usiugi O 
G1owna grupa(y) produktdw: @ p 

Za ostatni rok finansowy: 
Sprzedak: Export: Liczba pracowni kow na swiecie: 
(waluta uiyta: milliony US% O lub 1 

Rok pierwszej inwestycji podjqtej przez firme maciertysQ, poza krajem ojczystym: 19 
W ilu krajach operuje firma macienysta przy uiyciu inwestycji bezpoSrednich: 
Kraj z najwiqkszym nakladem inwestycji bezposrednich: WartoSci US$ 

lnformacje O przedri~iorawiet pokkirn 
Giowny kierunek dziaialnoSci: Produkcja O Handel 13 Usîugi 
Giowna grupa(y) produktow: , 

Za ostatni rok finansowy: 
Sprzedai: Export: Liczba pracownikow: 
(waluta uiyta: rnilliony US$ O lub ) 

Rok w Morym firma maciertysta po raz pierwszy zainwestowaia w Pofsce? (rok) 
lnwestycja rniaia forme: caikowicie nowego biznesu O czy zakupiono firme istniejqq a? 
Polska inwestycja jest typu (prosimy zaznaczyc jednq odpowiedi) : 

Pelna wiasnoSC O wiqkszo4d wspdudziaiu i kontroli O 
Joint venture z firmq localna O lub z innq firmq zagranicznq 0 
lnne (prosimy wymienic): 

Czy fima macierzysta wspblpracowaia z Polsh pned tqinwestycjq? tak O nie O 
Jesli tak, to jakiego typu byla to dzialalnoSC? Umowa licencyjna O, joint venture O. 
produkcja O, lub export do Polski poprzez wtasne kanaiy sieci dystrybucyjnejO, lub expoR 
poprzez zagranicznych agent~w/dyst~ybutorow 0, lub agentow/dystrybutorow polskich O 

lnformacje pnonalne 
Stai pracy: w firmie polskiej, stai pracy w firmie macierzystej calkowity stai pracy ( l a t )  
Czy posiadai PadPani jakiekolwiek powiqzania z PolsQ przed delegacja? 

(Np. pochodzenie polskie, wspdrnalionek poch. polskiego, podrote etc.) nie tak O 
prosimy wymienic 

Czy posiada Pan/Pani wyksztaicwenie wyisze? nie O tak O 
Jesii tak, to z: Europy Zach. OEuropy Wsch. O Arneryki Pin. O lnne 
ZnajornojC jezykow? t 



W tej czqjci chcielibysmy dowiedUeC siq jakie i r a a  byty wykorrystane (i ich wainoik) w 
uzyskaniu informacji uiytej w podjeciu decyzji O inwestowaniu w Polsce. (Prosimy udzielic 
informacji nawet jesli nie byi PanPani zaangaiowany w podjqciu tej decyzji, biorqc pod uwagq 
wiedze na dzieli dzisiejszy) 

Roine irodia informacji sij wyszczegdlnione ponizej. Prosimy O zaznaczenie odpowiedniego 
numeru; jesli irbdlo nie byto uayte 4, a jeili zostaio uiyte to jak waZne bylo to i rd lo ,  gdzie 1 
oznacza t e  ir6dto nie byto wame a 5 oznacza i e  i r a 0  byio bard20 wame w podjeciu decyzji. 

WainoSC (iesli bvlo ivtel 
Nie byto Bardzo Nie 
u~yte  Niewa2ne wakne wiem 

Polskie czasopisma i gazety 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Czasopisma i gazety w kraju macienystym 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Media rniedzynarodowe 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Obraz Polski w mediach kraju macierzystego 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Personel ambasady polskiej 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Materiay promocyjne polskich agencji rz;idowych 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  
k b y  handlowe 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Konsultanci w kraju maciertystym O 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Polscy konsultanci 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Polscy dostawcy/klienci/dystrybutorzy 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Konkurencja 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Wydawnictwa organizacji miqdzynarodowych (ONZ, WTO) O 1  2 3 4 5 6 
Wizyty siuibowe kierownictwa f i n y  macierzystej do Polski O 1 2  3 4  5 6 
Wizyty turystyczne kierownictwa fimy macierzystej do Polsk O 1 2  3 4 5 6 
lnne firmy z kraju macierzystego, z inwestycjarni w Polsce O 1  2 3 4  5 6 
Zakupiona firma polska (jedi zakupiono) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  
lnne (prosirny wymienic ) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  

Z powyzszych zrodet informacji, lub innych &ore nie zostaiy wymienione, ktore miaiy najwieksty wpiyw 
na podjecie decyzji inwestycyjnej? 

Prosimy oszacowac wage niiej podanych dw&h typow czynnikow wplywjqcych na decyzjq 
inwestycyjnq (prosimy zakredic odpowiedni numer) 

Osobiste dmlwiadczenie i opinie osoby podejrnujqcej decyzje, na temat kraju(ow) branych pod uwage 
Niewane 1  2 3 4  5 Bardzo wane 

Analiza techniczna kraju (npsytuacja ekonorniczny, infrastruktura, prognozy, itp.): 

Czy zdaiyio si$, ie kierownictwo innych f imi  z kraju macierzystego zwr6cilo siq do PanafPani o 
opinie na ternat inwestowania w Polsce? tak O nie O 



W tej czecvi chcielibysmy dowiedzieC sic CO bylo glownyrn celem/motywem inwestycji w 
Polsce (prosimy parnietac, ie nie jest waine czy byi PanfPani zaangaiowany osobiDie 
w podjeciu decyzji) - 

P rosimy zakwalifi kowae wcUnoSC kiiâego z poniiszych celow/motywow dla ktorych 
firma macierrysta zainwestowata w Polsce na skali od 1 do 5, gdzie 1 oznacza 
niewainy a 5 oznacza bardzo wainy. 

WainoSC 

Bardzo Nie 
Niewany wainy wiem 

Aby byc pietwszym w kraju lub regionie pned konkurencja 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Aby ominqc bariery handlowe 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Aby byc bliiej potencjalnego klienta 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Aby byc blizej obecnego kilenta 1 2 3 4 5 6  
PojSC w Slad t a  obecnym klientem, M6ry przeniost si9 do Polski 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Aby rozpocqc dzidalno6d w- - Europie Centralnej 1 2 3 4 5 6  

- Europie Wschodniej 1 2 3 4 5 6  
- inne 1 2 3 4 5 6  

Aby uiyc pots4 inwestycjq, ieby eksportowac do: 
- innych krajdw Europy Centeralnej 1  2 3 4  5 6  
- Europy Wschodniej 1 2 3 4 5 6  
- krajôw Unii Europejskiej 1 2 3 4 5 6  
- inne 1 2 3 4 5 6  

Aby uiyc polsb inwestycjq jako wstqp przed inwestowaniem w: 
- innych krajach Europy Centralnej 1 2  3  4 5 6  
- Europie Wschodniej 1 2 3 4 5 6  
- krajach Unii Europejskiej 1 2 3 4 5 6  - inne 1 2 3 4 5 6  

Uzyskac dostep do surowca(ow) podstawowego 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Uzyskac dostep do projektdw specjalnych i rozwi@aii technologicznychl 2 3  4 5 6  
PojSi. ta  konkurencjg, M6ra zainwestowaia w regionie 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Aby ochronic istniejqce rynki zbytu 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Aby dostosowac si? do tanadzen rqdu (np. zobowiipania) 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Jako rezultat wzrostu waRoSci waluty kraju macierzystego 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Aby byc bliiej giownego dostawcy(ôw) 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Aby obniiyc koszty produkcji 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Aby wykorzystac niiszy koszt zatrudnienia pracownikow 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Aby wykorzystac wyisq wydajn& pracownikow 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Aby wy korzystac zachety finansowe q d u  polskiego 1 2 3 4 5 6  
lnne (prosimy wymienic): 1: 1 2 3 4 5 6  

Z powyiszych celow/motywow, lub innyych ktore nie zostaiy wymienione, More dwa rniaiy 
najwiqkszy wpiyw na decyzjq inwestycyjna? , 



D Polski Klimat Inwestycyjny: Ocena ogolna 

W tym miejscu chcielibysrny dowiedzied si9 O PadsQ osobisb opiniq, opartq na doswiadczeniu, na 
ternat Polski jako kraju, w ktorym firma macierzysta zainwestowaia. 

Roine czynniki sa wyszczegolnione poniiej. Prosimy O wymenia osobistej opini na ternat 
polsklego SIodowiska inwestycyjnego popnez postawienie X w miejscu, More najbardziej 
representuje pariskq opiniq. 

Czynniki Rynku 
WielkoSC rynku 
Potencjai rynku 
Koszty dystrybucji 
Konkurencja 
Poioienie geograficzne Polski w Europie 

Czynniki Zwlqtans z Produkck 
Dostep do surowajw podstawowych 
Koszt surowcdw podstawowych 
Koszt energii 
Koszt produ kcji 
Koszt zatrudnienia pracownikow 
Oostqp do wykwalifikowanej siiy roboczej 
Kwalifikacje polskich pracownikow 
Dostep do wykwalifikowanego kierownictwa 
Produ ktywno2 
Poziom technologiczny 
JakoSC systernu transportu 
Jako* systemu komunikacyjnego 
JakoSC systernu sieci dysrtrybucjnej 

Czynniki Finansowe 
Struktura systemu podatkowego 
Ulgilwakacje podatkowe 
Kurs waluty polskiej 
Jakoid systernu bankowego 

Czynniki Ekonomiczne i Prawne 
P rognozy rozwoju e konomicznego 
Poziom inflacji 
Bezrobocie 
Postep procesu prywatyzacji 
Ogolny postep reform 
Ustawy dotycqce sectora prywatnego 
Prawo inwestycyjne 
Wymagania prty wejSciu na rynek 
Zastrzezenia w prawie wtasnoSci 

May 
MAY 

Niskie 
Slaba 

Nieatrakcyjne 

Trudny 
Niski 
Niski 
Niski 
Niski 

Trudny 
N is kie 

Trudny 
Niska 
Niski 
Niska 
Niska 
Niska 

Skompli kowana 
Niskie 

Niestabilny 
Niska 

SIabe 
Niski 

Niskie 
Wolny 
Wolny 

Negatywne 
Negatywne 

Wyso kie 
Wysokie 

Duiy 
Duiy 
Wysokie 
Silna 
Atrakcyjne 

Law' 
Wysoki 
Wysoki 
Wysoki 
Wysoki 
f-atwy 
Wyso kie 
Law' 
Wysoka 
W yso ki 
Wysoka 
Wysoka 
Wyso ka 

Prosta 
Wyso kie 
Stabilny 
Wysoka 

Dobre 
W yso ki 
Wysokie 
Szybki 
Szybki 
f ozytwne 
Pozytwne 
Niskie 
Niskie 



(czynniki ekonorniczne i prawne, c i g  d 4 l . s ~ )  
Zastrteienia w repatriacji zyskow Wyso kie 
Ryzyko wywlaszczenia Wyso kie 
Wymagania przy opuszczeniu rynku Wyso kie 
tatwoid uzyskania pazwolenia na praq dla cudzoziemcow Tnidno 
Ogolna ocena systemu prawniczego Skomplikowany 
Poziom biurokracji Wysoki 

Scena Polityczna i Czynnlki Soclalne 
Sytuacja polityczna Stabilna 
Stanowisko rqdu cent rat nego do inwestycji zagran. Negatywne 
Stanowisko rqdu lokalnego do inwestycji zagranicznych Negatywne 
Zagroienie strajkow Wyso kie 
Dostep do informacji Staby 
tapownictwo/Korupcja Wysoka 
Stanowisko opinii publicznej do inwestycji zagranicznychNegatywne 
Poziom odbioru nowych productow/metod/ideii przez Polakow Niski 
Poziom iycia Niski 
Szkoiy i inne instytucje dla dzieci pracownikow zagranicznych Siabe 
JakoSC lokali mieszkalnych Niska 
Poziom przestcpczoSci Wysoki 

Ogdna Ocena Polski i Polak6w 
WizeruneWobraz narodu 
Rozwdj przemysiu 
Swiatopoglqd 
Poziom na jakim Potacy dadq si$ lubic 
Poziom zaufania do Polakow 
Otwarcie na swiat 
Podobiexistwo kulturowe do kraju macienystego 
Stanowisko Polakow do innych kultur, religii, ras 

DY 
Niski 

Zacofany 
Niski 
Niski 

Zamknieci 
Niepodobna 

Zarnknieci 

Niskie 
Niskie 
Niskie 
tatwo 
Prosîy 
Niski 

Niestabilna 
Pozytywne 
P ozytyw n e 
Niskie 
Dobry 
Niska 
Pozytywne 
Wysoki 
Wyso ki 
Dobre 
Wyso ka 
Niski 

Z powyiszych czynnikow, lub innych More zostaiy porniniqte. prosimy wybrac 2 czniqce Polskq 
at rakcyjnq dla inwestorow zagranicznych i 2 czynqce Polske nieatrakcyjnq. 

Czyniq Polske nieatrakcyjnq: 

Dobry 
Wysoki 
Postqpowy 
Wysoki 
Wyso ki 
Otwarci 
Podobna 
Otwarci 

W pariskiej opini CO powinien r q d  polski uczynic aby popmwk iûimat i in~~tycyjny baju i 
zachqck wiqcej inwestot6w zagranicuiych? 



- 

E Polski Klimat Inwestycyjny: Wa inW Czynnikbw 

Z powyzszych kategorii czynikow, niektote moga wydac sic PanuIPani jako majqce wiçkuy a 
niektore mnieiszy wpl* na podjçcle decyzji Inumtycyjnej (katdej inwestycji, nie tylko polskiej) 
przez firme macierzysQ. 

Prosimy zaszeregowe wam- kakdej kategorii na skali od t do 5, gdzie 1 oznacza nlewatnq 
kategoriq a 5 oznacza bardzo wamq btwrlç ctynnikbw. (W razie potrzeby przypominenia 
czynnikow skladajqcych si9 na poszczegdlnq kategoriq prosimy odwdac si9 do sekcji D) 

Bardzo 
wama 

Czynniki Rynku 1 2 3 4 5 
Czynniki Zwiazane z Produkcjq 1 2 3 4 5 
Czynniki Finansowe 1 2 3 4 5 
Czynniki Ekonomiczne i Prawne 1 2 3 4 5 
Scena Polityczna i Czynniki Socjalne s 1 2 3 4 5 
Ogolna Ocena Polski i Polakow 1 2 3 4 5 

F Polski Klimat Inwestycyjny : Dawiadczenie 

Wediug PanalPani jaki poriom rrtysfakcjl lub brciku aatysfakcji osiqgnda firrna macierzysta z 
inwestycji w Polsce? Prosimy zaszeregowac nastqpujqce kategorie na skali od 1 do 5, gdzie 1 
oznacza brak satysfakcjl a 5 oznacza p4nq ratysfakcjq. 

Brak 
Satysfakcji 

Czynniki Rynku 1 2 
Czynniki Zwiqzane z Produkcjq 1 2 
Czynniki Finansowe 1 2 
Czynniki Ekonomiczne i Prawne 1 2 
Scena Polityczna i Czynniki Socjalne 1 2 
Ogoina Ocena Polski i PoIaMw 1 2 

Peina 
Satysfakcja 

3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 

Na dzien dzisiejszy, jaki poziom satysfakcji osiqgnfla firma mackny8ta z inwestycji w Polsce? 
Brak Satystakcji 1 2 3 4 5 P ~ M  Satystakcja 

Na dzien dzisiejszy, jaki poziom satysfakcji uzyskrd PanlPani osobi9ck z inwestycji w Polsce? 
Brak Satysfakcii 1 2 3 4 5 Peina Satysfakcja 

Jakie sq plany firrny maclenystej zwmne z Polsk~ n i  n a j b l l m  5 la? Pnypuszczalnie 
dziaialnoX ulegnie: 

Rozszerzeniu O Pomniejszeniu 0 Nie Ulegnie Zmianie a 



G Polski Klimat Inwestycyjny : Poldwnanie z nnymi Krajami 

W PanatPani opini jaki kraj stanowi najwiqksq konkurencje dla Polski jako potencjalny odbiorca 
inwestycji zagranicznych? (prosimy wymienic) 

Czy firma macierzysta zainwestowala w tym kraju do tej pory: 
tak O W ktorym roku? 19- 
nie O Czy planuje zainwestowac w ciqgu najblizszych 5 k t ?  tak O nie O 

Czy byi ten kraj brany pod uwage jako altematywna lokalkacja obecnel inwestycli? tak O nie O 

Biorqc pod uwage pais  kie doswiadczenie. jak porownalby PanlPani i klimat inwestycyjny Po lski do 
klimatu inwestycyjnego kraju wymienionego pmez PandPaniq jako najwiqkszego konkurenta 
Polski? 
Prosimy zakwakifikowad poni2sze czynniki na skali ob 1 do 5, gdrie 1 oznacza, 2e Polska jest 
gorsza a 5 oznacza ie Polska jest lepsza nii kraj konkurencyjny. 

Stabilizaja polityczna 
Potencjai cynku 
Koszt zatrudnienia pracownikdw 
Widoki na przyszioSC 
P rodu ktywnoSd 
Kwalifikacje pracownikdw 
Dostqmo5.i technologii 
Kwalifikacje kierownictwa 
Koszty dyst rybucji 
Koszty produ kcji 
Ogolny klimat inwestycyjny 
Odbior nowych productow/rnetod/ideii 
Stanowisko mjdu do inwestycji zagranicznych 
Poziom iycia 
l nne (prosimy wyrnienic: 1 

Gorsza n i i  
kon kurencja 

Lepsza ni i  
konkurencja 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

Podobieristwo Opinii 

Wedlug PanalPani, jak zblitonr jest paxiska opinia na ternat klirnatu inwestycyjnego Polski do 
opini kierownictwa firmy macienystej? Prosimy o takreilenie oâpowiedniego numeru, gdzie 1 
oznacza ie opinia Paska i opinia kierownictwa firmy rnacienystej nie q zbllaone a 5 oznacza 
ze sq bardto zblitone. 

Nie sq Zbliione 1 2 3 4 5 Bardzo Zblizone 



Czy byi PanPani osobiScie zaangaiowany w podjecie decyzji O inwestowaniu w Polsce? tak Unie O 
Jaka byia pariska rola? 

Poziom nietaleinosci (autonorni) w podejmowaniuy decyzji jab posiada firma polska: 

Pane uzaleinienie 1 2 3 4 5  Pana autonomia 

PONO WNIE 0-UJEMY ZA W Y P W E N I E  ANKIENI!!! 

Pa&ka opinia jest dla nas bardzo waiina! Jesli ma PanIPani jakiekolwiek uwagi na ternaty przez 
nas poruszone lu& pokrewne, prosimy sic z nami podzielic. P-ski komentan bdzie wziety pod 
uwage w obliczaniu koncowych wynikow statystycznych, z zapewnieniem pelnej anonimowoSci. 



INTERVIEW OF GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS 

INTRODUCTION 
Good moming/aftemoon, I am Beata Czapor a graduate student in the Mastea of 

Management Studies program at the School of Business at Carleton University . Ottawa. 
Canada. 1 will be conducting this interview as a part of my thesis work and for a major 
international research program involving similar studies in several other countries. 

a) The study is on how business investors in Poland look at Poland 
b) however. it also focuses on Canadian investon perceptions about Poland 
C) and since governrnent officiais play important role in encouraging/discouraging, 
assisting. etc. business decision, by speaking to the experts hke yourseif, we wouM Iike to 
get insights regarding Canadian investment in Poland. the current investment clirnate in 
Poland and its implications for future foreign investments. 

We are especially interested in knowing about: 
a) Your experience in dealing with Poland 
b) Your opinion about Canadian companies' objectives in selecting Poland as 

possible place for investrnent, and 
c )  Your Personal assessrnent of the Polish business environment for foreign 

direct investrnent. 

If you agree, I would iike to tape this meeting in order to retain as much information as 
possible. Your answers are completely contidential and the tape WU not be aired by 
anyone but rnyself. and also al1 results will only be reported in aggregate form. . 



PERSONAL HISTORY 

1. How long have you worked for the government of Canada in this 
de partment? 

2. What is your role? 
3. Have you ever been to Poland or other countries of the region? 

OBJECTIVES 
1. In your opinion what is the most important objective(s) for Canadian companies in 

deciding to make investment in Poland? 
6. Are there any specific factors for choosing the particular citylpan of the country*? (if 

No go to Q. 18) 
7. Whic h factors and for w hat citiedlocations? 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE 

7a. What uiformation sources are avaiiable for Canadian businesses wanting to invest 
in Poland? 

8a. Which of these information sources are. in your opinion. the most comprehensive. 
accurate and most widely used? 

9a. How easy or difficult is it to access relevant information that is needed before 
malung rhe investment decûion about the Polish investment chute .  (e.g. market. 
government regulations etc.) 

1Oa. How easy or dificult is it to get help to operationalite the investment decision? 
(e.g. legal assistance, help from reactors, investment consultants etc.) 

1 la. How simple or complex is the application or notification to Polish government 
agencies? 

12. How would you assess the climate for foreign investment in Poland at the present 
tirne? 

PROBES 
--What do you think is attractive about it? 
-- or unattractive about it? 
--Why do you Say that? 

13. How would rou assess the present investment climate in Poland in cornpaison to 
your previous expectations, when you were not personaiiy involved in dealings with 
Poland? 



(if dlere \vas a change in perception), what influenced this change the most? 

14. What do you think Poland should do to irnprove the investment climate and to 
attract foreign investment? 

15. How do you think investon from Canada view Poland? 

31. To the best of your knowledge, how many Canadian businesses have already invested 
in Poland, and how many is looking into investing in Poland? 

32. In your opinion how satisfiedldûsatisfed are companies that invested in Poland with 
that investment? 

33. Do you help Canadian businesses that would iike io invest in Poland or other CEE 
countries? (if YES) what type of support do you offer: 

PROBES 
--Do you collect information? 
--Do you prepare reports about Poland. what 

type? 

19. How often does this happen and what do you say? 

20. What would you say or recornmend if they did ask? 

COMPARISON TO OTHER COUNTRIES 

21. In your opinion which other countriedregions are considered as alternative 
locations to Poland as a Foreign Direct investment location'? 

22. In your opinion which other country (-ies) have investment ciimate simiiar to 
Poland? 

PROBES 
--Within the E.U. 
--Centrai and Eastern Europe 
--Other European countries 
--Asia 
--Other 

23. Why would you choose Poland over these other counuies? 
46. What differences do you perceive between the uivestmnt ciimate in Poland and the 

rest of countries 
-Within the E.U. 
--Cenual and Eastern Europe 



--The Balkans 
--Other European countries on the Mediterranean 
--Middle East 
--Asia 
--Other 

PERSONAL CONTACTS iN DECISION MAKING. 
Finaiiy, some books and theory tel us that cornpanies look at objective reasons and use a 
process based on fmancial considerations when deciding whether, and if so where to 
invest abroad, while others tell us that personal experiences, acquaintances and other 
personal information affect the decision making process. 

25. In your opinion in what way does the information gathered througt personal 
acquaintances or personal experiences, etc. affect the decision making process? 

Thank you for your help this concludes this interview. however, could you please 
recommend other govenunent officiah that could be interviewed for the purpose of this 
study . 



INTERVIEW OF CANADiAN EXECUTIVES INTRODUCTION 

Good rnorning/aftemoon. I am Beata Czapor a graduate student in the Masters of 
Management Studies program at the School of Business at Carleton University , Ottawa, 
Canada. I wlll be conducting this interview as a part of my thesis work and for a major 
international research program involving similar studies in several other countries. 

The main purpose of the study is to evaluate the Perceptions of senior executives of 
companies in Poland, such as yours. that are owned by Canadian parent Company, 
regarding the current investment clinÿtte in Poland and its implications for future foreign 
investrnents. 

We are especiaily interested in knowing about the parent company's: 

a) Experience with this investment decision; 

b) Their objectives in selecting Poland as a place for investment. and 

c) Your Personai assessrnent of the Polish business environment for foreign 
direct investment. 

If you aiiow, 1 would like to tape this meeting in order to retain as rnuch inf'ormation as 
possible. Your answers are completely confidentid and the tape WU not be aired by 
anyone but myself, and also al1 results will only be reported in aggregate form. 



PERSONAL HISTORY 
1. How long have you worked with the parent company? 
2. Were you there at the time of the decision to invest in Poland? (if NO go to Q.5) 
3. Were you part of the decision making Process? (ifno go to Q. 5 )  
4. What was your role? 

PROBES 
--Did You corne to scout the environment? 
--Did you collect information? 
--Did you help in Operationalizing the investment decision'? 
--Were you part of the decision making group? 

PARENT COMPANY HISTORY 
5. Ln what year was the parent company founded? Where'? 
6. What is the primary business of the parent company? 
7. Would you please tell me about the foreign investment activities of the parent 

company, 
e.g. when Jrst invested outside its home country. where and why? 

PROBES 
--When did the company fmt begin foreign direct investment? 
--How many countries has the company invested in? 
--What was the first counuy? 
--Where does Poland rank in t e m  of order of entry? 
--Which country has received the most investment in 5 value'? 
--Where does Poland stand in terms of order of investment'? 
--When did the company invest in Poland: 

8. Which in estment is most important to the parent company? and why? 
9. How does this Polish investment fit within the parent f m ' s  strategy for foreign 
direct investment activities? 
10. Was the parent company operating in Poland prior to ths investment? 

--Did any of the activities involve - {list the following) 
a. Expon via company-owned channels 
b. Expons via agents or disuibutors in the home country 
c. Exports via agents or distributors in Poland 
d. Licensing agreement 
e. Joint Venture 
f Manufacniring 

- - { i f N o ,  go to I l )  
--(if Yes to any of the above) 'Why did you take this path*? 

(if  CE0 Q I L  to L4,othenvise go to Q 15) 
1 1. What is the nature of the investment? 

PROBES 
-4s it one of (list rhefollowing): 



a. Sole owner 
b. Majority ownership and control 
e. Joint venture with local company 
d. Joint venture with other foreign company 
e. Minority owned affiiate 

12. Are ihere exports or other international operations from Poland? (ifno. go fo 15) 
13. (if Yes to exporrs) To where do you export from Poland? 
14. (lf Yes to other infernational operations) What is the nature and extent of these? 

OBJECTTVES 
15. What were the Parent company's most unponant objectives in deciding to make 
investment in Poland? 
16. Were there any specific factors for chooshg the particular city/part of the country'? 
( i f  No go to Q. 18) 
17. Which factors and for what citie%cations? 

EXPERIENCE WTH INVESTMENT 

We would üke to know the parent company's activities and experiences in rnalung this 
invest ment decision up to the cime t hat you actually acquired/established operations here. 
More specifically- 

( i f  Yes to 2. ask 1 Ba-220 -- othenvire go to 186-22b) 
1 Sa. What information sources were used? 

19a. Which of these information sources influenced decision making? 

20a. How easy or difncult was it to access relevant uiformation that was needed before 
m;ikuig the investment decision about the Polish investment climate (tg. market. 
govemment regulations etc.) 

Zla. How easy or difncult was it to get help to operationalite the investment decision? 
(e.g. legal assistance, help from reacton, investment consultants etc.) 

12a. How simple or complex was the application or notification to govenunent 
agencies (go to 23) 

1 Sb. What information sources do you think were used? 

19b. Whch of these information sources do you think influenced decision making? 

?Ob. How easy or diEcult do you think it was to access relevant information that was 
needed before making the decision about the Pokh investment climate? (e.g. market. 
govemment regulations etc.) 



21b. How easy or diffcult was it do you think to get help to operationalize the 
investrnent decision ? (e.g. legal assistance. help nom realtors, investment consultants 
etc.) 

22b. How simple or complex do you think was the application or notification to 
government agencies? 
23. How would you assess the climate for foreign investment in Poland at the present 
time? 

PROBES 
--What do you think is attractive or unattractive about it? 
--Why do you Say that'? 

24. How would mess the present investment ciimate in Poland in comparison to 
your initial expectations? 

25. How would vour   are nt comnsnv assess the ciimate in comparison to their initial 
expectations? 

26. Overd how satisfied/dissatisfied is vour  aren nt comDanv with the investment 
experience in Poland to date? Why? 

27. Overd ho w satisfieddissatisfied are vou wrsonallv with the investment 
experience in Poland to date? Why? 

28. OveraU how satisfied/dissatisfied are you personaiiy with the experience of Living 
and working in Poland to date? why? 

29. What do you thuik Poland should do to improve the investment climate and to 
attract foreign investment? 

30. How do you think other investors from your home country view Poland? 

3 1. Given ail of the above, what are the Parent company's plans here br the next 5 
years? 

PROBE 
--Are you likely to expand, contract or remain about the sarne? 

32. Has it ever happened that other companies or executives in your home country 
have asked your opinion about investing in Poland? (if Yes. go to Q 33: ifno, go to Q 34) 

33. How often does this happen and what do you say? 

34. What would you Say or recommend if they did ask? 



PRESENT RELATIONS WTH PARENT COMPANY 

(if C E 0  Q 35 othenvise go to 36) 
35. How is the Polish organisation structured for reporting to the parent and in sharing 
decision making with the parent? 

PROBES 
--Does the Pohh company report directly to the parent company 
or through a regional ofiice? ( I f  regional office, ivhere is this 
regional office?) 
--How often do the personnel kom the Parent or regional 
headquarters. and who. corne to Poland? 
--How often do the people from the Poiish company, and who. 
visit the parent or regional headquarten? 

36. What level of autonomy does the Polish Company have in decision-making? 
PROBE 
--What decisions can the Polish company rnake on its own and 
what does it have to refer to the head office? 

37. How does your parent company solicit your personal views about operations and invesunent 

38. How influential are your views in the parent company's decision making? 

COMPARISON TO OTHER COUNTRIES 

39. Whic h other countries/regions were considered as alternative locations for t his 
investment? 

40. In your opinion which other country (-ies) have investment clirnate suniiar to 
Poland? 

PROBES 
--Within the E.U. 
--Central and Eastern Europe 
--Other European countries 
--Asia 
--Other 

4 1 Has your company invested in any of these countries? if yes, which ones? 
(if Yes go ro 42, othenvire go ro 45)  

42. What is the parent company's experience with that investment'? (how 
satirfed/dissati$ed is if?) 

13. Why is the company established in both countries? 



14. Do they compete for parent Company resources? (ifno to 41) 

45. Why did you choose Poland over these other countries'? 

16. What dlfferences do you perceive between the investment c b t e  in Poland and 
the rest of countries 

--Within the E.U. 
--Central and Eastern Europe 
--The Balkans 
--Other European countries on the Mediterranean 
--Middle East 
- - A h  
--Other 

PERSONAL CONTACTS IN DECISION MAKING. 
Finaüy, some books and theory tell us that companies look at objective reasons and use a 
process based on financial considerations when deciding whether. and if so where to 
invest abroad, whik others te1 us that persona1 experiences. acquaintances and other 
personal information affect the decision making process. 

17. In your opinion in what way does the information gathered through personal 
acquaintances or personai experiences, etc. affect the decision m a h g  process? 

18. Were any such factors at play in your particular case and how? 




